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Juan Carlos Jimenez 
B.S., University of Massachusetts 
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts 
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts 
Directed by: Gloria de Guevara 
The primary purpose of this research is to create 
an awareness and a better understanding of the marine 
mammals (whales and manatees) that inhabit the waters 
surrounding. Puerto Rico. While some research has been 
done in Puerto Rico in the past on whales and manatees, 
this has been on a very limited scale. 
During the past years several beached and stranded 
marine mammals have been found in Puerto Rico but because 
of a lack of knowledge and/or interest little or no data 
was collected. A necropsy of these mammals may have 
provided vital information for the conservation of these 
threatened species. 
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These problems are further aggravated because of a 
lack of information to the public in this particular 
area. There is definitely a gap between the scientific 
research done in the past, and what the public knows. 
The objectives of this study are to develop a better 
public understanding of the current population of marine 
mammals in the area; to determine the distribution and 
abundance of marine mammals in the area; and to train 
students, fishermen and volunteers so that they can 
assist with the research. 
Fishermen, who are perhaps our best observers at 
sea, and volunteers were trained to help with the 
sightings. Surface and aerial censuses were done on both 
manatees and whales. 
The information generated from these studies was 
disseminated to the general public, government agencies, 
schools and universities. This was achieved through 
lectures, workshops, and exhibits. 
Over sixty lectures were offered throughout the 
Island. The medie (television, radio, and newspaper) 
contributed by exposing this awareness program to the 
general public. 
Important findings were the location of a fairly 
stable population of manatees and two species of whales 
Vll 
were spotted at months that differed from previous 
studies. This was accomplished with the help of local 
fishermen. 
As a result of the lectures and educational 
programs the public has become more aware of these 
marine mammals. A network of volunteers, interested 
in marine mammals, has been started. If the population 
here is educated and informed the chances for survival 
of these animals will increase. 
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GLOSSARY 
baleen, false teeth, made of a horny substance in the 
upper jaw of baleen whales. They are used to 
strain the whale's food from the water. 
beached: to run ashore or aground 
blowhole: nose (nostril) of the whale at the top of 
the head. 
blubber: the fat of the whale that is between the 
skin and the muscle. 
calf: the young (baby) of a whale or manatee 
cetacean: an order of aquatic mammals, consisting of 
the whales, dolphins, and porpoises 
echolocation: a process that is used by an animal (as 
a bat or a dolphin) to orient itself 
and avoid obstacles especially in the 
darkness and that involves emission of 
high frequency sounds which are reflected 
back. 
flipper: a broad flat limb adapted for swimming 
flukes: the broad horizontal tail of a whale 
habitat: the environment to which an organism is adapted 
necropsy : post-mortem examination, autopsy 
port: the left side of a ship looking forward 
starboard: right side of a ship looking forward 
stranded: see beached. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
It is of great importance that the general 
public is given the opportunity to experience 
consciously and intelligently, the efforts and 
results of scientific research. It is not 
sufficient that each result be taken up, elab¬ 
orated, and applied by a few specialists in the 
field. Restricting the body of knowledge to a 
small group deadens the philosophical spirit of 
a people and leads to spiritual poverty. 
- ALBERT EINSTEIN 
The primary purpose of the research proposed in this 
study is to create an awareness and a better understanding 
of the marine mammals1 that inhabit the waters surrounding 
Puerto Rico. It addresses the need to study and evaluate 
these animals. 
Some research has been done, but on a very limited 
scale in Puerto Rico concerning the cetaceans and the man¬ 
atees. Over the past few years, several beached and 
stranded marine mammals have been found in Puerto Rico but 
because of a lack of knowledge and/or interest little or no 
data was collected. Therefore, these strandings have gone 
unnoticed. 
throughout this study the 
exclusively to whales, dolphins 





These problems are further aggravated by a lack of 
available public information in this particular area. In 
order to protect the manatees and the whales, it is 
imperative that the public and government agencies be edu¬ 
cated and made aware of the population, the habits and the 
behaviors of these animals. The more educated these people 
are about the animals and their habitats, the more likely 
they are to contribute information about them and to par¬ 
ticipate in efforts to protect them. 
Many studies have been done of the manatee population 
in Florida, but very rarely has this animal been studied in 
2 
the Caribbean. Although some effort has been made to pro¬ 
tect this endangered species, its population has not shown 
much improvement. There is a pressing need to study this 
endangered animal. 
Unfortunately, the investigations that have been done 
in Puerto Rico have been of little value to the people or 
to the manatees here. An important goal of these studies 
should have been education — making the public aware of the 
existence of these animals and the need for protection. The 
public in Puerto Rico, for the most part, is interested in 
marine mammals, but has little knowledge of them. 
2A couple of articles on the manatees have appeared 
in the newspaper. 
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Although most researchers are also educators, these 
two interests are usually kept separate. Professors when 
teaching their classes may, at times, mention their research 
work: but while conducting research, rarely use their skill 
as educators. This is what makes this work unique. 
Statement of the Problem 
The United States of America began as a sea nation; 
its history, life and economy tied closely to the seas and 
great rivers. But while dependence on the salt and fresh 
water has never diminished, and indeed is growing, our 
nation of sea people has become a nation of landlubbers. 
Most of the world's population has settled within a 
short distance of the sea or along navigable rivers leading 
to the sea. In the U.S., for example, 75% of the population 
lives in states bordering its coastline; and 45% of its 
urban population lives directly on the coast. 
Our dependence on the waters of this nation has in¬ 
creased over the years with new advances in off-shore 
drilling, aquaculture, waste disposal, fishing and recreation. 
It should be the goal of educators to begin now to awaken 
and inform the general public of the importance of fresh and 
salt water studies. 
3Encyclopedia Britannica, The Ocean, p. 10. 
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Many teachers have found that students are very recep¬ 
tive to information regarding the ocean and at times even 
students who lack interest in other subjects are fascinated 
by facts about fish, whales, and manatees. This is espe¬ 
cially true of children who live near the ocean, such as 
Puerto Ricans, who are the target population of this study. 
Puerto Rico is an island about 100 miles long and 35 
miles wide. Its north coast faces the Atlantic Ocean and 
its southern shore faces the Caribbean Sea. The area is 
frequented periodically by whales (e.g., a population of 
Humpback whales, Megaptera novaeangliae, winters in its 
northern banks). 
According to the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972, 
Section 3. Number 14 "The term. 'United States' includes 
several states, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth 
of Puerto Rico, ..." To date, no significant steps have 
been taken to study and protect the endangered marine mammals 
in Puerto Rico. 
It is ironic to study the migration of Humpback whales 
in the North Atlantic, in Puerto Rico, the Dominican 
Republic, and the Virgin Islands; where many researchers 
(Mayo, Katona, Nichols, et al. ) have spent years photo¬ 
graphing and identifying these animals, hoping to see them 
the next season, when there is a possibility that the animal 
Puerto Rico. A need exists to train lays dead on a beach in 
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people on the Island to collect specific data whenever there 
is a stranding and to rush this vital information to 
researchers . 
Puerto Rico is also the home of the West Indian manatee 
Trichechus manatus manatus, also an endangered and poorly 
known species. People are surprised when they learn that 
there is a population of manatees in Puerto Rico, too. Per¬ 
haps we have forgotten this animal, or have emphasized the 
research in Florida too much. There is a pressing need to 
study these animals before they disappear. According to 
a study on the status of the manatee in Puerto Rico (Powell, 
et al., 1979), "the present status of the manatee in Puerto 
Rico is poorly known". It is further suggested that the 
manatee in Puerto Rico should be studied and if given proper 
protection should increase in number. It is essential to 
study the manatee population, possible migrations, behavior, 
and its breeding and feeding grounds. 
Perhaps the most urgent need is to educate and create 
an awareness of these marine mammals in Puerto Rico, because 
the public is uninformed. 
Lack of Formal Education 
American education has been that of a land people. 
Students are rarely taught the importance or methods of 
protecting, using, and managing the resources of lakes, 
rivers, seas, and coastal zones. It has not been impressed 
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upon us that the supply of fresh water and salt water is 
limited in its ability to contain our wastes, or that clean, 
fresh water is essential to our personal existence. 
In advocating marine and aquatic education, there is 
danger that advocacy will be interpreted as a call for 
another subject to be added to the educational load. This 
is not the purpose. 
It is not hereby suggested that marine and aquatic 
education should prevail, only that the importance should so 
condition the subject matter of education that a balance with 
land is restored and water assumes the place its importance 
warrants. 
Marine related topics can be easily integrated into 
almost any existing curriculum. Newspapers and magazines 
are giving more and more attention to topics dealing with 
the ocean. These can and should be utilized in current 
event classes . 
A unit of whales (see Appendix A) has been used and 
evaluated by students and teachers in both bilingual and 
regular classes in New England, New York, New Jersey, 
Michigan, Texas, Virginia, California, and Puerto Rico. 
This was accomplished without any major alterations in 
existing curriculums. More similar units have been requested 
by teachers and students. 
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Marine Education in the Bilingual Program 
Today, one of the fastest growing and most inno¬ 
vative programs in the schools is the Bilingual Program. 
New materials have been developed in Spanish in almost 
every subject area so that when it is time for transition, 
bilingual students have the same educational background as 
students in the mainstream. Unfortunately, this has never 
before been done with marine related materials; even though 
some schools are beginning to incorporate this into their 
curriculum in English. 
During the past few years, the researcher has trans¬ 
lated some marine related fact sheets from English to 
Spanish. Other materials have been developed to supplement 
reading in English as a Second Language (ESL) classes. 
Teachers in bilingual programs in Springfield and Holyoke 
(Massachusetts) who have used some of this material in 
their classes have been enthusiastic about their students' 
response. It indicates that most of the students learn with 
a great deal of interest, even if they had not previously 
shown interest in science. Many teachers expressed the 
desire to continue what has been started on a larger scale. 
The United States of America began as a sea nation. 
A great part of the contributions to the explorations of 
the oceans was made by the Spanish and the Portuguese. 
schools, however, have never Many students in our 
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even heard of Fernando Magellan, Pizarro, Fernandez de Oviedo, 
and Alvaro de Mendana. Nor are they aware that the ancestors 
of the Hispanic students were responsible for many dis¬ 
coveries- and inventions. 
Why is it important that these children learn about 
their ancestors? We should not forget that George 
Washington and Abraham Lincoln are not the only important 
figures in the history of this nation, but that their 
Spanish counterparts made significant contributions to the 
development of this country. American culture and history 
was influenced to a great degree by Spanish settlers who 
came to this country from across the ocean. Their background 
affected the Americas and the lives of the people who lived 
here. Studying about Spanish influence would help to develop 
a sense of pride in a shared cultural heritage. This is one 
of the goals of Bilingual/Bicultural Education. 
Francisco Palacios, in a recent article on "The Develop¬ 
ment of Marine Science in Latin America", published in 
Oceanus Magazine (Summer 1980), states that marine science in 
Latin America today is generally underdeveloped. He says that 
nations must not depend on international agencies to solve 
their problems, but must look "inwardly to themselves to their 
own pool of human resources." He admits, however, that 
education in all disciplines is minimal. 
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It is true that in Latin countries marine scientists 
are scarce. Perhaps the main reason for this is that marine 
education is not widely offered in schools and universities. 
How then can these nations solve their own problems using 
exclusively their own human resources if they are almost 
non-existant? 
Since all subjects are introduced in students' native 
language initially (while they also take intensive ESL), 
marine related material could be incorporated into almost 
every subject if it were available in the children's language. 
Marine topics make an interesting supplement not only to 
science classes, but also to history, reading, and ESL. 
Developing an interest in these areas at an early stage may 
help to facilitate learning and the gradual transition to 
taking classes in English. 
Some of these students will remain in the United States, 
while others will go back when finished with their education. 
They should be offered the opportunity and the alternative 
to pursue a marine science career, or to at least gain some 
knowledge in this area. 
The concern of educators is to teach and transmit their 
knowledge to their students. It does not matter who their 
students are, where they are from, or their native language. 
It is the responsibility of all teachers to try to reach 
each and every individual. 
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Approximately 20 million or 10% of our population are 
Spanish speaking. The researcher has made initial efforts 
to develop and translate information in Spanish, but on a 
limited scale. Oral and written correspondence with fellow 
bilingual teachers throughout New England indicated that in 
order for their students to become more informed, much more 
information must be developed and disseminated. 
Lack of Public Education 
Some work has been done to ensure protection (e.g., 
Belitsky wrote a couple of articles on the manatees), but 
more can and should be done. One of the objectives of 
these studies could have been to inform the public and 
government agencies in the hopes that they would become 
more actively involved in conservation efforts. 
One way that the scientists and agents (rangers) 
working for government agencies can contribute to the study 
and protection of marine mammals is to report sightings and 
specific behaviors of these animals. The Police Marine 
Patrol, the Department of Natural Resources, and the Coast 
Guard patrol the coastal waters, and could provide informa- 
4 
tion on animals sighted. 
4the behavior the animal is involved in (e.g., mating, 
feeding, resting), group composition, a description of the 
area (habitat), etcetera. 
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If the population is educated and informed, the chances 
for survival of these animals will increase. This is 
especially true for manatees. The manatee in Puerto Rico 
lives in shallow waters in bays, by the mouth of rivers, and 
along the coast where there is heavy boat traffic. 
When conducting research it was almost impossible to 
see manatees on weekends as there is a great deal of boat 
traffic then (e.g., sports fishermen, recreational boaters, 
and water skiers). The few times manatees were observed on 
weekends they spent more time than usual underwater and when 
they did come to the surface to breathe, their nostrils were 
hardly visible. The animals seem frightened of the boats. 
Many of the boaters are teenagers who race in these areas. 
As in the case of the Florida manatee, the propellers of 
motor boats can cause serious damage and/or kill them. It 
is estimated that at least 80 percent^ of the manatees in 
Florida bear the scars of encounters with propeller blades. 
More than 50% of the human-caused deaths investigated by the 
stranding program in Florida were attributed to boat and barge 
collisions 
^personal communication with scientists in Florida 
6R.L. Brownell, K. Ralls, R. R. Reeves, eds., The 
West Indian Manatee Workshop, 1978. 
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The manatee in Puerto Rico lives in water only 10 to 
25 feet deep. It is a very slow-moving animal therefore, 
susceptible to accidents as it cannot always move fast enough 
to get out of the way of a charging boat. 
At a workshop held in Florida^, on the manatee, the 
majority of the participants agreed that a program of public 
education should "... accompany any further management or 
research initiative." 
In Florida, a successful campaign has been going on for 
years warning boaters to reduce their speed in certain areas 
and to watch out for manatees. This campaign has been a 
success because of public education. The public in Florida 
is informed about the manatees and the areas that they in¬ 
habit. Signs and posters have been distributed to acquaint 
the general public with this endangered mammal. In the areas 
where manatees are more abundant (Crystal River and Blue 
Springs), signs have been posted warning boaters to reduce 
their speed because of manatees in the area. 
In Puerto Rico, a similar campaign should be started. 
By educating and informing the public with articles, fact 
sheets, and lectures, our population can become more sensi¬ 
tive, like the public in Florida, about the survival of 
this animal. 
7r. L. Brownell, K. Ralls, R. R. Reeves, eds., 
The West Indian Manatee Workshop, 1978. 
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But Florida is one step ahead of Puerto Rico. Manatee 
research has been carried on there for years. There are 
several programs, agencies, and universities actively con¬ 
cerned with manatee research and education. In Puerto Rico, 
we are not that fortunate. Although some research has been 
done here it is not the continuous study that is being done 
there. 
This is why scientific research is so important in 
Puerto Rico. Before a complete campaign of protection for the 
manatee can be carried out, the specific areas where these 
animals live must be determined. 
Even though the manatees are completely harmless8, the 
researcher met many people in Puerto Rico and the Dominican 
Republic who fear these animals. Perhaps this is because of 
the manatee's bulky appearance. Christopher Columbus wrote 
that on the coast of Hispaniola he saw three mermaids, but 
that they were not very beautiful. 
Lack of Scientific Research 
Before beginning the study in Puerto Rico, previous 
and current studies were researched in order to avoid dupli¬ 
cation. Copies were obtained of the three studies (Belitsky, 
1978; Magor, 1978; Powell, 1979) done on the manatee in Puerto 
8National Wildlife Federation, "Mermaid in a man's 
world," December/January, 1980. 
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Rico. Each of these studies was based on sightings from an 
airplane. An aerial census can be valuable for estimating 
population, when done on a regular basis. However, this 
researcher also conducted periodic censuses from a raft 
which provided the additional opportunity to get closer to 
the animals in order to observe their behavior in their 
natural habitat. 
The previous research can hardly be called conclusive, 
as the manatee lives in very murky water, and because of 
the poor visibility, many manatees are not visible from the 
air; while others can be confused with rocks, or rocks can 
erroneously be identified as manatees. 
An example of the limitations of the aerial census 
method, and the need for further research, is a report the 
researcher received from fishermen, and confirmed by an in¬ 
terested private citizen. Although no manatees were observed 
in the aforementioned studies in the area of Culebra (a 
nearby island which belongs to Puerto Rico), a manatee was 
entrapped in a fishing net in December, 1981. Either from 
lack of knowledge about the actions required by law when this 
happens, or perhaps out of fear, this was never reported, and 
this dead animal was cut up and eaten. 
One of this study's interests was to learn just how 
much the public in Puerto Rico knows about these endangered 
species. In addition to talking to people from all walks of 
15 
life, including fishermen, a simple questionnaire (see 
Appendix B) was developed for this purpose. A surprising 
result of this was to find out that many Puerto Ricans still 
do not even know what a manatee is. Also, many of the local 
fishermen, who practically live on the ocean, have never seen 
a manatee. 
The scientists in Florida (personal communication) claim 
that there is a lot of information about the manatee in their 
Florida files (National Fish and Wildlife Laboratory in 
Gainesville, Florida), but that deals with the species found 
in Florida, Trichechus manatus latirostris. The Puerto 
Rican manatee, Trichechus manatus manatus, has been studied 
on a very limited scale. It is important to point out that 
while there are many similarities in the two species, there 
also exist significant differences in the behavior, habitat, 
and anatomy of these two animals such as the skull, the 
vertebral column, and the reproductive behavior, to name a 
few. While information about the Florida manatee gives a 
good basis for beginning to learn about our manatee; it should 
not be assumed that just because something is true about the 
Florida species, it must also be true for the Puerto Rican 
species. 
The research on whales done by Nichols (ORES) and 
90cean Research and Education Society (Boston, Mass.) 
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Winn (CETAP)10 have been of great value to the understanding 
of whale migration. However, these studies were based on a 
single species, Humpback whales. These whales winter in 
nearby waters of the Dominican Republic, the Virgin Islands, 
and Puerto Rico. 
This researcher spent some time with Nichols (1980) 
on the Regina Maris doing census work on the northern banks 
of the Dominican Republic (Silver, Navidad, and Mouchior 
Banks) on Humpback whales, thus gaining familiarity with 
his census methods and studies (see Appendix C). 
There is no question about the contributions of people 
such as Nichols and Winn on whales in the Caribbean. But 
this study differs from theirs in that: (1) it deals with 
more than one species of whales, and (2) it adds another 
dimension which is very important, public education. 
The Ocean Research and Education Society (ORES), the 
group that Nichols is associated with, is also interested in 
public education. Nevertheless, that education is carried 
out in the continental U.S. This study is concerned with the 
people in Puerto Rico, who are unaware of this research and 
its findings. The public in Puerto Rico, like the public in 
the United States, should be informed and educated about 
10Cetacean and Turtle Assessment Program (University 
of Rhode Island). 
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these animals and their habitats. After disembarking from 
the Regina Maris, this researcher spent some time in the 
Dominican Republic, having a chance to mingle with the 
people and the fishermen there. While lecturing there, it 
was noticed how uninformed these people (even scientists and 
government officials) were of the whales breeding a few 
miles off their coast. The same is the case with Puerto 
Rico; the population has not benefited from these very 
important studies. Perhaps the language barrier has kept 
previous researchers from reaching the public in these 
countries . 
Purposes of the Study 
The focus of this study is to educate the people of 
Puerto Rico about the marine mammals of Puerto Rico and 
their environment. It involves some scientific as well as 
educational research. The specific purposes are: 
(1) to develop a better public understanding of the 
current population of marine mammals in the area 
of Puerto Rico in order to assist in efforts to 
protect and conserve these endangered species. 
(2) to determine the presence, distribution patterns 
and abundance of marine mammals in the area. 
(3) to use the ’'Whale Unit" (English and Spanish) as 
a supplement to the curriculum in schools, as 
background information prior to a lecture or to 
reinforce the material learned in the lectu 
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(4) to assist the Puerto Rican authorities with 
beached or stranded marine mammals. 
Significance of the Study 
This study is significant from five points of view: 
First, the public will be made aware of the dwindling numbers 
of marine mammals in waters surrounding Puerto Rico. This 
will come as a result of public education through lectures, 
exhibits, and distribution of informative materials. Second, 
the results of this study will provide a better understanding 
and a basis for assessing the population of manatees and 
whales in Puerto Rico. This is the first time that a con¬ 
tinuous study has been carried out, throughout the island, 
on marine mammals. Third, students and fishermen will be 
trained to identify marine mammals. Fourth, new information 
generated by this study will assist Puerto Rican authorities 
in their efforts to protect these animals. Fifth, by intro¬ 
ducing new materials, schools, students and teachers will 
gain some knowledge of marine mammals, fish, the environ¬ 
ment and the oceans. Hopefully, this will lead to increasing 
the number of Puerto Ricans interested in concentrating in 
this field of study. 
One unique contribution of the study is the combination 
of scientific research that will be readily available for 
public education. In this way. the study intends to bridge 
that exists between scientists and educators. the gap 
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Delimitations of the Study 
The target populations for this study are: (1) the 
general public in Puerto Rico, and (2) the marine mammals 
(whales, dolphins, and manatees) in Puerto Rican waters. 
The intent of the study is limited to the objectives 
already stated. The census is exclusive to the area of 
Puerto Rico (12-mile territorial sea). The "Whale Unit" 
is not intended to be used as part of the curriculum in 
the schools in Puerto Rico, but as supplementary information. 
Methodology 
The uniqueness of this study is that it combines 
scientific research with education. In order to do the 
training, the scientific research needed to be done because 
there was insufficient information available. The infor¬ 
mation thus generated was used to develop sighting guides, 
and informative and educational materials. 
The training took various forms. In workshops and 
lectures, educational materials (such as fact sheets and 
posters) were distributed and a slide presentation and/or 
movie or video tape was shown (see Chapter III). 
With the help of trained students and volunteers, re¬ 
search and identification of species and their habitats was 
facilitated. This, in turn, contributed to the informative 
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and educational materials provided to schools and the 
general public. 
Also, this constant supply of information and findings 
(about local marine mammals) was welcomed by the local media 
(radio, television, and newspapers) because it was relevant 
to their audiences. 
The research, training, conferences, and the exposure 
through the media gave the Puerto Rican public an awareness 
and a better understanding of the marine mammals in general 
and specifically of the marine mammals in this area. In 
this way, the main purpose of the study, environmental 
education and awareness, was achieved. 
Instrumentation 
Four separate instruments were utilized in the col¬ 
lection of the research data: (1) the "Sighting Guide" 
(Jimenez, 1981), (2) the "Census Method" (Nichols, 1980), 
(3) the "Necroosy Report" (Yale University - Marine Mammal 
Recovery Foundation), and (4) the "Whale Unit" (Jimenez, 
1981). 
The "Sighting Guide" (see Appendix D) was based on 
reports and studies made of cetaceans in the area. This 
instrument was used exclusively to train students, fisher¬ 
men, recreational boaters, and local agents to help identify 
animals for the census. This guide combines drawings with 
f different characteristics associated with descriptions o 
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different species of whales (i.e., dorsal fin, blow, and 
color), which can help the observer identify an animal. 
The "Census Method" (see Appendix C) was used for 
estimating the population of marine mammals in this area. 
The researcher used this method, while working with Nichols, 
doing census on the Humpback whales on the northern banks 
off the Dominican Republic. This instrument was used 
exclusively for whales by students and volunteers who 
helped with the census. 
The "Necropsy Report" (see Appendix E) was used to 
collect data of stranded and beached marine mammals. This 
instrument has been used by the researcher in the New 
England area. It was modified by members of the Marine 
Mammal Recovery Foundation, with the collaboration of 
scientists and veterinary pathologists in the area. It was 
field tested during the summer of 1981 in Newfoundland, 
Canada (with over 100 animals), where the researcher and 
others were contracted to perform necropsies on dead mammals. 
The "Whale Unit" (Appendix A) is an introduction to 
the marine environment with emphasis on the whales. It is 
a multidisciplinary approach available both in English and 
Spanish. This unit was used to supplement the educational 
experience of teachers and students in Puerto Rico. Each of 
its five modules contains a list of objectives, a narrative, 
suggested questions, new vocabulary, activities for students 
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and teachers and resources. It is written in simple language, 
keeping in mind the reader's lack of knowledge. This unit 
has been field tested in both Spanish and English in schools 
in New England, and in several other states (e.g., New York, 
Texas and California), and was found to be most effective 
with elementary students, particularly in grades 4-6 A1 
Organization of the Study 
This study is divided into five chapters. The first 
one is an Introduction and Overview of the project. It des¬ 
cribes the purposes of the study and a detailed description 
of the problem undertaken. 
The second chapter deals basically with the Scientific 
Research. After a brief introduction of why this type of 
research is needed, the marine mammals (cetaceans and 
sirenians) are described briefly to acquaint the readers to the 
relatively unknown mammals. The methodologies for the sur¬ 
face and aerial censuses follows. Strandings are briefly 
discussed with a detailed procedure of a necropsy. 
The third chapter presents the Educational-Training to 
various government agencies, to fishermen and to student- 
volunteers who assisted the researcher with the censuses. 
The methods used for each are described. 
lithe teachers who evaluated the Unit in the New England 
schools, felt that it was most appropriate for the elementary 
grades (personal communication). 
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The fourth chapter is concerned with Public Education 
and awareness in general. Public and private schools which 
participated in the educational experiences are described. 
Also the procedures used in transmitting more information to 
the public through the media are described. 
The final chapter is reserved for the Results of both 
the educational-awareness program and the scientific 
findings of the study. Public reaction is recounted and 




Even though this study was geared more towards public 
education and awareness of whales and manatees, it was 
found necessary to go out into the field and dedicate 
some time to study these poorly known mammals. 
For this study to be more meaningful to Puerto Ricans 
(the target population of this study), it had to deal with 
local marine mammals. It is not the same to talk about 
whales in other areas (e.g., Gray whales in the Pacific, 
which is one of the most common species featured in 
literature); when whales come to Puerto Rico at times and 
manatees live along the coast all year long. 
While lecturing, two of the most frequently asked 
questions were: "What types of whales do we have around 
Puerto Rico?" and "Where are the whales and manatees in 
Puerto Rico?" It was found that information generated from 
previous studies was inadequate1 to give satisfactory, 
According to the "Summary of Marine Mammal Sightings 
1980-81" published by the National Marine Fisheries, there 
were many unidentified species of whales and dolphins and 
tentative identifications in the Virgin Islands - 
many 
Puerto Rico area. 
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precise answers to these questions. 
People here are fascinated by the size, behavior, and 
mystique of these mammals, and many are now anxious to look 
for whales and manatees when they go out on their boats or 
from the shore. Therefore, the study was more significant 
when local animals were identified, located, and related to 
the public. 
A brief description of the Marine Mammals (whales and 
manatees) follows to familiarize the reader with these en¬ 
dangered species. The methodology employed in census studies 
(aerial and surface) will be explained. A synopsis of the 
strandings and the procedure to follow during necropsies are 
exposed. 
Marine Mammals 
The class Mammalia includes most of what man considers 
the higher forms of life, perhaps because he is a member of 
this group. The marine mammals include the order Cetacea 
(whales, dolphins, and porpoises), the order Sirenia (manatees, 
dugongs, and sea cows), and the order Carnivora (seals, sea 
lions, and walrus). 
These animals are all warm-blooded2, they breathe air 
with lungs, bear their young alive, and suckle them with 
2body temperature stays the same even if water 
temperature changes (unlike fish). 
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their rich milk from mammary glands. (Some of them 
conserve some hairs) The examination of living and fossil 
marine mammals suggest that they descended from land 
3 
mammals about 45 million years ago. The forelimbs are 
composed of arm, wrist, and finger bones (see Figure 1). 
Marine mammals are often erroneously referred to as 
"fish". E. J. Slijper writes:^ 
"Roman authors such as Pliny and Galen added little 
to our knowledge of the Cetaceans. On the contrary, 
they did more harm than good by confusing them 
with fishes,..." 
There are some basic differences between marine 
mammals and fish. Perhaps the most obvious in body form is 
the tail. The mammal's tail is horizontal and its swimming 
motion is up and down. The tail of the fish is vertical 
and the swimming motion is from side to side. 
The bodies of marine mammals are well adapted for 
aquatic life. Most are streamlined, making it easier for 
them to move through the water. One of the most fasci¬ 
nating adaptations of marine mammals is their ability to 
dive deeply (over 3,000 feet) and stay down for an extended 
period of time (up to 90 minutes). 
3Delphine Haley, ed., Marine Mammals, pp. 13-23 
. J. Slijper, Whales, p. 14 - 
figure 1 
Figure 1. X-ray of a flipper of a 
Right whale. The flippers of most 
Cetaceans have five fingers. 
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Marine mammals have been hunted over the years for 
their meat, oil, and bones. Since early times, man has 
relied on products from marine mammals for food, lamp oil, 
and adornments. Their population declined as a result of 
5 
intense slaughter . By the beginning of the twentieth 
century, many species that were once abundant became non- 
existant (e.g., Steller's sea cow) . Others have been 
reduced to such low levels that it is doubtful they will 
ever recover (e.g., Right whale). 
Because it is believed that marine mammals are highly 
intelligent, communicative animals, they have become the 
focus of much concern and controversy in recent years to 
scientists and various conservation groups. More and more, 
organizations in different countries are campaigning for 
the protection and conservation of marine mammals. In the 
United States, passages of the Marine Mammal Protection Act 
of 1972 committed this country to a long-term management 
and research program to preserve and protect these endangered 
mammals. The Federal Marine Mammal Protection Act also 
imposed a moratorium on importing and taking marine mammals 
or their products in the United States. 
5An example of this was the annual kill of 1931, when 
687,000 seals were taken by about 300 ships and 10,000 men. 
^Esther and Bernard Gordon, Once There Was_a—Giant 
Sea Cow. 
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Since this study is concerned only with the Cetaceans 
(whales, dolphins, and porpoises) and the Sirenians 
(manatees) a brief description of them follows. 
Cetaceans 
The order Cetacea consists of two suborders: the 
Mysticetes or baleen whales and the Odontocetes or toothed 
whales. The baleen whales are the largest and include: 
Blue, Finback, Humpback, Sei, Bryde's, Bowhead, Right, 
Gray and Minke. The Blue whale, which can grow to 110 feet 
long and weigh over 150 tons, is the largest animal to have 
ever lived on this earth. The Sperm, Pilot, Killer, dolphins 
and porpoises are examples of toothed whales. 
There are a few anatomical traces reminiscent of the 
time when whales lived on land. Examination of a young 
embryo (20 mm long) of a whale or dolphin, shows the pres¬ 
ence of rudimentary hind limbs; which later disappear as 
7 
the embryo grows . The fully developed cetacean flippers 
are composed of arm, wrist, and finger bones, with most 
whale species having five fingers. A pair of unattached 
bones are found embedded in the muscles located in the hip. 
A few hairs persist around the snouts of fetal whales and 
some adult whales (e.g., Right whale) as a reminder of 
their origins. 
7E. J. Slijper, Whales, p. 60. 
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Whales are warm-blooded mammals; they are not fish. 
They have lungs like humans and need to breathe air to live. 
Whales have tons of fat, called blubber, surrounding their 
bodies which helps keep them warm. Whale oil, which is very 
valuable, is made from the blubber. 
The type of food eaten by whales depends upon the 
species. The baleen whales feed mainly upon small crustaceans 
(plankton). The baleen (or false teeth), are long, fibrous, 
horny, triangular plates. They hang parallel to each other 
from the roof of the mouth of the whale. Over 250 baleen 
plates are situated on the top of each side of the mouth. 
They are used when feeding to filter plankton and small fish 
from the water. During the nineteenth century, baleen was 
the material used to make corset stays, brooms, and brushes. 
Baleen whales are capable of devouring large amounts of food 
daily. The Blue whale, for example, can consume several tons 
of plankton daily. 
The smaller tooth whales are predators, feeding upon 
fish and squid. Most use their teeth only to catch and hold 
their prey, which is swallowed whole. 
Cetaceans are found in all the oceans; some species 
inhabit fresh water exclusively. The Amazon dolphin (also 
called bufeo) is an example of a dolphin that inhabits fresh¬ 
water rivers. This species is found in the upper Amazon 
River in South America, as far as 2,500 km from the ocean. 
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Whales travel in herds, often migrating thousands of 
miles year after year to the same areas to feed or give 
birth. 
Most whales usually give birth to only one offspring 
per female every two or three years. Some do not reach 
sexual maturity until they are 8 or 10 years old. Their 
gestation period varies between ten and sixteen months. 
The young are large at birth. For example, an adult 
Blue whale may give birth to a calf that weighs 2 tons and 
is 25 feet long. The newborn calf is often pushed to the 
surface by the mother or by another adult (usually a female 
— called the aunt or midwife). It is able to swim imme¬ 
diately but is nursed for six months or more. The baby grows 
fast, feeding on its mother's rich milk, doubling its length 
within the first year. 
Whales and dolphins are apparently intelligent animals. 
They have good vision and excellent hearing. Many of the 
smaller whales use echolocation (similar to bats) to maneuver 
in their environment. They can communicate with each other 
by creating a series of high pitched noises which can be 
heard in open waters miles away. 
The terms "dolphins" and "porpoises" have been used 
interchangeably over the years. In the United States, there 
is some confusion over the term because of a popular fish of 
the same name (also called dorado). Because of this, many 
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researchers prefer the use of "porpoise" over "dolphin" when 
referring to these small whales. Others use "porpoise" when 
referring to the Phocoenidae family and "dolphin" when refer¬ 
ring to the Delphinidae family. 
Cetaceans have no natural enemies other than the Killer 
whale (consequently the name "Killer"), and therefore, need 
fear little from other aquatic animals. Hence, they are 
extremely inquisitive and like to investigate everything that 
goes on around them. Whalers know, for example, that Humpback 
whales like to come right up to ships and swim around and 
under them in order to examine them at close quarters; and they 
take advantage of this. 
Many people claim that whaling is not humane. Modern 
methods of killing whales are too sophisticated and special¬ 
ized. Whales are located by radar, helicopters, and airplanes, 
pursued by swift catcher boats, killed by explosive harpoons 
and processed on factory ships as large as aircraft carriers. 
The declining catch over the years8 is a reflection of ever 
increasing efficiency. 
Whales are an endangered species, having been hunted 
for many centuries for their meat, oil, and bones. The whaling 
nations have so reduced the populations of most of the 80 
species of whales, that today only a small fraction can be 
8in 1911, 8,500 Humpback whales were killed, by 1925, 
only 9 of them could be found to be killed. 
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hunted. The rapid decline of whale population during this 
century is dramatic evidence of the power of human tech¬ 
nology to effect the environment on a global scale. 
For many international conservationists, whales, 
dolphins, and porpoises have become symbols of endangered 
species everywhere. Whales have also become a symbol of 
man's growing awareness of his environment. 
Sirenians 
The order Sirenia includes two living families: Tri- 
chechidae (manatees), and Dugongidae (dugongs). A third 
family, Hydrodamalidae (Steller's sea cow) was hunted to 
extinction in the eighteenth century. Since the manatee is 
the only animal in this order common in Puerto Rico, its 
characteristics will be briefly described. 
The manatees are rarely seen; they live mainly in 
shallow, murky water. They are the only marine mammals, out¬ 
side of the Cetacean, who spend their entire lives in the 
water and the only marine mammal that feeds primarily on 
vegetation. 
Manatees live in tropical and subtemperate coastal 
waters, rivers and estuaries^. The manatee is found in the 
9This is the area where fresh water runs into the bay 
from a stream or river. 
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general area of the Caribbean, the Florida peninsula, and 
also on the west coast of Africa. The total world popu¬ 
lation of manatees is unknown. 
Manatees are forgotten by many, as part of our 
history and culture. They were in Puerto Rico, long 
before the Spaniards. It is believed that they were first 
described by Christopher Columbus in his diary of January 
9, 1493, where he writes that three mermaids were seen, 
rising out of the water; but that they were not so beauti¬ 
ful as they were painted. 
The indians hunted manatees for food and used the 
bones for medicinal purposes and as aphrodisiacs. It is 
believed that the town of Manati, in Puerto Rico, was so 
named because of the abundance of manatees along its coast. 
Many people mistake the manatee for a walrus, a seal, 
or a whale. Actually, it could be described as a composite 
of these three mammals. Common to these animals is a 
large, bulky body, flippers, and a horizontal tail. Like 
the whale, only the fluke (tail) is used for swimming. The 
10 
manatee's snout can be compared to that of the walrus 
Both have prominent whiskers, tough, wrinkled skin, a round 
head, and a small mouth. 
o 
P 
walrus (assuming that its tusks had been removed). 
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The adult manatee averages a length of eight to ten 
feet and can weigh up to a ton. The nose is located on the 
upper surface of the head. The neck is short and there is 
no external ear. Females have two mammary glands located 
in the chest region close to the base of her forelimbs. The 
skeleton of the manatee is dense and heavy. 
Manatees are solitary, travel in pairs, or associate in 
groups from three to about seven individuals. They are slow 
moving and inoffensive animals that spend all of their lives 
in the water. They are vegetarians, feeding only on various 
water plants. Manatees can consume up to 100 pounds of 
vegetation daily. 
These animals are very sensitive to cold; many of them 
die of pneumonia. Because they are greatly affected by 
change in water temperatures, manatees migrate with the 
seasons. There is a possibility that many of the animals 
in Puerto Rico migrate to the southern part of the island in 
order to avoid the colder and rougher waters in the north 
during the winter. 
Man appears to be their main enemy. In Florida, it is 
believed that 40 percent11 of all manatee deaths are caused 
by injuries inflicted unintentionally by boat propellers. One 
marine expert estimates that 80% of the manatees in that state 
are propeller-scarred. 
impersonal communication with scientists in Florida. 
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This does not seem to be the greatest problem in Puerto 
Rico, however. Here entanglement in fishing gear appears to 
be the major danger to the manatee. The majority of manatees 
that have been found in recent years drowned after getting 
caught in fishing nets. The extent of the net entrapment is 
not known because of failure to report and/or the remains 
might be disposed of to hide the crime. 
The death of even a few manatees affects the population 
as manatees do not reproduce as frequently as most mammals, 
and therefore, they cannot compensate for heavy losses. Little 
is known about the manatee’s reproductive biology. 
The manatee is now protected by the Marine Mammal Pro¬ 
tection Act of 1972 and the Endangered Species Act of 1973. 
Population Dynamics 
For the past few years, the researcher has spent a few 
months each year doing research on whales and manatees in 
Puerto Rico. Areas where these mammals have been sighted 
have been plotted on maps (see Tables 1 and 2). 
Other research, during that time, conducted on the east 
coast of the United States, Canada (Newfoundland), and the 
Dominican Republic, is noteworthy because the animals there 
are possibly the same that migrate to the Puerto Rican waters 
during the winter. Also, the behavior of a species changes 













































































































the behavior up north in the summer months (where most 
12 
of the time is spent feeding) 
An animal at sea can seldom be examined very 
closely. Its most obvious characteristics are its over¬ 
all size, the presence or absence of a dorsal fin, its 
prominent coloration or markings, its behavior, diving, 
swimming and blowing characteristics. 
One of the most common of the larger whales that 
come to local waters is the Humpback whale, Megaptera 
novaeangliae. This is one of Puerto Rico's winter 
13 
visitors, who comes every year to breed and give birth 
The animals are usually sighted between late November and 
April (Kellogg, 1929; Townsend, 1935). This is also one 
of the animals most frequently reported to the researcher 
by local fishermen. 
This species is one of the best known and most widely 
studied. The researcher has done considerable research 
12E. J. Slijper, Whales, p. 316. 
^■2the baby, when born does not have very much blubber 
(fat) on its body to protect it from the cold waters of the 
north. Most scientists believe this is the reason babies 
are born in warmer waters in the tropics. 
40 
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with this species in the past . About 60% of his slides 
and photographs are of this animal. 
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Of all the baleen whales, the Humpback is perhaps 
the easiest to photograph and to identify because of its 
field marks (e.g., long white flippers, knobby head, 
etcetera). They are very playful animals, often seen 
jumping out of the water (breaching—see Figure 2), slapping 
a flipper against the water, or raising the tail high in 
the air and splashing water (lobtailing). 
The photographs and slides taken of this species are 
the ones the researcher used most of the times in his 
training sessions and workshops. These were very helpful 
because the fishermen, students, and volunteers had the 
opportunity to see field marks which differentiate between 
individuals of the same species. Particular Humpback 
whales have been identified from photographs of flukes 
10 (tail) , flippers and dorsal fins. 
■^United States (east coast), Newfoundland and 
Labrador (Canada), and Dominican Republic (Caribbean). 
■^whalebone whales; horny plates instead of teeth 
used to filter the food (mostly plankton). 
16S. Katona, et al., Identification of Humpback 
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The amount of white pigmentation on the underside 
of the flukes differs slightly from individual to 
individual, similar to fingerprints in humans (see Figures 
3-4). The same difference in coloration is true for the 
flippers or pectoral fins (see Figures 5-8). Another way 
Humpback whales have been identified is by the shape of 
their dorsal fin (see differences, Figures 9-12). 
For this reason, the need to observe these special 
markings on whales was always emphasized in training 
sessions and workshops or when out in the field. Photo¬ 
graphs of flippers, the dorsal fin, and the underside of 
the flukes are valuable in identifying and studying the 
migration and behavior of individual whales. 
Methodology of Surface Studies 
Perhaps the best method of studying marine mammals 
17 
in Puerto Rico is the surface technique . Research on 
whales focused on the dates and changes in the occupation 
composition , and distribution of whales in local waters 
■^from a boat or raft. 
18sizes of populations; male-female ratio, mature- 
immature animals; calves within a group. 
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FIGURES 3-12. 
Figures 3 and 4 are photographs taken by the 
researcher of Humpback whales diving. Notice 
the white coloration on the flukes (tail). This 
is one of the ways to identify individuals. 
Figure 3 has less white on its fluke than the 
whale on Figure 4. 
Figures 5 through 8 shows photographs (by researcher) 
of the flippers of Humpback whales. This is a 
behavior very common in the Caribbean; where the 
whales swim sideways waving their flippers out of 
the water. As in the flukes, notice the amount of 
white pigmentation on the flippers, can help identify 
different individuals. Notice the big contrast 
between flippers (in Figures 7 and 8). One is almost 
white; while the other one is almost black. 
Figures 9 through 12 are also photographs taken by 
the researcher of dorsal fins of Humpback whales. 
Notice the differences: Figure 9 the dorsal fin is 
pointed straight-up; while in Figure 10 is pointed 
(bent) backwards. Figure 11 shows a dorsal fin that 
has been chopped (possibly by a propeller); while 
Figure 12 shows a dorsal fin with some white pigmen¬ 




A Fluke of a Humpback Whale 
FIGURE 4 






Flipper or Pectoral Fin of a Humpback Whale 
FIGURE 6 
Flipper of a Humpback Whale 
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FIGURE 7 
Flipper of a Humpback Whale 
FIGURE 8 






Dorsal Fin of a Humpback Whale 
FIGURE 10 
Dorsal Fin of a Humpback Whale 
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FIGURE 11 
Dorsal Fin of a Humpback Whale 
FIGURE 12 
Dorsal Fin of a Humpback Whale 
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Research on the manatee population was to determine the 
distribution of manatees and identify areas critical to 
their survival. Of interest, in the manatee research, 
was its behavior, breeding and feeding habits, and the 
possible migrations of these animals. 
Weekly censuses were conducted on the manatees 
and whales on week days (averaging two a week). Because 
of heavy boat traffic, animals were rarely seen on weekends. 
Marine mammal censuses and studies were done during the day, 
between 8 A.M. and 5 P.M. They averaged 5 hours each time 
and were limited to Puerto Rican waters (12-mile territorial 
sea) . 
The surface study was carried out for the most part, 
using a 12.5 foot rubber raft with a 10 horsepower motor. 
The convenience of the rubber raft was that it fits in a 
car; therefore, it could be taken to all parts of the Island. 
This study was more comprehensive than previous studies 
done of the marine mammals where only one, or a few specific 
areas were studied. For example, Magor (1978) limited her 
manatee census to Roosevelt Roads, Vieques, and Culebra 
(all on the east coast of Puerto Rico). 
This researcher conducted his censuses on each of 
the north, south, east, and west coasts of the Island, 
concentrating more on the southern coast during the winter 
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months (November through April). This is partly because 
of the heavy concentration of manatees seeking the warmer 
waters of the southern coast, and also because conditions 
on the north coast (Atlantic Ocean) are less favorable 
during these months. This coastline offers little pro¬ 
tection from the high seas that are prevalent from 
November through April. 
For the census, watchers were placed as high as 
possible and on each side of the boat. A steady speed 
was maintained throughout the census. Each observer was 
responsible for maintaining a continuous lookout over an 
area of ocean from the bow to either 30° port or starboard 
and to the horizon. When sightings were made, information 
was recorded (see Appendix F); the distance and bearing to 
the sighting was taken, and the animals were photographed, 
whenever possible. Other data recorded for each sighting 
were the species, number, distance, behavior, group compo¬ 
sition, time, and animal heading (direction of movement). 
Observers were trained in the census methodology before 
participating in the study. 
Resightings seem to be the biggest problem in surface 
studies of whales. At times, when doing the census, a 
whale stays close to the surface and is reported more than 
once. The activity that the whale is involved in can also 
influence the counting. For example, resighting bias was 
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estimated to range as high as 20% on a surface study done 
by Scott, et. al. (1978)19. 
Whales and manatees are such enormous creatures that 
ordinary methods used in the study of other animals cannot 
be applied to them. Instead of having actual specimens 
before one for comparison, a scientist must depend almost 
entirely upon photographs, approximate measurements, notes 
and descriptions. 
Since most whales or manatees are seen from a distance, 
good binoculars (7 power x 35 or 50 mm) are usually necessary. 
Instruments with greater magnification are heavy and hard 
to hold on a rocking boat and can only be used on land. 
Similarly, telephoto and zoom lenses longer than 200 mm 
require fast film and very steady hand when used from a boat. 
Methodology of Aerial Census 
The aerial census was conducted periodically thanks 
to the Department of Natural Resources of Puerto Rico which 
provided the researcher with their planes and personnel free 
of charge. 
Even though an aerial census is not considered very 
accurate (especially for manatees), it helps to spot the 
animal or group of animals so that when going out on the raft 
19G. P. Scott and H. E. Winn, Comparative Evaluation 
of Aerial and Shipboard Sampling Techniques for Estimating 
the Abundance of Humpback Whales (M.N.), 1978. 
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not as much time has to be spent locating them. Manatees 
usually stay in the same areas for days and weeks.20 The 
whales, even though they are sometimes just passing by— 
move slowly, and therefore, are easy to locate. 
Aerial censuses were conducted in fixed-wing air¬ 
planes. The flights followed coastal lineation approxi¬ 
mately 0.5 miles offshore, at altitude of 300-500 feet, 
at an average air speed of 90 mph. Recorded during 
these aerial surveys were time of takeoff and landing, 
altitude, time of each whale or manatee sighting, group 
composition (e.g., adults, 2 adults and 1 calf), habitat 
characteristics, visibility, weather, involved activity 
(e.g., feeding, resting, mating, swimming). Photographs 
were taken whenever possible. 
The aerial flights were conducted during the 
following times: one during the summer (month of July); 
two during the fall (October); and one during the winter 
(January). The total aerial search for whales and manatees 
in the coastal waters of Puerto Rico was 23.53 hours. The 
average time per flight was approximately 6 hours. 
During the first aerial census (July), thirteen 
manatees (including two calves) were sighted. This study 
20A stable population of 5 manatees has been studied 
by the researcher in Salinas Bay over a period of five 
months. 
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encompassed only the northern coast of Puerto Rico 
(between the towns of Rincon and Fajardo). No whales 
• ^ ,21 
were sighted 
The two surveys during the fall (October 14 and 
October 17 of 1981) covered the whole Island between the 
two flights. The first covered the northern coast between 
San Juan and Mayaguez; while the second traveled along the 
southern coast from Mayaguez to San Juan. The total number 
of manatees counted during the first flight was 11 (one 
calf); and 18 (including 4 calves) during the second 
22 flight. No whales were seen 
Because of strong winds and poor visibility the 
weather was not favorable for an aerial census during the 
fourth flight, this past January 8, 1982. Only one manatee 
was seen swimming along the Guanajibo River. 
Manatees in Puerto Rico were found most commonly 
along the coast, especially near bays and at the mouth of 
the rivers (such as Dorado, Guanajibo, Loiza, etcetera). 
Strandings 
Every year countless whales, dolphins, porpoises, and 
manatees are stranded or washed ashore along beaches in 
21This was expected 
seen in this area during 
because most of the whales are 
the winter months. 
22 Ibid. 
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the United States, Puerto Rico, and in many other parts of 
the world. Most of these animals are victims of boat pro¬ 
pellers, sickness, or old age. Others are entrapped in 
fishing gear and drown. 
In recent years the study of marine mammals has been 
limited somewhat to behavior, migratory, and communication 
research. The contributions of these studies have been 
significant; nevertheless, a lack of basic knowledge exists 
concerning the anatomy and physiology of these endangered 
mammals. 
Marine mammals sometimes become stranded on beaches 
or in shallow water because they are lost. The loss of one 
animal's data may seem insignificant; but the compilation 
of all information from an isolated or mass stranding is 
valuable biological information vital to the survival of a 
species. The causes of mass strandings of whales are still 
very poorly understood^. 
A necropsy24 Qf these mammals may provide information 
on natural and human related causes of death. It can tell 
us how old the animals are, where they are from (migration), 
and what they have been eating. Stranded or dead mammals 
can also indicate the quality and the condition of the coastal 
zone environment. For example, examination of blubber some- 
23j. R. Geraci, The enigma of marine mammal strandings, 
Oceanus 21:2 pp. 38-47. 
24p0st-mortem examination, autopsy. 
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times shows traces of metal, indicating pollution levels. 
Also, a few uncommon specieS25 have already been seen alive 
and the only information we have about them has come from 
beached animals. 
Since there is no person with expertise in marine 
mammals in Puerto Rico, it was the researcher's main concern 
to train volunteers, students, and local agents to react 
and deal properly with dead or stranded animals. Because 
of the lack of qualified, trained personnel, much 
valuable information has been lost in the past26. 
Our current understanding of the population status 
and biological potential of the manatee in Puerto Rico is 
very limited. For example, manatees have been found dead 
(e.g., San Juan 1982; Mayaguez 1980; Fajardo 1978; Mayaguez 
1978; Ceiba 1975; etcetera) and on most occasions no appro¬ 
priate necropsies and/or reports were made. 
In the fall of 1980, a Humpback whale was stranded 
near the city of Aguadilla, in the Northwest of Puerto Rico. 
The entire animal (45 feet of length) was buried because no 
one knew what to do with it27. No report, no records, and no 
photographs were taken. 
25Cuvier's beaked whale (a rare species) has been found 
dead in beaches in Puerto Rico in the past. 
26between 1978-1981, nine whales have been reported 
stranded in Puerto Rico and no necropsies performed (personal 
communication with local Federal agent). 
27personal communication with Alejandro Mejias, Federal 
Agent (Puerto Rico), 1981. 
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Findings from this, and other dead whales could have 
proved useful to researchers such as Steve Katona (in Maine), 
Stormy Mayo (in Massachusetts), etcetera, whose work has 
concentrated on identifying animals by photographs and 
special markings. 
During the past two years (1980-81) Puerto Rican 
authorities from the Department of Natural Resources con¬ 
tacted the researcher in Massachusetts on three separate 
occasions requesting advice and help in identifying animals. 
In September of 1980, for example the researcher was asked 
to help to identify findings of some whale bones that were 
uncovered by the winds of Hurricane Allen on the south coast 
of Puerto Rico. After examining the photographs and con¬ 
sulting with other experts in the field, the whale was 
identified. The sighting guide and the training of personnel 
(see Chapter III) may make it possible to identify by species 
animals that may have been seen before and categorized only 
as "whales". The researcher was later notified, in February 
1981, that another similar skull with other bones were 
found in the exact same area — apparently of the same 
species. 
It is not the researcher's intention to go into details 
about the possible causes of death or why these animals 
strand; but to train volunteers, students, and local agents 
to react and deal with these situations (see Appendix G). 
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With the help of fishermen, local agents, and volunteers 
who have been trained on how to identify marine mammals and 
to note any special markings, it is hoped that more vital 
information will be passed on to qualified scientists in 
the future. 
Methodology 
Necropsies are important because it is usually the only 
time scientists have an opportunity to look at offshore 
marine mammals. It basically breaks down into: (1) morpho¬ 
metries (measurements), (2) external examination, (3) internal 
examination, (4) special interest (e.g., digestive tract). 
The necropsy procedure outlined was adopted from Rice 
(1963), Van Kruiningen (1971) and suggestions from researchers 
and members of the Marine Mammal Recovery Foundation. Several 
points concerning the necropsy must be emphasized (Van 
Kruiningen, 1971): (a) to be effective, the dissection must 
be performed in a systematic fashion, so as not to overlook 
organs or parts; (b) depending on the type of examination 
to be performed (e.g., toxicology, bacteriology, etcetera) 
the tissue must be preserved properly; (c) freezing is an 
undesirable means of preserving specimens for histologic 
examination, because the ice crystals which form severely 
disrupts the tissue structure. These points have not always 
been observed. 
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The following describes the optimal necropsy on a 
net-entrapped or stranded cetacean. It must be emphasized 
that this procedure may be modified depending on the con¬ 
ditions under which the animal is found. 
The necropsy team photographs as many anatomical 
features as possible. While the photographs are being taken, 
measurements from the dead whales (see Figure 13 and Appendix 
H) are collected. 
An examination of the carcass is conducted following 
measurements. Bacterial cultures are made of the blowhole, 
anus, and genital region. The species and number of ecto¬ 
parasites^ and epizoites29 are recorded. This includes the 
inspection of the baleen film for ciliates30. The baleen 
is examined and any sign of necrosis2! Qf the gingival tissue22 
is noted. 
Blubber thickness is measured at three locations: (a) 
mid-dorsal; (b) mid-ventral; (c) mid-lateral. 
The earplug is removed from all mysticetes and, a 
tooth from any odontocetes. The standard aging techniques 
are employed on these specimens. 
28a parasite that lives on the exterior of its host. 
29dweller upon the body of an animal (e.g., whale lice). 
30a protozoan, a small unicellular organism. 
33-death of living tissue. 
22related to the gums. 
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FIGURE 13 
Figure 13. Measurements being taken of a 
Harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) which 
washed ashore in Maine. 
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Following examination of the eye it is excised. Since 
the retina undergoes rapid decomposition it must be removed 
during the early stages of the necropsy. Anatomical and 
analytical studies, such as length, weight, age determination, 
were conducted by the methodology of Alden Mead of Yale 
University's Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences 
in Connecticut. 
The thickness and condition of the mammary gland is 
noted and a representative series of histological specimens 
is collected. 
Next the flipper is removed at the glenohumeral22 
joint. Radiographs of the appendage are taken. The radio- 
graphic data (done by Dr. John Ogden, Yale's Section of 
Orthopaedics) indicate the degree of skeletal maturity. These 
are compared to ages established by other techniques, such 
as earplug laminations, total length, and reproductive 
organ maturation. 
Following flensing, the thoracic and abdominal 
cavities are exposed. An attempt is initially made to 
disarticulate the ribs at the vertebral and sternal junction. 
If this is not successful, the ribs are transected. A bone 
marrow2^ smear is made from the end of the rib. 
22connecting the glenoid cavity (upper part of the 
scapula) and the humerus. 
34a soft, vascular connective tissue that occupies the 
cavities of most bones. 
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Once the chest has been opened, the lungs, the heart, 
and thoracic lymph nodes (glands) are removed. The lymph 
nodes must be accurately identified since they can reflect 
the disease of the part they drain. The organs, being re¬ 
moved are examined and the number and size of all lesions 
is noted. Normal tissue sections are also collected for 
histology. Specimens collected for histological examina¬ 
tion will be placed into 10% buffered formalin (a preser¬ 
vative). The number of parasites and their exact locations 
35 
is recorded. Live parasites are placed into hot AFA 
36 
Dead helminths are placed into 70% alcohol. 
Blood samples are taken for immunological and toxi¬ 
cological studies. The exact time the blood is collected 
may vary. 
After the abdominal cavity has been opened, the liver 
is removed in sections and examined. The duodenum is tied 
off prior to removal of the esophagus, stomach, spleen and 
pancreas. The latter two organs are removed and sliced 
transversely prior to the analysis of the stomach contents. 
The quantity and species of food within the stomach will 
be determined (see Figure 14). 
35Alcohol, formalin, and acetic acid (solution). An 
all purpose fixative. 
36A parasite worm (e.g., roundworm, tapeworm, leech) 
FIGURE 14 
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Figure 14. Squid found in the stomach 
of a Pilot whale (Globicephala melaena) 
in Newfoundland, Canada (Summer 1981). 
Almost the whole squid was found in the 
first part of the stomach. Notice the 
rounded eye lenses of the squid (upper 
right of photograph) found in the intes 
tine of the whale. 
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Next, the intestine is dissected free. The intestine 
is stretched out, measured and opened. This permits notation 
of the exact location and numbers of parasites present. 
Fecal material is also collected in an attempt to 
recover parasite ova. 
Urine is collected from the bladder prior to the exam¬ 
ination of the uterus for parasites. 
The kidneys are next to be removed. The left kidney 
is sectioned longitudinally and the right side transversely. 
The adrenals and abdominal lymph nodes are dissected 
out next. 
Finally, the reproductive organs are removed. It should 
be noted, if a pregnant cetacean is encountered, the fetus 
and reproductive tract should be removed when the abdominal 
cavity is first opened. The length, sex, and weight of the 
fetus is recorded prior to it being necropsied. 
Examination of the reproductive tract is next. In the 
females, the weight of the ovaries, number of corpora 
albicantia^? > weight and diameter of the corpus luteum3^ 
size and condition of graafian follicles^, and diameter of 
3?the white fibrous scar remaining in the ovary after 
resorption of the corpus luteum. 
38a yellowish endocrine body that consists of 
secretory cells during pregnancy. 
39a vescicle in the ovary of a mammal enclosing a 
developing egg. 
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cornua is noted. The weight of testes is recorded for males. 
Following evisceration, the body is divided into 
several sections, the head, thorax, abdomen and flukes. 
The entire cervical, a thoracic, and a lumbar vertebrae 
are removed and examined for the degree of epiphyseal^0 
fusion. Sections of the spinal cord are collected at this 
t ime. 
The remainder of the post-cranium is then removed for 
disposal. 
Baleen and tooth samples and the brain are removed 
before the head is disposed. 
40the end of a bone, a part or process of 
ossifies separately and later becomes ankylosed 
the main part of the bone. 




Different government agencies and groups in Puerto 
Rico showed their interest and concern about the poorly 
known marine mammals in the area. They offered some of 
their facilities (such as laboratory space, boat, airplane 
and personnel) to assist with the study. They all agreed 
that public awareness and education was very important 
for their scientists and staff who have contact with the 
public when out in the field. Among these were: (1) the 
Department of Natural Resources; (2) Junta de Calidad 
Ambiental; (3) Police Marine Patrol; and (4) the fisher¬ 
men . 
The Educational-Training was a very important facet 
of this study. For example, if a dead animal (whale or 
manatee) is washed up on the beach it usually attracts a 
large group of people (see Figure 15). The responsibility 
of officers called to the scene should not only be to take 
charge of the situation but also to be prepared to answer 
the many questions often asked. Through workshop trainings 
these officials are instructed as to the proper course of 
action to be taken (see Appendix F) and also encouraged 
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FIGURE 15 
Figure 15. Pilot whale washed ashore 
attracts a crowd. Newfoundland, Canada 
(Summer 1981) . 
to transmit their acquired knowledge to interested 
public. This situation presents an excellent vehicle 
for furthering public awareness of marine mammals. 
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The work done with the different government 
agencies (such as the Department of Natural Resources 
and Junta de Calidad Ambiental), and with other groups 
such as fishermen throughout Puerto Rico and the students 
who volunteered their time and effort are described in 
this chapter with an explanation of the training sessions 
involved with each group. 
Department of Natural Resources 
The researcher has been a consultant for the 
Department of Natural Resources of Puerto Rico for the 
past few years in marine mammals. As they do not employ 
anyone with expertise to identify, study or take care 
of stranded marine mammals they have often contacted this 
researcher in the United States for help or suggestions. 
Seminars and workshops have been offered to their 
agents and scientists in order to make them aware of these 
endangered animals and to assist them in their conservation 
efforts. Training sessions were also held for the rangers 
who patrol the coast by airplane or by boat so that they 
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could, assist in identification of different species 
These rangers were taught how to observe certain 
anatomical characteristics that would differentiate 
and identify accurately one species from another. 
In return, the Department, provided the researcher 
with space on their planes and boats for censuses, and 
personnel and equipment in case of a stranding. These 
facilities were granted free of charge. 
A seminar was held at the auditorium of the 
Department of Natural Resources, in San Juan. Its 
purpose was to provide general information on marine 
mammals. Discussed were the habitats, behaviors, past 
and present research in the area, strandings, and the 
need for protection and public awareness. This seminar 
was attended mostly by the scientific personnel of the 
Department, some rangers, federal agents, and by represent¬ 
atives from other agencies. 
From October 14 to October 18 (1981), the researcher 
was invited to give a workshop and training session at 
Mona Island, which is a municipality of Puerto Rico, to 
all the rangers and agents who work for the Department of 
Natural Resources (DNR). This was a week of educational 
activity and several scientists and experts in different 
fields were brought to the Island for this purpose. 
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Mona is a beautiful island located on the west 
coast of Puerto Rico (about 72 kilometers). Here, there 
was a chance to get some interesting information on the 
Humpback whale that winters in the nearby waters of the 
Mona Passage (between the island of Mona and the west 
coast of Puerto Rico). 
The rangers who work on Mona Island travel once 
every two weeks across the Mona Canal to Puerto Rico by 
boat (each group remains on the island for a two week 
period, when it is relieved by another group). Most of 
them had seen whales at one time or another. They were 
curious and at the same time wary of these huge animals. 
Some of the rangers were observant enough to describe 
the animals quite accurately. This was the first time 
they had a chance to ask somebody questions they had had 
for a long time. It also provided the opportunity to 
educate these rangers and use them as observers. 
The two seminars lasted two hours each. They were 
supplemented with slides of different whales (from Canada 
to the Caribbean) and manatees. Also used during these 
trainings were: photographs, posters, video tape, 
exhibiting materials (such as bones, teeth, etcetera), 
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material used in the first seminar was more technical due 
to the presence of scientists and researchers; while the 
seminar at Mona was less technical because it was directed 
to an audience with lesser scientific background—the 
rangers. The acceptance of the marine mammals workshops 
was expressed not only by the persons who attended them, 
but by DNR officials, who received positive feedback 
from those present. 
The Department of Natural Resources in Puerto Rico 
has a new Secretary who directs the Department, Hilda Diaz- 
Soltero. Mrs. Diaz-Soltero strongly believes that in order 
to preserve the natural resources in the Island, it is 
imperative to educate the public. She has started through 
the Department a series of workshops and seminars which 
will lead to a more informative and aware population and 
more knowledgeable staff. The Mona Island training week 
was a beginning for this much needed educational focus. 
Junta de Calidad Ambiental 
The Junta de Calidad Ambiental (Environmental 
Quality Board) is a government agency which deals primarily 
with environmental issues. Good relations were established 
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The purpose of the two seminars was to make 
researchers who work for the Junta de Calidad Ambiental 
more aware and knowledgeable of the specific marine 
mammals in the area. Those who attended were provided 
information previously not readily available to them. 
They were taught how to recognize and identify different 
species of whales and manatees and the areas where these 
animals are most likely to be spotted throughout the year. 
Many of them sought additional information and 
volunteered their help for census studies, necropsies 
and exhibits. Virtually all recognized the importance 
of further study and the need to provide this information 
to the general public. 
Police Marine Patrol 
The Police Marine Patrol of Puerto Rico was contacted 
about the study. The Department has a branch that patrols 
the coast in Puerto Rico—Unidad de Vigilantes Maritimos 
(Unit of Maritime Patrol). 
This group performs a function similar to that of 
the Coast Guard, patrolling the shore of Puerto Rico on 
a regular basis. The researcher was referred to Colonel 
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Raul Gonzalez and Commander Almodovar (Field Operations) 
in charge of the marine patrol. 
After explaining to them the purpose of the study 
and the need to train more people to identify these 
endangered species they expressed an interest and 
willingness to assist with the sightings. 
A scheduled meeting was postponed because of 
internal problems within the Police Department at the 
time. Nevertheless, they reiterated their interest and 
desire to contribute in the future with this study. 
Fishermen 
During the past two and a half years the researcher 
has periodically visited local fishing villages throughout 
Puerto Rico. The purpose of these visits have been to 
involve the fishermen in research using them as observers. 
Fishing is an important industry in Puerto Rico. 
When meeting the fishermen for the first time and 
talking to them, most were shy and reserved. Many were 
hesitant to facilitate any information and asked if the 
researcher was working for the Department of Natural 
Resources. When the researcher clearly identified himself 
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as aa individual, a student with no ties to any agency 
(government or private), they felt more at ease and 
comfortable1. 
Fishermen eventually turned out to be very candid, 
amiable and talkative. They volunteered a lot of 
information (e.g., location where animals had been 
sighted, anecdotes and experiences). Some had never 
seen a whale; a few had never seen a manatee. But all 
of them had one thing in common—they had all seen 
dolphins. 
From the beginning, it was noticed when meeting 
these people, that they really appreciated somebody coming 
from the "outside" taking the time to talk to them, to ask 
for their help, their experience, and most important, 
their knowledge. When talking about someone who is an 
expert and knowledgeable of the oceans, fishermen have to 
be placed at the top of the list. They are, perhaps, our 
best observers because they spend most of their lives at 
^fishermen claimed that the Department of Natural 
Resources hurt their fish sale because of poor, unsub¬ 
stantiated publicity on the "ciguatera", a poisoning 
caused by eating fish with flesh toxic to man. 
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sea. They see a lot of things that most will never get a 
chance to see. Scientists spend much time on land, working 
in their laboratories. They cannot go out to study marine 
life as often as they would like. 
So why not use the fishermen to help with the 
research? The researcher has found them to be very 
capable, interested, and reliable. For example, their 
eyesight is very good; they can usually spot whales or 
manatees from a long distance. They also have 
accumulated so much knowledge and experience, not only 
about marine mammals, but on the ocean life in general 
that could be very helpful for future research. These 
men are often underestimated because of their lack of 
formal education, we tend to forget them and not count 
on them as allies and research assistants in the study 
of marine life. 
There are fishing villages all over the island of 
2 
Puerto Rico. Attempts were made to cover all of them 
(see Table 3). It took about three months to visit 
2seventy five fishing centers were reported by a 
study sponsored by CODREMAR. Deborah Weiler and Jose A. 
Suarez-Caabro, Overview of Puerto Rico's Small-Scale 







these fishing centers (October, November, December- 
1981), and never was a fisherman encountered who would 
not take a couple of minutes to talk. Definitely being 
from the Island and speaking Spanish was an asset. When 
David Belitsky did his research in Puerto Rico and the 
3 
Dominican Republic he relates how he had a problem with 
the language and the local people did not feel comfortable 
with the interpreter; therefore, they did not volunteer 
much information. 
The best time to see the fishermen is around noon; 
that is the time when they usually got back with their 
catch of the day. They get together to talk at the local 
fish markets, which is really a house or an open place 
under a roof. 
The researcher would arrive at a fishing village, 
introduce himself, explain to them the purpose of the 
study and how much he appreciated any information or help 
they could give concerning the marine mammals. 
^David Belitsky and Cheryl Belitsky, El Manati, 
Trichechus manatus, en la Republica Dominicana: distn 
bucion y abundancia, p. 13. 1978. 
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Explained to them was the importance of the work, 
how little is known about these mammals, and how 
endangered they are. Most, if not all, were found to 
be sympathetic to the animals. Of course, here in 
Puerto Rico they do not have the problems the Canadian 
4 
fishermen have with the whales damaging their nets . 
In some villages, fishermen have an association 
or co-op with a president and other directors. After 
talking directly to them, they would usually recommend 
a "local expert" on marine mammals. 
Posters and photographs were used to facilitate 
any information on sightings they had seen. It is 
interesting to note that if any color photographs or a 
colored poster was shown, the fishermen were often 
confused. They would argue among themselves about the 
colors and sometimes even if they described the animal 
correctly, they were not certain because of the color. 
4the researcher spent the summer of 1981 in New¬ 
foundland (Canada) doing necropsies on whales entrapped 
in the fishing gear of the fishermen. Over 100 whales 
were caught in the nets, worth thousands of dollars in 
damage. 
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Therefore, it was decided to stick to black and white 
photographs and posters as they were found to be less 
controversial. 
Many of the fishermen offered to take the researcher 
out on their boats to see the animals. They also were 
given the researcher's telephone number and address in 
case they wanted to get in touch because of a sighting or 
a stranded animal. Not too many calls were received. 
One reason for this is that most of the fishermen are 
poor and do not have a phone. It was, therefore, found 
necessary to personally visit the fishing villages 
periodically in order to stay in touch with them. 
Several times the researcher did go out with 
different fishermen on their boats to see the whales 
and manatees. Although it was always offered, no money 
was ever accepted by them for gasoline and their time. 
It was found to be more effective to offer help with 
their nets and fishing. They really liked that and 
appreciated the fact that a scientist would drive for 
three hours to go out fishing with them at 6 o'clock in 
the morning. This was a good way to get to know them 
and be considered one of them. 
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If they appreciated the help fishing, they were 
even more grateful when a lecture or an informal talk 
with slides was given to them. They usually brought 
their children, family and friends. Many of them were 
surprised that their guest speaker showed up as 
scheduled with all the equipment (slide projector, 
photographs, recordings, exhibiting materials, etcetera) 
to do a talk. They would often comment how nobody from 
any of the government agencies or universities ever took 
time to come and talk to them. 
The lectures were offered in the evenings at a 
local church, an open place, a house, or a local restaurant. 
They were always crowded and the fishermen took care of 
announcing it and spreading the word. 
The talks were kept as simple as possible and were 
complemented with slides. The lecture/workshop usually 
lasted between 45 minutes to an hour. Between 70 and 120 
slides were shown as part of the training for these 
fishermen. 
Different posters of fishermen were also used during 
the training. One of them, which is in the process of 
being printed, is going to be distributed to all fishing 
villages in Puerto Rico. The title of the poster is 
31 
Whales in Puerto Rico" (see Figure 16). Mr. Richard 
Ellis, who is perhaps the most famous artist of marine 
mammals and marine life in the United States, donated 
the drawings for this poster. Mr. Ellis sympathizes 
with the idea of using these fishermen as helpers in 
identifying marine mammals. Other posters used were 
one by the Animal Welfare Institute and another by the 
National Geographic Society. The first two posters 
are black and white; while the latter is color. 
The comment was often made that frequently when 
the fishermen were out at sea they would hear a noise 
or see a huge animal surface. Most of the time the 
fishermen were so afraid that they just started the 
engine and sped away. Others stayed for awhile to 
watch. When asked, most of them could not describe 
certain anatomical parts that could make it easier to 
identify the animals (e.g., dorsal fin, flippers, 
baleen, etcetera). To the fishermen a whale is a whale. 
Through the slides, photographs, sighting guide 
(see Appendix D), posters, different characteristics 
were illustrated that distinguish several species of 
whales. This way the fishermen can now better observe 
these specific features which can help determine which 
animal was sighted. 
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FIGURE 16 




The slide presentation also gave them the chance 
to learn more about these animals. Most of them thought 
that whales and manatees were fish. They would often 
confuse a whale with a shark (or viceversa). Many 
fishermen did not know that some whales are here at 
certain times during the year; while others did not know 
that whales came that close to the shore. Many of them 
saw for the first time what a whale or manatee really 
looked like. The lectures and workshops not only proved 
to be good training sessions but also an educational 
experience that most of them never had. 
Universities 
Students and Volunteers 
The National Sea Grant Program (active since 
February 1968) is a part of the Commerce Department's 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 
Through a matching-fund arrangement, Sea Grant provides 
support to colleges, universities, and other institutions 
for the pursuit of research, education, and advisory 
services on marine-related matters that can emerge from 
local, state, or regional needs. 
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There are Sea Grant institutions in 30 states 
in the United States and in two Universities in Puerto 
Rico. The Sea Grant Program in Humacao University 
offers undergraduate courses in the marine sciences; 
while the Sea Grant Program in Mayaguez University 
offers only graduate courses. 
These universities showed interest not only in 
the study but also expressed the desire to become 
actively involved in the research through their under¬ 
graduate and graduate students. It was suggested that 
at least two students could be trained to assist with 
the census and/or necropsies in exchange for undergraduate 
or graduate credits. 
Unfortunately, the researcher, who spent the summer 
in Newfoundland, Canada, doing necropsies on net-entrapped 
whales, was delayed due to the large number of animals 
caught in the month of September. Since the academic year 
had already begun the researcher was told it was difficult 
to introduce this program at that time, as graduate 
students had already started their field research work. 
Also, administrative approval was needed which further 
delayed implementation. 
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However, graduates and undergraduates from these 
and other local universities participated and assisted 
with the censuses and educational programs. This came 
as a result of the interest generated from lectures 
given at the colleges. It should be noted that even 
though these students were volunteers and received 
neither compensation nor credits, they proved to be 




This study sought to improve the level of know¬ 
ledge of marine mammals. This was achieved through 
public education. This education was a necessary 
ingredient that most previous research here in Puerto 
Rico lacked. It is also a forgotten aspect of other 
scientific disciplines. 
Perhaps, if the public was informed and educated 
about whales, dolphins and manatees a long time ago, 
these animals would not be placed on the endangered 
list today. 
To accomplish this educational experience, several 
materials were developed. They were complemented with 
the actual field research and the communication of this 
and other findings to the general public. 
The "Whale Unit" proved to be one of the most useful 
materials utilized in educational institutions. The five 
modules, which make up this unit, are meant to be an 
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introduction to the order—Cetacea (the whales, dolphins 
and porpoises). The emphasis is on the great whales^-. 
The "Whale Unit" is intended to be multidisciplinary 
in approach. It covers different disciplines or areas of 
study, such as science, history, art, and geography. It 
includes handouts for the teacher and the students, new 
vocabulary, graphs, questions in the form of a quiz or 
for discussion in class. The unit also contains a 
m 
bibliography of suggested readings for references and a 
list of resources or learning opportunities. Students 
have been found to enjoy doing crosswords puzzles and 
rearranging words as part of their learning. These two 
activities have been included at the end of the unit as 
a comprehensive test. 
Before coming to Puerto Rico, this was field tested 
in both English and Spanish in New England and several 
other states. The continued, in-class evaluation of the 
"Whale Unit" and fact sheets was considered very important. 
Continued evaluation of the material disseminated'was 
1this refers only to the big whales, 30 feet and 
over (e.g., Sperm and Blue whales). 
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accomplished by the teacher, peer review, and actual 
classroom application. No matter how skilled in 
evaluating, much material is best evaluated by teachers 
and students themselves. The "Whale Unit" has a 
questionnaire (see Appendix I) for student and teacher 
appraisal. If a student failed to grasp the material 
he or she let the instructor know, who, in turn 
informed the author. That which failed was either 
rewritten, updated, or removed from circulation. 
Material was shared by spread, exchange, or 
preference with the states of Massachusetts, Connecticut, 
New York, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Maine, California, 
Michigan, Virginia and the Commomwealth of Puerto Rico. 
Many educators contributed with suggestions and/or 
modifications on the unit, particularly when used with 
upper level students (e.g., junior high school). 
Two video tapes on marine mammals were also used. 
They were both made by the researcher with the collaboration 
of the audiovisual staff at Springfield Technical Community 
College in Massachusetts. The first one gives a general 
introduction to whales, dolphins and porpoises. It is 
explained in simple language intended for any audience. 
This educational video tape includes footage of whales at sea. 
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slides, photographs, and exhibiting materials (such as 
bones, teeth, and skulls). The narrative is in English 
and was done by the researcher. This tape was made 
available to students and the general public by the library 
at Springfield Technical Community College. 
The second educational video tape is intended to 
be used by a more knowledgeable audience with a science 
background. It deals with necropsies of small cetaceans 
(dolphins and porpoises). It gives the viewer a good 
look at the anatomy of these mammals and is an excellent 
way to compare their organs with ours because the 
similarity in morphology. 
Even though the two video tapes used are in English; 
they were simultaneously translated to Spanish when 
presented to Spanish speakers. The first video tape was 
popular because the viewers had an opportunity to see the 
whales in action (e.g., swimming, jumping out of the 
water, diving, etcetera). 
Most of the slides used in lectures were taken by 
the researcher, while others were interchanged with other 
interested researchers in the field. Most of the slides 
are in color, and shot with a 33 mm camera. 
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Conferences were given free of charge to interested 
schools and universities (both public and private) and 
other organized groups. Each group was given a choice of 
topics to be covered. These ranged from a general over¬ 
view of whales and manatees, to an in—depth discussion 
of the anatomy, physiology, and behavior of one particular 
species . 
Methodology 
For the environmental awareness program to be 
complete and effective, public education and information 
was essential. The whole study was ambitious; because 
it combined the scientific research, which was lacking, 
with the educational program, which was much needed. 
Even though Puerto Rico is not a very big island; 
it is overpopulated (close to 3| million). There are 
many colleges and universities, public and private 
schools. It was very important to reach as many of 
these educational institutions as possible; because 
that is where most of our scientists will eventually 
come from. Also the future of our oceans and the 
environment in general will rest in the hands of this 
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new generation. Attempts were made, therefore to 
reach this part of the population first. 
The general public was also contacted through many 
organizations which represented them, and through the 
media (newspaper, television, and radio). 
A letter (in most cases) or a visit initiated 
this public awareness. The public schools in Puerto 
Rico were contacted through their main office in Hato 
Rey. Private schools and colleges (both public and 
private) were approached individually. This was also 
the case for organiz?tions, marinas, and civic groups. 
An invitation was sent to each group introducing 
the research (see Appendix J). The group, if interested, 
then contacted the researcher to set up a time, place, 
and the specific topic of the talk. Six choices were 
given to each prospective group: (1) Marine Mammals in 
Puerto Rico; (2) Marine Mammals in general; (3) Whales 
(only); (4) Dolphins (only); (5) Manatees (only); and 
(6) Whales, Dolphins, and Manatees. 
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The lectures could include any or a synopsis of 
the following: behavior, mating, anatomy and physiology, 
migration, feeding, strandings, whaling, animals in 
captivity, census methods, and available educational 
materials. Most requested general information on marine 
mammals with emphasis on those found in the area of 
Puerto Rico. Often when offered a choice, people were 
too uninformed to make a decision and left it up to the 
researcher. 
Lectures were offered free of charge to interested 
schools or any organized groups. The school, group or 
organization took care of the publicity and setting up 
the classroom or auditorium. Most of the time, the 
equipment (such as slide projector, screen, video 
equipment, microphone, etcetera) was provided by the 
interested group; while occasionally the researcher had 
to borrow or bring his own equipment. 
The lectures averaged between 1 to 1| hours. 
Slides were always used although the actual slide 
presentation varied in number depending on the specific 
subject matter chosen by the teacher and the grade level. 
For example, in the elementary levels (both public and 
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private) the number of slides used average 70-80, while in 
the higher grades it was usually between 100-120 slides. 
Public Schools 
The public schools in Puerto Rico could not be 
approached without the authorization of their supervisors. 
Mrs. Maria Eugenia Lacott, Secretary, and Mr. Julio Lopez, 
head of the Science Program were contacted in the 
Department of Public Education. A meeting was then 
scheduled with the Public School Supervisors and the 
Science Department on Wednesday January 13, 1982. During 
the meeting the content of the proposed lectures was 
discussed along with the possibility of using the "Whale 
Unit" in Spanish and other fact sheets (see Appendix K) 
about marine mammals. 
It was agreed that the lectures should be open to 
levels and should be offered throughout the Island. 
It was considered important to try and cover as many 
geographical locations as possible. 
The Public School Department sent letters to all 
the School Districts in Puerto Rico with available dates 
and a description of the lecture. The interested schools 
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then contacted the main office to set up the conference. 
They, in turn, informed the researcher with the dates, 
time, and other pertinent information. 
The facilities were minimal in some of the public 
schools, and many times improvisation was necessary 
(such as using a white bed sheet or a cardboard for a 
screen to project the slides). The students and teachers 
appreciated the lectures, perhaps more than the students 
in the private schools. The reason for this is that the 
students in the public schools are not exposed as often 
to these type of lectures from visitors. 
On April 7, 1982 the researcher was invited to 
participate in the Scientific Fair of all the Public 
Schools as a guest speaker. It was an opportunity to 
talk and interchange ideas with future scientists. The 
fair is celebrated every year for high school students 
who present their scientific projects. 
Since these students had a scientific background 
the lecture was more technical. The audience, a total 
of 350 persons, was composed of students, science teachers, 
supervisors and relatives. It was held at the University 
of Mayaguez campus, in one of the auditoriums. 
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Materials used for the lecture included 120 
slides, video tape and exhibiting materials. The 
lecture lasted 2 hours; and the questions asked were 
more sophisticated than the ones asked at other 
lectures. The methodologies for doing censuses (both 
aerial and surface) and necropsies were explained. 
After the lecture, the researcher was approached 
by a great number of students seeking additional 
information and expressing their desire to assist with 
the research. The lecture also provided many of them 
an opportunity to ask questions about possible marine 
careers or institutions involved in this field. 
The "Whale Unit" (only in Spanish) and the fact 
sheets were used at the elementary level. The slides 
averaged 80 per presentation. The "Whale Unit" and 
the fact sheets were used in the junior high and high 
schools as supplementary readings. The slide presentation 
averaged between 100-120 slides. The video tapes were 
used only once (CROEM). The reason for this was that 
there were no facilities available in the other schools. 
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The private schools in Puerto Rico were selected 
at random from the telephone directory. The majority 
of private schools and colleges are concentrated in the 
San Juan metropolitan area. An attempt was made, however, 
to select schools from other parts of the island (e.g., 
San Antonio Abad, in Humacao; and Interamerican University 
in Barranquitas) . 
A letter (see Appendix J) introducing the research 
and offering the lectures was sent to each of the schools 
chosen. The address and telephone number of the researcher 
was given. All the schools that were interested in the 
lecture replied by phone. In most cases, the letter when 
received by the school's principal, was referred to one of 
the teachers so that they could make the arrangements. 
The lectures in the private schools were offered 
both in the elementary and secondary levels (see Tables 4 
and 5). Teachers in the elementary grades requested the 
"Whale Unit", fact sheets and reference books. The slides 
averaged 80. Of the two video tapes, only the one that 
gives an introduction to the whales was used by some of 
the schools. 
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In the junior and high schools (grades 7-12) the 
demand for the "Whale Unit" was made by the teachers 
who wanted to use it for their background information 
and to facilitate them to introduce the lecture in 
advance. Many teachers called the researcher requesting 
that he recommend books that they could use in class. 
The researcher, therefore, had to do a search in local 
libraries and bookstores to find which books or 
articles were available in that subject in Puerto Rico 
(see Table 6). The teachers were then notified. 
Private schools, in general, were found to have 
better facilities (such as projectors, books and 
materials) when compared to the public schools. However, 
in some private schools, it was found necessary to limit 
the amount of students for a lecture, because of the 
restricted classroom space. 
When comparing the students (in both elementary and 
secondary grades) in the public and private schools, there 
was a noticeable difference in their behavior during the 
lectures. The students in the public schools were 
fascinated with the subject; but were apprehensive about 
asking questions. The lectures were always followed by 
a question and answer period, where the audience could 
ask anything concerning the subject or related to it. 
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TABLE 6 
Marine Mammals' Related Materials Available at 
Libraries and Bookstores in Puerto Rico 
The following are materials (such as books, magazines, 
journals, etcetera) that are available at libraries and 
bookstores in Puerto Rico. This bibliography of suggested 
readings is divided into three categories: 
General References 
Coffey, D. J. Dolphins, Whales and Porpoises. 
Macmillan Publishing Co. (1977). 
Cousteau, Jacques Y. and Philippe Diole. Dolphins. 
Cassel, London. (1975). 
Cousteau, Jacques Y. and Philippe Diole. The 
Whale, Mighty Monarch of the Sea. Doubleday. 
(1972) . 
Lilly, J. C. Man and Dolphin. Doubleday. (1961). 
Ridgway, S. H. Mammals of the Sea: Biology and 
Medicine. Charles Thomas. (1972). 
Wheat, G. Whales and Dolphins. Golden Press. 
(1963). 
For Young Readers 
Lauber, Patricia. 
House. (1963). 
The Friendly Dolphins. Random 
TABLE 6-Continued 
Watson, Jane Werner. Whales - Friendly Dolphins 
and Mighty Giants of the Sea. Western Publishi 
CcT (1975) . 
Articles in Popular Magazines 
Earle, Sylvia. "Humpbacks: the Gentle Whales," 
National Geographic. January, 1975. 
Linehan, Edward J. "The Trouble With Dolphins" 
National Geographic. April, 1979. 
Payne, Roger. "At Home With Right Whales" 
National Geographic. March, 1976. 
Payne, Roger. "Humpbacks: Their Mysterious Songs 
National Geographic. January 1979. 
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Sometimes the question and answer session extended more 
than the lecture itself. It is the researcher's opinion 
that the students in the public schools are not 
encouraged to ask questions in class. Also they are not 
as exposed to visiting lecturers or speakers as the 
students in the private schools. However, after the 
lecture, there was usually a large group of these students 
waiting for the researcher outside to ask him many 
questions. In contrast, the students in the private 
schools, participated in the question and answer session 
and many times had to be restrained by the teachers 
because time ran out. 
Universities 
There are several universities, both private and 
public, in Puerto Rico. Only two of them (Humacao 
University and the University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez) 
offer degrees in marine sciences. The University of 
Puerto Rico at Rio Piedras offers a couple of courses 
in marine science. 
The universities were contacted directly by mail. 
A total of six conferences were offered at six different 
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universities (see Table 7). The materials used for 
these included: video tapes, slides, photographs, 
exhibiting materials, sighting guides, necropsy forms, 
3-iid fact sheets. The number of slides used were 
approximately 120. All the conferences were followed 
by a question and answer session that averaged 30 minutes. 
Two of the universities (University of Puerto Rico 
at Rio Piedras and Cayey University) requested more 
technical and scientific information. The seminar given 
in Cayey was to a group composed of professors, scientists, 
conservationists groups and students with a scientific 
and research background. Many of those present had much 
to contribute, such as their own research findings in 
other areas or species that share the same habitats with 
these marine mammals. Others exposed their theories on 
conservation and management and how these could benefit 
different endangered species in Puerto Rico. The 
discussion on the relation between these conservation 
efforts and public information and education was seen to 
be critical. It was proposed that sharing scientific 
information in non-technical language with the public in 
general could lead to a more informed society, where human 
actions concerned with these threatened species and the 


















The conferences held at the other universities 
were offered to a mixed group of students from different 
faculties (such as zoology, chemistry, and general 
studies). Some of the volunteers, that were trained 
to assist with the census studies, came as a result of 
the interest generated from these lectures. 
Public Education 
One of the researcher's interest was to learn 
just how much the general public in Puerto Rico knows 
about these endangered mammals. In talking to people 
from all walks of life, including fishermen, a simple 
questionnaire was developed (see Appendix B) for this 
purpose. The results of this study was very surprising. 
For example, out of a total of 360 people who answered, 
75% (or 270) thought that the whales were fishes and 
not mammals. In another question, 71% (or 256) did not 
know what a manatee was. The results of the questionnaire 
are on Table 8. It is also interesting to note, that 
many of the fishermen, who practically live in the ocean, 
and many recreational boaters, have never seen a manatee. 
Scientists have a responsibility to communicate 
their scientific studies and findings to the general 





































































If the population here is educated and informed, the 
chances for survival of these animals will increase. 
In many countries, and especially on a small 
island like Puerto Rico, people live closer to the 
marine environment or are dependent upon it for their 
livelihoods. Many of them have an exceptional know¬ 
ledge of these marine surroundings and of changes 
within it. These and other peoples can contribute 
much to our knowledge and understanding of marine 
mammals. The better educated they are about these 
endangered species, the more likely they are to con¬ 
tribute information about them and to participate in 
efforts to preserve them properly. 
In Puerto Rico this public awareness was carried 
out in different ways. The educational programs 
included: conferences, informal talks, exhibits, and 
articles or programs exposed through the media (television, 
radio, and newspaper). See Table 9. 
Public and private organizations (e.g., Museum of 
Art, in Ponce), marinas, and shopping malls (e.g., Plaza 
las Americas) were approached about the possibility of 
giving a lecture or setting up an exhibit. This contact 
was done by letter or in person. 
The lectures consisted of slides, photographs, video 
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These lectures were almost identical to the ones offered 
to the schools and universities. 
The exhibits, were perhaps, where more contact was 
made with the general public. Two busy areas, with a lot 
of public traffic were chosen. One, in Plaza las Americas, 
the biggest shopping mall in Puerto Rico. A Friday and 
a Saturday, which are the two most popular days for 
shoppers were selected (see Figures 17 and 18). The 
other exhibit was in the Boat Show (called Exponautico) . 
It was held in Ponce (southwest part of the Island) 
during the weekend of March 26, 27, and 28 (1982). This 
was the largest boat show of the year in Puerto Rico. 
The attendance was well over 300,000 people. 
The exhibits consisted of a table for displaying 
materials, informative sheets, questionnaire, posters, 
photographs, and a brief slide presentation. To help 
the researcher at the exhibits with the slides and most 
of all answering the numerous questions of the public, 
were students and volunteers who were previously trained. 
These volunteers answered the hundreds of questions which 
were asked and also helped distributing the questionnaire. 
This was the best time to collect information about 
the general public's knowledge of marine mammals. The 
people who stopped at the exhibiting table were asked to 
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FIGURE 17 
Marine Mammals Exhibit 
FIGURE 18 






take a couple of minutes and answer a few questions. 
These were corrected there, and the ones they answered 
wrong were explained to them. The other avenue, and 
perhaps the most efficient to disseminate this 
information to the general public, was through the 
media. 
Media 
Historically the media has played a role in up¬ 
grading student awareness of marine issues. Movies, 
although misguided and sensationalistic at times, have 
increased interest in the marine world. 
Perhaps the best way to disperse information 
about the marine mammals and to educate the public is 
through the newsmedia. The television, radio, and news¬ 
paper have proven to be the most effective tools for 
reaching the greatest part of the population. Puerto 
Rico is no exception. The television is dominated by 
three private stations and one public station (Channel 
6 of the local government). There are also four large 
newspapers on the Island (one of them in English), plus 
a large number of radio stations (Spanish and English). 
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Local newspapers were visited and explanations were 
given as to the type of research that was being conducted 
on these rare marine mammals. It was explained that our 
population in Puerto Rico knows little about them2 and 
how important it is to educate the public if our wildlife 
is to be preserved properly. They expressed interest in 
the study because they thought it was appealing to 
their audiences. 
Newspapers 
There are four main newspapers in Puerto Rico: (1) 
El Mundo; (2) El Nuevo Dia; (3) El Vocero; and (4) San 
Juan Star. The first three are in Spanish, while the 
latter is in English. 
Newspapers about the study being done on the Island 
concerning these rare and endangered species were found 
through lectures, a friend, or a visit by the researcher 
to the paper. Since public information and education was 
the main purpose; they expressed an interest in producing 
some educational and informative articles for the benefit 
of their readers. 
2 
See Table 8—Questionnaire Results. 
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They claimed that although they had had articles 
on whales and manatees beforej many of them were just 
translated from the wires and/or were about studies in 
Florida or California. In turn, this study was more 
relevant to their readers because it was about local 
animals. They all agreed that the educational aspect 
was as important, if not more, than the scientific 
research. 
El Mundo Newspaper published three articles on 
the whales and manatees. The first article was describing 
the whales in general. It mentioned some of the whales 
that visit our waters in Puerto Rico at one time or 
another. The second article (November 1981) explained 
the research being carried out and the need to inform 
the public about the study. It listed the researcher's 
telephone number asking the readers for information on 
sightings. The articles were well accepted. It would 
not be an exaggeration to say that many phone calls 
were received. For the third article, a reporter and 
a photographer were sent out in the field with the 
researcher, to learn and experience the investigations. 
These articles are to be followed with a series of fact 
sheets (see Appendix K) that the newspaper is planning 
for the future. 
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This is also the case for El Nuevo Dia. After 
giving a brief presentation, with slides and photo¬ 
graphs, to their editors, reporters and staff; they 
showed interest in producing a series of educational 
articles in a forthcoming Sunday section of the news¬ 
paper . 
When many people called or wrote the researcher 
that they were interested in the manatee, but could 
not find any information about the animal; it was 
realized just how little had been written about the 
manatee in Puerto Rico. It prompted the researcher 
to write an educational article about the animal in 
English and Spanish (see Appendix K). 
The main purpose of the paper was to inform and 
raise public consciousness on the manatee population 
in the Island. The language used was simple, so that 
it could be easily read and understood by almost any¬ 
one, from elementary level students to university 
professors and the general public. 
The article was used by some teachers, distributed 
to the general public at lectures and exhibits and used 
by some newspapers for their articles. One of these 
newspapers, who showed immediate interest was the San 
Juan Star. The manatee article was featured in the 
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"Sunday Magazine" section of the paper on May 2, 1982 
(see Appendix L). Another article followed it; where 
two of the San Juan Star's reporters accompanied the 
researcher to do a manatee census. 
The San Juan Star, as well as the researcher, 
received many phone calls commenting on the appro¬ 
priateness of the story and requesting similar articles 
on our wildlife. The article also encouraged people 
to call to report manatee sightings and as a result 
many helpful information was received (see letter— 
Appendix M). 
Television 
Television in Puerto Rico is an excellent way to 
reach people all over the island. Some of the programs 
done in Puerto Rico are seen in the Dominican Republic, 
the United States, the Virgin Islands, and Central and 
South America. 
The researcher was invited to one of the local 
programs on television after the producer of the program 
was contacted by someone who apparently had attended one 
of the lectures and thought it was appropriate for the 
show. Arrangements were made and the program went on 
the air. The program "El Show de Tommy" is one of the 
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most popular programs in Puerto Rico. It is aired on 
Sunday night at 9 o'clock on Channel 7 and it lasts 
an hour. The program has an interview format similar 
to that of Phil Donahue in the United States; stressing 
audience participation. For that program, fishermen, 
research scientists, and educators were invited to 
participate and ask questions. Some of the researcher's 
slides and a film of dolphins and whales performing in 
aquarium were used to supplement the program. 
This piece of film generated several questions as 
most of the audience had, at one time, seen one of these 
shows and were interested in techniques used in training 
these animals. 
According to the reviews and the feedback received 
next day, the program was a success. It was seen through¬ 
out the Island. During the next several weeks, the 
researcher was recognized and approached by many people 
who had seen the program. People were also heard talking, 
the day after the program about our whales and manatees 
here in Puerto Rico. 
The other two television appearances were on a new 
show, which is very popular, called "Despierta Puerto 
Rico". This show is the equivalent of "Good Morning 
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America” in the United States. Only photographs were 
used (no slides). The program consisted of an inter¬ 
view and then answering viewers' telephone questions. 
The researcher was invited back to the program 
(April 20, 1982) because according to the show producers 
it was a big hit. They said they had never received so 
many telephone calls with questions from the viewers 
before . 
Radio 
The researcher participated in three radio shows. 
One was on a station in the metropolitan area near San 
Juan (Bayamon). The other two were in the city of Ponce. 
The first one, Radio WLUZ, was strictly an interview, 
with no telephone calls from the listeners. It lasted 
thirty minutes. The other two radio programs were in 
Ponce: one was at an exhibit at a boat show; and the 
second one was on station WPAB. This is the most 
popular radio station in the area (south coast). The 
interviewer, Mrs. Janet Blascini, was excellent. The 
program called Studio 55, lasted 22 hours and the phone 
never stopped ringing. Of all the lectures and seminars 
given throughout Puerto Rico to scientists, students, 
and the public in general never were the questions as 
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interesting as these. Most of the time you could 
almost predict the questions. Usually the same ones 
were asked at different places. But these listeners 
had some background and the questions were impressive. 
The program was supposed to last U hours; but because 
of the interest and the response it was extended 
another hour. 
Assessment of Efforts 
Many letters were received thanking the researcher 
(see Appendix N) for the conferences and exhibits. There 
were others who wrote or called to provide information on 
sightings of whales, dolphins, or manatees; or to simply 
offer their services to help with the research in any way 
they could. 
Of all the nice letters that the researcher 
received; there was one that he is very fond of. It was 
written by a little boy, eleven years of age, who lived 
in Ponce (on the south coast). The boy, Andy Gonzalez, 
heard the researcher being interviewed on the radio and 
since he was interested in whales and dolphins, he asked 
his father to take him to the lecture at the Museum that 




A slide-talk about “Wbales, Dolphins and Manatees,” endangered mammals that inhabit 
Puerto Rico waters will be presented on Thursday at 8 p.m. at the Ponce Museum of Art. 
The activity is sponsored by the museum and the Marine Mammal Research Foundation of 
Puerto Rico. For further information, contact Juan Carlos Jimenez of the MMRF at 780-2555 - 
0477.  
Figure 19, An announcement of a conference 
at the Ponce Museum of Art, which appeared 























The boy became fascinated with the whales and 
dolphins and every couple of weeks would write the 
researcher a fairly long letter; asking questions, 
telling him about his grades, and how he wanted to do 
the same type of work when he grew up to help the 
researcher. He would always send drawings and pictures 
that he made of whales and dolphins. Since the 
researcher had spotted some dolphins while doing 
research near his place he would spend hours on the 
lookout for whales and dolphins from a hill. He also 
wrote and mentioned how he gave a special talk to his 
classmates with the help of some of the materials the 
researcher had sent him. 
Finally he invited the researcher to his house to 
spend a weekend with him, to meet his parents, and if 
possible to meet his friends at school. The boy felt 
very proud to be receiving answers to all his letters 
and questions. 
There were many little boys like Andy Gonzalez, 
who wrote or called. Making these youngsters aware and 
interested in these marine mammals was a very satisfying 
experience for the researcher because they will 
probably be our future scientists who will look after 
these endangered animals and marine life as a whole. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
The scientific research and the educational aspect 
of this study have been a lot of work. Trying to reach 
people in all parts of the Island was time consuming; 
but at the same time very rewarding. 
When people attended a lecture or workshop (see 
Figures 20 and 21) it was voluntarily. They were curious 
and wanted to find out information about these poorly 
known mammals. Nobody was forcing them, they were simply 
interested in the subject. 
Many letters and telephone calls were received as 
a result of the newspaper articles. Children, especially, 
contacted the researcher wanting to find information 
and/or requesting references. 
For an educator it is always a great satisfaction 
to have an audience to transmit his knowledge to; but it is 
even more rewarding when he gets positive feedback from 
his audience. The researcher knew that most people would 
find his topic interesting, nevertheless, the reception 
invariably received was even more enthusiastic and 




Audience at a Lecture 
FIGURE 21 
Audience at a Lecture 
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Receiving letters from children expressing their 
gratitude for the lecture, and expressing that they would 
like to be just like you when they grow up is one of the 
biggest reward received in this study. 
This study was greatly enjoyed. The time spent with 
the fishermen was very productive. There is much to learn 
from these people. The fishermen, when trained, can be the 
best observers at sea. They provided the researcher with 
much valuable information, facilitating his research. 
Fishermen, especially helped locate manatee populations 
and reported many whale sightings and interesting behaviors. 
All of this came as a result of the communication 
established through the workshops and training sessions. 
Perhaps one of the most important discoveries was the 
location of what seems to be a fairly stable population of 
manatees. The researcher was able to identify four indi¬ 
viduals in this group because of their unique color patterns. 
A Sperm whale with a calf (of approximately 16 feet) 
was spotted by the researcher with the help of a couple of 
volunteers, off the west coast of Puerto Rico (near Rincon). 
The animals were sighted during the month of January. A 
Pilot whale was also spotted near Salinas off the south 
coast during the month of February. Previous studies done 
in the area, have reported the Pilot whale only in the 
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warmer months (between April and October); while the 
Sperm whale has been sighted during the month of May1. 
The study also presented the unique opportunity for 
the researcher to educate and provide information on these 
marine mammals to the general public. A network of 
volunteers has been started in Puerto Rico as a result of 
this awareness program. Many have called to offer their 
services, abilities and help. Calls have been received 
from different professions (such as artists, educators, 
pilots, veterinarians, etcetera) who would like to assist 
or help in any way they can. 
A sincere interest has been awakened in Puerto Rico 
concerning these endangered marine mammals. Credit for 
this should go to the lectures, workshops, and exhibits 
which were lacking in previous studies. For the first 
time, an organization which deals with marine mammals in 
the area has been formed, as a consequence of the interest 
generated from this study. 
1Donald S. Erdman, Marine Mammals from Puerto Rico 
to Antigua, August 1970. 
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Marine Mammal Research Foundation 
of Puerto Rico 
The Marine Mammal Research Foundation of Puerto 
Rico is a small non-profit organization registered with 
the State Department of San Juan, Puerto Rico, on 
January 5, 1982. The Foundation was founded by the 
researcher as a response to the lack of information on 
marine mammals in the area, and most of all because of 
the generated public's interest and the great amount of 
requests for additional information on these endangered 
species. 
Through lectures, exhibits, and questions asked it 
was evident that the public in general, lacked knowledge 
about the whales, dolphins and manatees. Many of them 
suggested the idea of starting an organization with an 
informative newsletter which could reach our population. 
Many volunteered their services and talent (e.g., the 
artist for the San Juan Star Newspaper has offered to 
help design the format for the newsletter). 
Among the Foundation's objectives are: (1) to 
identify and study the behavior and habits of the marine 
mammals that inhabit the waters around Puerto Rico; (2) 
to offer lectures, seminars and conferences, and prepare 
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informative materials for government agencies, institutions, 
and civic organizations; (3) to try to reach the general 
public, through continuous educational messages, which will 
lead to better conservation and protection of these 
endangered mammals. 
Throughout the Island, free lectures, workshops and 
exhibits were offered this past year. Some students and 
volunteers participated in intensive training sessions 
familiarizing themselves with the researcher's work and 
with the marine mammals in general. They often accompanied 
the researcher to lectures, exhibits, and censuses. From 
the acquired experience and knowledge they were able to 
participate and answer questions at exhibits and lectures 
about these mammals. As a result of these lectures, the 
public has become more aware and appreciative of the marine 
mammals in the area. 
Students of all ages have contacted the Foundation 
expressing an interest in studying marine mammals. At the 
present time there are only but a few resources which will 
give them the practical experience and training they want 
and need. One of the primary goals of the Foundation is 
to train these students and volunteers to help out with 
the research and educational programs. With their help, 
we will be able to learn more and begin to close the gap 
between scientists and educators. 
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The Marine Mammal Research Foundation of Puerto 
Rico came as a result of this public awareness and thirst 
for information. The enthusiasm generated from these 
public appearances was enough to convince us of the much 
needed educational programs. 
Recommendations 
Even though this study was limited somewhat because 
of lack of funds, it provides an excellent basis for 
future research. Researchers who are concerned about the 
whale's and manatee's future must realize that public 
education is very important. 
There is definitely a gap between the scientific 
research, done in the past, and what the public knows. 
The researcher has tried to narrow that gap by giving 
lectures, workshops, exhibits, and using the media for 
exposure purposes. But more educational and informative 
materials should be developed. 
The whales, dolphins, and manatees are just a small 
part of the marine world. Most children and adults have 
been to an aquarium or a zoo at least once. They have had 
an opportunity to see marine mammals performed tricks to 
the delight of the crowd captivating the public's attention 
with their intelligence and gracefulness. 
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Two of the most popular topics of the marine environ¬ 
ment could very easily be the sharks and the marine mammals. 
Sharks have captured the public's imagination through many 
films as being dangerous and voracious feeders. They are 
well known because of the reputation given them by the 
writers throughout the world who exploit sensationalism 
to sell their books or movies (e.g., Jaws). 
Marine mammals, on the other hand, have captured human 
interest through their gracefulness and learning capabilities. 
They are well known to everyone through television and other 
media. It is very difficult to imagine someone in America 
who has not seen, or at least heard of Jacques Cousteau. 
Cousteau, through his many and varied educational documen¬ 
taries has reached millions of people throughout the world. 
He, like many, has taken advantage of the public's interest 
in marine mammals to explore other areas of the marine world. 
Children, especially, were fascinated with the size 
of the whales. They were intrigued with the comparisons 
used at lectures, where some of the whale's organs were 
compared with man's (see Figure 22). 
When the population in Puerto Rico is informed 
about the habitats, the areas critical to the survival 
of these mammals; the possibility for survival of these 
If Puerto Ricans are made aware 
animals will increase. 
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FIGURE 22 
Figure 22. Children holding the tracing of 
flipper of a Humpback whale (total length— 
14 feet) 
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of the areas where the manatees are, a similar campaign 
as the one in Florida, could be started here in Puerto 
Rico warning the boaters to reduce the speed because of 
the presence of manatees. 
Some work has been done to ensure protection of 
marine mammals, especially manatees, but many strongly 
believe that more can and should be done. Previous 
studies done in Puerto Rico on the manatee population 
were based on sightings from an airplane. These studies 
can be valuable for estimating the number of animals and 
their habitats. These findings should be facilitated to 
the public in general in the hopes that they will become 
involved in conservation efforts. However, these studies 
were not concerned with public education; otherwise this 
information would have been made readily available to the 
public. Except for a newspaper article describing the 
manatee in general, the public in Puerto Rico has bene- 
fitted very little from these studies. 
The researcher, like many people in Puerto Rico, 
is concerned about protecting these endangered mammals. 
But protection goes hand in hand with public awareness 
and education. This is something that previous studies 
here lacked. Many people in Puerto Rico, including the 
fishermen, sympathized with the animals and are willing 
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to help in any way they can to preserve them. Now it 
is up to us (researchers) to share with them our know¬ 
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The "Whale Unit" is an introduction to the 
order—Cetacea (whales, dolphins, and porpoises). 
The unit (in Spanish and English) is multi¬ 
disciplinary in approach. 
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por Juan Carlos Jimenez 
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ESTUDIOS DE LA BALLENA 
Un estudio del oceano logicamente debe de incluir a la 
ballena, el animal mas grande que jamas ha existido. El 
autor del farnoso libro Moby Dick, Herman Melville, asumio 
que las ballenas siempre aumentarian en numero. Hoy dia, 
mas de un siglo despu^s, debemos de revalorizar nuescras 
prioridades sobre este recurso limitado. 
A craves de la historia el hombre y la ballena han tenido 
una relacion rauy estrecha. Desde los tiempos antiguos, nues- 
tra intriga por las ballenas ha sido captada a trave's del 
arte, la micologfa, y la literatura. El desarrollo de los 
estados de Nueva Inglaterra en especial dependio de la in¬ 
dust ria ballenera. 
En el ano 1972, se inicio en los Estados Unidos una raorato- 
ria de diez acfos por la caceria de ballenas. A pesar de esto, 
otros paises continuaban cazando esta especie hasta la ex- 
tincio'n. El aprender ma's sobre las ballenas nos debe de ayu- 
dar a apreciar y conocer mas estas especies en peligro. 
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INTRODUCCION 
Los cinco modulos que componen esta unidad, tienen el 
proposito de servir como una introduccion a los CETACEOS 
(las ballenas, delfines, y raarsopas) . El e'nfasis sera' 
en las ballenas grandes. Por este te'rmino naremos refe¬ 
renda a las ballenas grandes de 30 o ma's pies de largo. 
El objetivo de esta unidad es de enfocar varias disci- 
plinas. Por esto quiero decir, que se cubrira varias 
areas (ciencias, historia, arte, y geografia). La uni¬ 
dad contiene informacio'n para arabos, maestro y estu- 
diante; vocabulario, diagramas, y preguntas en forma 
de discusion o como una prueba corta. Tarabien se inclu- 
ye una bibliografia de lecturas, sugeridas como refe¬ 
renda, y una lista de recursos u oportunidades de 
aprendizaje. 
Yo he observado que a los estudiantes les gusta llenar 
crucigramas y reordenar palabras como parte de su apren¬ 
dizaje; por lo tanto ambos esta'n incluidos al final 
como un exa'men coraprensivo. 
Yo espero que tanto Ud. como sus estudiantes disfruten 
aprendiendo sobre las ballenas de estos rao'dulos al 
igual que yo disfrute' escribiendolos. He tratado de 
mantener las lecturas y el vocabulario simple. El enfo- 
que de esta unidad son los grados 5to. y 6to; sin embar¬ 
go, la unidad se puede adaptar facilmente a niveles mas 
bajos o ma's avanzados. La unidad de las ballenas esta 
disenada para ser cubierta a trave's de un periodo de 
1-2 semanas. 
Si puedo ser de alguna ayuda para Ud. o para sus estu¬ 
diantes ya sea para contestar algunas preguntas o para 
servirles como una fuente de recursos, por favor no 
dude de ponerse en contacto conmigo. 
Prof. Juan Carlos Jime'nez 
Springfield Tech. Com. College 
Armory Square 
Springfield, Mass. 01101 
(413) 781-7822 (x-3483) 
MODULO I 
EL AMBIENTE MARINO 
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PROPOSITO 
Despues de completar este modulo el estudiante debe de: 
1}comprender adaptaciones especiales de las plantas y 
animales en el arabiente marino 
2) comprender la importancia de los mares para todos los 
organismos vivientes 
3) entender el porque algunos animales terrestres se 
trasladaron al agua. 
MATERIALES 
-Lectura (para el estudiante) 
-Pelicula: Mysteries of the Deep, (Walt Disney), dispo- 
nible en prestamo, de la biblioteca publica de Spring- 
field (requisito) 
-Peliculas: Secrets of the Deep y Restless Sea, ambas 
tambie'n de la biblioteca publica de Springfield (ambas 
son opcionales). 
RECURSOS 
-Una visita a un acuario (Mystic, Connecticut o el de New 
England, en Boston). Los maestros deben de aprovecnar las 
multiples facilidades que estos lugares ofrecen: salones 
de clases, laboratories.exhibiciones, etc. Los arreglos 
se deben de hacer con anticipacion para cada programa es- 
pecifico, f 
-Visita a un Museo Mantimo. 
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*Antes de empezar este modulo debes de pre&uncar a la 
clase: 
iDonde Uds. creen que existen (viven) mas animales, 
en la tierra o en el oceano? 
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EL AMBIENTE MARINO 
Casi 3/4 partes de la tierra esta cubierta por agua. El 
agua contiene una &ran variedad de plantas y animales. 
Pocas personas saben que dentro de esa superficie viven 
sobre 30,000 especies (o diferentes tipos) de peces, y 
sobre 20,000 especies de plantas. Se estima que los ocea- 
nos contienen mis plantas y animales que la tierra. 
En este ambiente marino, la vida se caracteriza por su 
gran diversidad (diferencias). Ambos plantas y animales 
existen en diferentes taraaffos, formas, colores y habitats. 
Desde las plantas que solo podemos ver con la ayuda de 
un microscopio, hasta el diminuto gobio de Filipina (pez 
que cuando adulto alcanza un tamaffo de 1/3 de pulgada\ 
hasta la Ballena Azul, el animal mas grande que ha exis- 
tido (110 pies de largo). 
Los cientificos y biologos marinos rauchas veces se han 
preguntado, porque' existe tanta variacion en taraano, 
forma, y color entre los organismos que viven en nues- 
tros oce'anos. 
Muchas veces nos preguntaraos, por que/ la mayoria de los 
animales y plantas en nuestro planeta ocurren en el agua? 
dQue' hace tan superior y diferente a este cuerpo de agua? 
Veamos algunas de sus caracteristicas: 
Dabsorve y retiene grandes cantidades del calor 
solar 
2) contiene un almace'n constante de comida (existe 
mis comida en el mar que en la tierra) 
3) es el a'rea ma's poblado de todos los habitats de 
este planeta 
4) entre el 80 y 907. del oxigeno que nosotros res- 
piraraos viene de las plantas microscopicas del 
oceano. 
Estas son solo algunas de las razones por la cual los 
oce'anos son tan importantes y poseen esa gran variedad 
de vida en ellos. Sus vidas dependen de los ^recursos de 
comida, minerales, energia, etc. que los oce'anos nos 
pueden ofrecer. 
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Algunos animales se han Crasladado de la tierra al agua 
para vivir, y para aprovechar sus abundantes recursos. Un 
ejemplo es - la ballena. Los cientificos creen que estos 
animales se raovieron al a^ua millones de anos atras, debi- 
do a que habia mas coraida disponible en el mar. Tarabieh, 
durante esa epoca, habia una gran cantidad de animales 
compitiendo en la tierra por alimentos. Quizas, era muy 
dificil para estos animales tan grandes de encontrar 
suficiente comida para satisfacer su enorme apetito. Po- 
co a poco, a traves de los anos, sus cuerpos se empezaron 
a adaptar a esta nueva vida acua'tica y a la coraida que 
estos oce'anos tenian que ofrecer. 
************ 
VOCABULARIO 
habitat - el ambiente en el cual un organismo esta adaptado 
ambiente marino - todo lo que rodea a un organismo acuatico 
acuatico - que vive en el agua 
solar - del sol 
PREGUNTAS 
1) iExisten mas aniraales en la tierra que en el agua? 
2) *Por que' creen los cientificos que las ballenas se 
trasladaron al agua de la tierra? 
3) Mencione dos caracteristicas del agua (oce'ano) . 
PARA DISCUSION EN LA CLASE 
d-Puedes pensar alguna otra razon, por que algu- 
nos animales se movieron de la tierra hacia el 




<jES U BALLENA UN PEZ ? 
154 
PROPOSITO 
Despues de completar este modulo los estudiantes deben 
de poder: 
Dentender las diferencias que existe entre una ballena 
y un pez 
2)raencionar las caracteristicas mamiferas de las ballenas 
3")comprender por que' se incluye a las ballenas y al 





-Libros de Referencias: The Whale, Mighty Monarch of the 
Sea por Jacques Y. Cousteau (con 124 fotografias a color) 
Whales, Dolphins. and Porpoises por Ronald M. 
Lockey. 
The Great Whales por Herbert S. Zira (niffos). 
-Pelfcula: The Right Whale por Roger Payne, National Geo¬ 
graphic. (opcional) 
(los libros se pueden tomar prestados de la biblioteca 
publica de la ciudad de Springfield, Mass.) 
*Antes de empezar este modulo debes de ensenar a los estudian¬ 
tes varias fotografias y dibujos de diferentes peces y ballenas. 
Entonces pregunta a la clase: 
iPueden Uds. notar alguna diferencia entre el pez y 
la ballena? Son ellos parecidos? 
I 
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<*'ES LA BALLENA UN PEZ? 
Hay rauchas personas que creen que las ballenas son los 
peces mis grandes en el mar. Pero esto no es cierto, 
porque las ballenas no son peces! Las ballenas al igual 
que el hombre son mamiferos. Ambos comparten caracteris- 
ticas similares. (iCuales caracteristicas tu crees que 
son comunes en el hombre y la ballena?) 
A los mamiferos en el mar le llamamos mamiferos marinos. 
Este grupo incluye entre otros: a la ballena, el delfin, 
la foca, y el rnanati. 
Hace millones de anos, los antecesores de las ballenas 
que eran cuadrupedos, vivian en la tierra. Los cientifi- 
cos creen que estos gigantes se movieron al agua en busca 
de comida. Cuando las ballenas se Crasladaron al agua, 
aquellas que rnejor se pudieron adaptar a la vida acuatica 
sobrevivieron; mientras que aquellas que no se pudieron 
adaptar fueron desapareciendo. Poco a poco, a traves de 
millones de anos las ballenas evolucionaron hasta alcan- 
zar su forma actual. (iCuales tu crees que son algunos de 
estos cambios o raodificaciones para adaptarse a esta nue- 
va vida en el agua?) 
Las modificaciones en el cuerpo de la ballena es lo que 
la hace parecerse hoy a un pescado. Entonces, ipor que 
no son peces? tQue las hace un mamifero? 
Los mamiferos son animales con pelo - algunas ballenas 
tienen pelo. Un delfin* cuando es bebi, tiene pelo al 
nacer, que mis tarde desaparece. El pez no tiene pelo. 
(APuedes mencionar otros animales que tienen pelo y se 
pueden clasificar como mamiferos?) 
*(los delfines y las marsopas tambien son ballenas) 
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Las ballenas, como otros raamiferos, tienen la sangre ca- 
liente. Esto significa que la temperatura de su cuerpo 
se mantiene siempre igual, aun cuando la temperatura del 
agua cambia. Los peces, por otro lado, son de sangre fria. 
Esto es, la temperatura de su cuerpo siempre es igual a 
la del agua. Si la temperatura del agua cambia, la tempe¬ 
ratura del pez tambien cambia. 
Las ballenas respiran por medio de un agujero o respira- 
dero, que esta situado en la parte superior de la cabeza. 
Las ballenas tienen que salir a la superficie del agua 
para respirar el aire. Tienen pulmones, como nosotros 
los humanos. Los peces, al contrario, respiran por las 
agallas. No poseen pulmones y respiran debajo del agua. 
Los peces no tienen que subir a la superficie como las 
ballenas para obtener oxigeno. 
Los mamiferos paren los hijos vivos, y las raadres los 
alimentan con su rica leche. La mayoria de los peces 
ponen huevos; pero con algunas excepciones - como la 
olomina comun, que los pare vivos. 
Las ballenas, tambien se diferencian de los peces, pues 
no tienen espinas ni huesos en la aleta dorsal, ni en la 
cola. 
Si alguna vez tienes la oportunidad de visitar un acuario, 
hay una manera facil de distinguir entre un mamifero y un 
pez. Existe una diferencia basica en el cuerpo de ambos. 
La cola del mamifero es horizontal y su movimiento al na- 
dar es de arriba - abajo. La cola del pez es vertical, y 
su movimiento es de lado a lado. (Ver el diagraraa) Esta 
es la diferencia ma's obvia, y por lo tanto la manera mas 




cuadrvipedo - animal que tiene cuatro patas 
dorsal - en la parte de atra's del cuerpo (en la espalda) 
mamifero - animal de sangre caliente, con pelo, que da a 
luz (pare) sus hijos vivos 
respiradero - nariz de la ballena que se encuentra en la 
parte de arriba de la cabeza. 
PREGUNTAS 
1) Cierto o Falso: Las ballenas son los peces ma's 
grandes en el mar. 
2) iComo respiran las ballenas? 
3) <tCual es la manera mas fa'cil de reconocer un tnami- 
fero de un pez? 
4) ^‘Puedes norabrar otro mamifero adema's de la ballena? 
5) «iSon de sangre fr£a o de sangre caliente las ballenas? 
PARA niSCUSTON EN CLASE 
En tu opinion, cual esta mas adaptado para vivir en el 
mar - la ballena o el pez?cExplica por que? 
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DIEEHEIICIAS SXTERIUS ZHTRS MAMIEEROS Y PECES 
3ALLEITA (Maaifero) 
PEZ 




























CAZA DE BALLEMAS 
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PROPOSITO 
A1 finalizar este modulo el estudiante debe de: 
1) entender las innovaciones que se introdujeron en 
la industria ballenera 
2) poder nombrar la especies de ballenas que exter- 
minaron del Oceano Atl^ntico del Norte 
3) comprender el poder y debilidad de la Comisio'n 
Ballenera Internacional 
4) demostrar como desde el principio la economia de 
los estados de Nueva Inglaterra dependio de la 
industria ballenera 
5) describir la decadencia de la industria ballenera 
en Nueva Inglaterra. 
MATERIALES 
-Lecturas: "Caza de Ballenas" (para el maestro); y 
"Caceria de Ballenas en Nueva Inglaterra" (para 
el estudiante). La information de la lectura del 
maestro debe de ser compartida con los estudian- 
tes en clase. 
-Prueba corta 
-Preguntas de discusion 
-Peliculas: dos peliculas que esta'n disponibles 
del Museo de Peabody: 
a) Whaler Out of New Bedford 
b) In Search of the Bowhead Whale 
(ambas son opcionales) 
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RECURSOS 
-Una visita a un museo de ballenas (opcional): 
Peabody Museum (Salem, Mass.) 
New Bedford Whaling Museum (Mass.) 
Mystic Seaport (Mystic, Conn.) 
LIBROS DE REFERENCIAS (sobre la caceria de ballenas): 
The Cruise of the Cachalot por Fran* T. Bullen 
Moby Dick por Herman Melville 
Old Whaling Days por Captain W. Barron 
Logbook for Grace por Robert Cushman Murphy 
South Latitude por F. D. Oramaney 
*(esta corta lista menciona los mejores libros 
sobre la caceria de ballenas, que hoy los estan 
volviendo a publicar) 
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CACERIA DE BALLENAS 
La caceria de ballenas se inicio en el siglo 12, en la 
Bahia de Vizcaya, al norte de Espana. Aqui un grupo de 
espaffoles, llamados vascos, cazaban la pequena y lenta 
Ballena Verdadera de Vizcaya. Se le llamaba "verdadera" 
porque era la mas facil y apropiada de matar; nadaba 
muy lenca, y ademas flotaba despues de muerta. La ma- 
yoria de las ballenas grandes, se hundian, y por lo 
tanto no eran perseguidas. Para el siglo 13, los vascos 
establecieron un antecedence, que continuaria durante 
siete siglos despues - la Ballena Verdadera de Vizcaya 
seria cazada hasta la extincion. 
Durante el siglo 16, los cazadores de ballenas europeos, 
se extendieron en su caceria hacia el Atla'ntico, fuera 
de la costa de Inglaterra y Francia. Esta vez persiguie- 
ron otra especie conocida como la Ballena Verdadera del 
Atlantico. Esta era de un color negro, muy abundante, y 
muy rica en aceite. Para el siglo 17, la Ballena Verda¬ 
dera del Atla'ntico escaba extincta. 
Los barcos balleneros entonces se movieron mas al norte, 
cerca de Islandia y Groenlandia. All£ vivia otra especie 
de ballena que era muy rica en aceite y carne. Esta era 
la Ballena Verdadera de Groenlandia; y en poco tiempo, 
tambien desaparecio. 
Al principio del siglo 19, los cazadores de ballenas del 
Atlantico tenfan serios problemas. La mayoria de las ba¬ 
llenas pequenas habfan desaparecido; y solo quedaban las 
ballenas ma's grandes y rapidas. Entonces, en el ano 1867, 
un cazador de ballenas noruego, llamado Svend Foyn, desa- 
rrollo un nuevo metodo para cazar las ballenas grandes. 
Este nuevo metodo revoluciono a la industria ballenera. 
Foyn invento un cano'n que disparaba un arpdn explosivo 
(parecido a una granada). Con este nuevo metodo, el 
ahora podfa cazar las ballenas ma's grandes. Pero aun 
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estaba el problems de raantenerlas a flote. Foyn resolvio 
esto al bombearle por medio de un tubo, aire comprimido 
a la ballena. Asi esta podia flotar. 
Arraados con la nueva tecnica de Foyn, los cazadores del 
Atlantico del norte salieron en busca de la Ballena Azul. 
La Ballena Azul, es el animal mas grande que ha existido. 
Puede alcanzar un largo de 100 pies. El nuevo metodo era 
tan eficiente que ya para el ano 1903, la Ballena Azul, 
no se encontraba en el hemisferio norte. 
Los cazadores de ballenas entonces se dirigieron hacia 
el polo opuesto - al Antartico. Esto se debio a que 
habian destruido todas las ballenas en el norte. En el 
Oce'ano Atlantico del Sur, las ballenas venian a alimen- 
tarse durante el verano. Las primeras flotas de barcos 
noruegos que navegaron en el Antartico, regresaron con 
reportes de la gran cantidad de ballenas que habian vis- 
to ahi. 
Los cazadores regresaron al Antartico y otra vez esco- 
gieron a una de las especies mas lenta - la Ballena de 
Lomo. A esta la cazaron sin misericordia; en el ano 
1911, cazaron 8,500 Ballenas de Lomo. Parece que los 
cazadores no aprendieron de sus experiencias en el nor¬ 
te; pues ya para el ano 1925 solo 9 ballenas de este 
tipo se pudieron encontrar para matar. 
A medida que los cazadores mataban las ballenas que es- 
taban cerca de las is las de Anta'rtica, se vieron forza- 
dos a salir mar afuera para encontrar ballenas. Esta 
operacion ya resultaba ser ma's costosa, pues tenian que 
traer las ballenas muertas a una de las is las a procesar. 
Sin embargo, en el 1925, un capita'n noruego construyo' el 
primer barco "factoria" que acompafTaria a los barcos ba- 
lleneros mar afuera. Este barco gigantesco, tenia una 
rarapa por la cual se subia la ballena a la cubierta f 
para cortar y procesar. Los nuevos barcos fueron un exi- 
to. Ya para el ano 1938 habian 38 barcos factoria ope- 
rando. Tambie'n se le permitio' a la industria ballenera 
de aumentar su captura de 10,500 ballenas en el 1925 a 
40,200 en el 1931. 
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En el anO'1946, en la ciudad de Washington, D.C., se creo' 
la Comisio'n International Ballenera. La mayorra de los 
parses balleneros se unieron a la Comisio'n. Esta tenia la 
responsabilidad de asignar la cuota de ballenas en Anta'r- 
tida cada ano, establecer las fechas de apertura y de 
cierre de la temporada de caza, y determinar el taraaffo 
mrnimo de las ballenas que se iban a tnatar. 
A pesar de todo esto, la Comisio'n Internacional Ballenera 
no fue efectiva. Los parses balleneros, muchas veces re- 
chazaron sus decisiones o no las respetaban. Desde que se 
creo la Comisio'n, el numero de ballenas ha ido disrainu- 
yendo. Esto solo demuestra lo de'bil e ineficaz que la 
Comision es. En el ano 1964 el numero de Ballenas azules 
que se cazaron descendio a solo 20; esto resulta increrble 
al compararlo con la matanza de 29,400 Ballenas azules en 
el 1931. Finalmente decidieron colocar a la Ballena Azul 
en la lista de especies protegidas. Lo triste del caso es 
que la Comision Internacional Ballenera espero' hasta el 
ultimo minuto para entonces darle proteccio'n. 
Hoy dra una ballena es matada cada 30 minutos. En el ano 
1979, se cazaron sobre 16,000 ballenas. La cuota del ano 
pasado (1980) fue de 13,901 ballenas. La causa de esta 
reduccion no es porque la Comisio'n ahora se preocupa por 
las ballenas; sino porque cada dra se esta haciendo ma's 
y mas difrcil encontrar ballenas. 
(Nota: La caza de ballenas hoy esta' prohibida en los Esta- 
dos Unidos, sus territories (Puerto Rico) y en muchos 
otros parses del mundo) 
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CACERIA DE BALLENAS EN NUEVA INGLATERRA 
La historia de la caceria de ballenas en los Estados Unidos 
empieza con la colonizacion de Nueva Inglaterra^. Durante 
el siglo 17, la cacerfa de ballenas, fue reconocida como 
una gran industria en los estados de Connecticut y Massa¬ 
chusetts. En aquel entonces, los puertos principales eran: 
Nantucket, New Bedford, Salem y Provincetown en Massachu¬ 
setts; Mystic, New London, y Stonington en Connecticut; 
Warren y Newport en Rhode Island. 
La caza de ballenas era tan popular en aquel entonces, que 
afectaba e influenciaba las vidas de casi todos. Por ejem- 
plo, un joven que no habia cazado una ballena, no tenia 
posibilidad de casarse con una muchacha en Nantucket, New 
Bedford, o New London. 
A1 principio, los balleneros cazaron la Ballena Verdadera 
y la Ballena de Lomo, hasta que estas estuvieron a punto 
de desaparecer. Estas dos ballenas nadaban muy lentas, y 
se podlan encontrar cerca de la orilla. Entonces un dia 
"accidentalmente" una tormenta soplo a un bote de Nantu¬ 
cket hacia altamar. Los marineros, que iban en el bote, 
se encontraron con un grupo de Ballenas Cachalote. Lo- 
graron matar a una de ellas, y la trajeron a la orilla. 
Este fue el comienzo de la e'poca de oro en la caceria de 
ballenas norteamericana1 La Ballena Cachalote o de Esperma, 
que fue descrita en la famosa novela Moby Dick, le dio el 
soporte principal a la industria ballenera americana. Su 
importancia economica se debio al aceite de esperma (que 
se usaba para las laraparas), al espermaceti (substancia de 
cera que se usa para hacer velas) , y el ambergris (que se 
usa como un fijador en los perfumes). 
1.Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Vermont, New 
Hampshire, y Maine componen los estados de Nueva Ingla 
terra. 
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Muchos cazadores valientes de ballenas estuvieron viajando 
por el mar por espacio de tres aflos. Muchos de los descubri- 
mientos en nuestro mundo se lo debemos a estos raarinos. So- 
bre 400 islas en el Pacifico fueron descubiertas y nombradas 
por balleneros norteamericanos. La historia de Australia y 
de Nueva Zelandia, tarnbien esta muy estrechamente conectada 
con las visitas de los balleneros de Nueva Inglaterra. 
En el afio 1847, la industria ballenera en los Estados Unidos 
esta en todo su apogeo, con 700 barcos balleneros Americanos 
por todas partes del mundo. Unos cuantos anos despues, en el 
1859, empieza su declino con el descubrimiento del petroleo. 
Otra contribucion fue el invento de Edison en el ano 1879, 
de la lampara incandescente. 
Despues de todos estos nuevos adelantos, la industria balle¬ 
nera de Nueva Inglaterra fue cuesta abajo. La caceria de ba¬ 
llenas se traslado' hacia la costa oeste (notableraente San 
Francisco). 
A pesar de todo esto, la industria ballenera contribuyo' gran- 
demente a la economia y fundacidn de Nueva Inglaterra. Sus 
estados se establecieron como l£deres en el mercado mundial. 
Hoy dia, todavia se puede notar su influencia en la litera- 
tura y visitas a estos puertos balleneros del pasado. 
Hoy dfa, la caza de ballenas mundial, ha disminuido notable- 
raente. Esto no se debe a que el hombre haya perdido su inte- 
re's en la ballena; sino la triste realidad es que casi no 
hay ballenas que raatar. La caceria de ballenas de hoy dia, 
es muy sofisticada y especializada (usandose aviones, rada- 
res, explosivos, etc.). Dentro de poco, el ultimo barco 
ballenero desaparecera de nuestros mares yt solo el romance 
y las raemorias de las ballenas permanecera' con nosotros. 
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VOCABULARIO 
cachalote - la especie de ballena mas grande con dientes 
verdaderos. Se distingue porque tiene una ca- 
beza cuadrada (ver ilustracion) 
altamar - mar afuera 
extincta - desaparecida, que no tiene ma's vida 
espennaceti - substancia que se encuentra en el aceite de 
la cabeza del cachalote, que se usa en la pre- 
paracion de velas y cosmeticos 
ambergris - substancia que se encuentra en el intestino 
grueso de algunos cachalotes y se usa como 
fijador en los perfumes. 
PREGUNTAS 
1) *Por que se le llama "Verdadera" a una especie de 
ballena? 
2) dPuedes nombrar dos de los puertos principales ba- 
lleneros en Nueva Inglaterra? 
3) dQue' invento' el capitan noruego Svend Foyn? 
4) dQue productos se podian obtener del Cachalote? 
5) dQue fue lo que causo/ el declino de la industria 
ballenera en los Estados Unidos? 
PARA DISCUSION EN LA CLASE 
Si tu fueras una ballena, ^y te estuvieran persiguien- 
do para matarte - Acorao tu te sentirias? dQue le di- 








A1 finalizar este modulo el estudiante debe de poder: 
1) norabrar las ballenas mas comunes en Nueva Inglaterra 
2) nombrar las ballenas mas comunes en Puerto Rico y 
en Republica Dominicana 
3) entender porque' las ballenas migran durante el 
invierno 
4) describir y senalar en un mapa el patrol migratorio 
de la Ballena de Lomo. 
MATERIALES 
-Lectura (estudiante) 
-Mapas (Caribe - Antillas - Costa de Nueva Inglaterra) 
-Diagramas de las ballenas 
-Prueba corta 
-Pregunta de discusio'n 
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MIGRACION 
Las ballenas que con mas frecuencia vemos en nuescra costa 
de Nueva Inglaterra incluye la Ballena de Aleta, de Lomo, 
Minke, y la Ballena Verdadera. Esta ultima, la Verdadera, 
es la mis rara de todas, por lo general se puede ver du¬ 
rante los meses de abril y mayo. Las otras ballenas esta'n 
por esta a'rea la mayor parte del ano. Entre sus lugares 
favoritos se encuentran los Bancos de Georges, Stellwagen, 
y de Jeffreys (ver el raapa). Estos bancos son muy ricos 
en comida para estos animales. iHas o£do mencionar algu- 
no de estos lugares en las noticias ultimamente? 
Durante el invierno, algunos de estos animales migran 
hacia otras partes. El patron migratorio que mas tenemos 
conocimientos es el de la Ballena de Lomo. La mayoria 
de estas ballenas dejan las aguas de Nueva Inglaterra 
(en el oeste del Oce'ano Atlantico) durante los meses de 
octubre, noviembre, y diciembre para viajar hacia el sur. 
Las ballenas viajan en grupos, por cientos y cientos de 
millas sin parar a descansar. 
Algunas ballenas viajan entre 6,000 y 7,000 millas de 
distancia ida y vuelta. Las Ballenas de Lomo nadan apro- 
ximadaraente 100 millas diarias. Esto es extraordinario, 
si consideramos que estos animales nadan muy lentos - 
mas o menos 5 millas por hora. 
Durante el raes de diciembre, las Ballenas de Lomo, em- 
piezan a llegar a los bancos al norte de la Republics 
Dominicans y de Puerto Rico. Los machos llegan primero, 
seguidos por las hembras sin bebe's, y finalmente las 
hembras con sus bebes. Aqui se pasaran todo el ^invierno, 
desde diciembre hasta abril. Las hembras tendran sus 
hijos aqui, y los alimentaran con su rica leche. Las 
otras hembras quedaran encintas#y regresaran el proximo 
invierno para dar a luz. El bebe' cuando nace mide apro- 
xiraadamente 14 pies de largo. iSabes cua'nto tu mediste 
al nacer? 
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El bebe cuando nace no tiene mucha grasa; y es por esto 
que escas ballenas vienen a aguas mas calidas a parir. 
Esta grasa de ballena, que se acuraula con el tiempo, 
ayudaria a proteger al bebe' del frio. El parir en las 
aguas mas cilidas de Republics Dorainicana y Puerto Rico 
es una adaptacion que esta ballena ha tenido que desa- 
rrollar para poder sobrevivir. Debido a que el agua es 
mucho mas frfa en Nueva Inglaterra, el bebe' no podria 
sobrevivir por mucho tiempo si naciera aqui. Cuando la 
ballena regresa a Nueva Inglaterra, ha empezado a acu- 
mular esta grasa, que le servira de abrigo en estas 
aguas ma's frias. 
Para el final de marzo o principio de abril, las balle¬ 
nas empiezan su viaje de regreso. Viajan en direccio'n 
norte pasando por Bermuda. Las ballenas empiezan a 
llegar a nuestras costas (en Nueva Inglaterra) a prin¬ 
cipio de mayo. Las Ballenas de Lomo permaneceran aqui 
alimentandose hasta el proximo invierno cuando empeza- 
ran a migrar por la misma ruta hacia el Caribe. 
A pesar de los muchos estudios que se estan haciendo 
hoy en dia, existe un deficit de estudios validos de 
estos aniraales en nuestras aguas del Caribe. Entre 
las ballenas que se han Identificado en el a'rea de 
Puerto Rico y Republica Dominicana se encuentran: la 









migracion - la accion de moverse de un lado a otro 
bancos - a'reas no muy profundas donde las ballenas 
paren o comen. 
calidas - callente 
deficit - falta, escaso 
PREGUNTAS 
1) <iCual es la ballena mas rara en la costa de Nueva 
Inglaterra? 
2) ^Puedes nombrar algunos de sus lugares favoritos 
de comer aqu£ en N.I.? 
3) iEs la Ballena de Lomo rapida nadando? 
4) dQue hacen algunas ballenas durante el invierno? 
5) <Por que' paren las hembras en aguas mis calidas? 
6) dDe que tamano son los bebes cuando nacen? 
7) iCua/ndo reaparecen las Ballenas de Lomo en Nueva 
Inglaterra? 
8) iCuales son las ballenas mas comunes en Puerto 
Rico y Republica Dominicana? 
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PARA DISCUSION EN LA CLASE 
* 
iComo tu crees que las ballenas pueden encontrar 
el mismo lugar (durante su migracion) cada ano? 
*(Se debe de aceptar todas las contestaciones, 
sugerencias, o ideas posibles; ya que en rea¬ 
lidad nadie lo sabe) 
MODULO V 
ARTE DE TALLAR EM LOS DIENTES 




A1 finalizar este modulo el estudiante debe de poder: 
1) distinguir entre los dos grupos de ballenas 
2) norabrar tres ballenas de cada tipo (ballenas con 
barbas o ballenas dentadas) 





-Actividad (este proyecto es opcional). 
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ARTE DE TALLAR EN LOS DIENTES 0 BARBAS DE LAS BATTFNAS 
Las ballenas estan divididas en dos grupos tnuy caracteris- 
ticos: las ballenas con barbas (o dientes falsos) y las 
ballenas dentadas. La mayorfa de las ballenas grandes, que 
son mis atractivas para los cazadores de ballenas, son del 
grupo de ballenas con barbas. Este grupo incluye: la Azul, 
la Ballena de Aleta, Sei, Bryde's, la de Lomo, la Gris, la 
Ballena Verdadera, y la Minke. Este grupo de ballenas se 
caracteriza en que son muy ricas en carne, aceite, y en las 
barbas de ballenas. 
El segundo grupo, las ballenas dentadas, incluyen al Cacha- 
lote, la Ballena Asesina (Orca), la Piloto, y los delfines 
y raarsopas. Estas son las de dientes verdaderos. El Cacha- 
lote es la ballena mas grande de este grupo (dentadas) . Pue- 
de alcanzar hasta 60 pies de largo. Las ballenas dentadas 
por lo general son mis pequenas que las de barbas. 
Estos dos grupos de ballenas fueron cazadas en exceso debido 
a su aceite y carne; pero tambie'n por sus dientes y barbas. 
Durante sus viajes largos, los marineros tallaban diseffos 
en los dientes o barbas de las ballenas para pasar el tiempo. 
Este arte popular de tallar en los dientes de ballenas se 
origino' en la epoca ballenera en Nueva Inglaterra. Estt arte 
nos da una idea de lo que los marineros apreciaban durante 
sus largos viajes. La mayoria de sus disetfos eran de barcos, 
de sus esposas o novias, o de alguna escena de su viaje. Hoy 
dia, estos disenos son de gran valor. 
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VOGABULARIO 
barbas ■ aon los diences falsos, o la'minas corneas de un 
grupo de ballenas. Estd" corapuesto de una substancia 
parecida a nuestras unas en los dedos. Las ballenas 
las usan para filtrar la comida (ver diagrama) 
dentadas - que clenen dientes 
PREGUNTAS 
1) dCuales son los dos grupos de ballenas? 
2) *Puedes nombrar dos ballenas con barbas? 
3) dPuedes nombrar dos ballenas dentadas? 
4) dCua'l es la ballena dentada aid's grande? 
. / y 5) ^.Que hacian los marineros.antes durante sus viajes 
para pasar el tiempo? ^ 
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1barba; - 
a i;r. w«s« 
3/ T.LZNA DE 5An.2A 
DOS GRUPOS PRiriCIPALZS DE RALLZNAS 
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ACTIVIDAP 
Debido a que las ballenas hoy esta'n protegidas por la ley en 
los Estados Unidos, los productos de la ballenas no son per- 
mitidos en el pais. Pero tu puedes hacer replicas o imitacio- 
nes de los disenos en los dientes como antes lo hacian los 
marineros; Debes de seguir estas direcciones con la supervi¬ 
sion de tu tnaestro(a) . 
MATERIALES QUE NECESITAS: 
-huesos de res (las costillas son buenas) 
-cloro 
-papel de lija (fino) 
-lipiz 
-clavo puntiagudo 




1) lavar y limpiar bien el hueso 
2) dejar el hueso remojandose en cloro por media hora para que 
se ponga bianco y se desinfecte. Lavarlo con agua despue's 
3) cuando se seque el hueso, debes de lijarlo levemente con el 
papel de lija 
4) con un lapiz, bosqueja (dibuja) una escena marina (o cual- 
quier otra) en el hueso 
5) usando el clavo puntiagudo, traza (talla) la imagen que de- 
sees en la superficie del hueso. Debes de usar los espejue¬ 
los y los guantes para tu proteccio'n 
6) ahora pasa el carbon (frotandolo) sobre las lfneas trazadas 
para asi darle el color. El color negro se debe de remover 
del hueso de las areas que no fueron talladas. 
*(este proyecto tambie'n se puede hacer usando la parte interior 




-vaso de carton 
-sorbetes 
-clavos o pedazos de alambres 
-cuchara / pintura / barniz de laca / pinceles 
PROCEDIMIENTO 
1) mezclar el yeso bianco y echar 1/4'1 (de pulgadas) en cada 
vaso de carto'n. Despues de pasar cinco minutos; debes de 
meter el sorbete en el yeso para asi hacer un hueco 
2) remueve el sorbete y deja que se seque completamente por 
diez minutos mas 
3) usando un clavo (o a lambre), traza una figura o un dibujo 
en el disco de yeso. 
Nota: quizas los estudiantes deseen pintar o darle barniz 






















2) la ballena mas grande 
4)uno de los productos prin¬ 
cipals de las ballenas 
6)la ballena del libro de 
Moby Dick 
8)la nariz de la ballena (nombre) 
10)Svend _ 
12)grupo que pertenecen las balle¬ 
nas . 
I) uno de los puertos balle 
neros en Massachusetts 
5)una ballena pequena 
9) Ballena de __ 
II) ballena que se pasa el 
invierno en Puerto Rico 
y Republica Dominicana 
13)arma que se usa para ca 
zar la ballena 
15)otro mamifero marino. 
★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★ 
CAMBIA DE ORDEN LAS SIGUIENTES LETRAS'PARA FORMAR PALABRAS 
SOBRE LAS BALLENAS 
IRGABSREM 1) RFOIMEAM 6) 
OLRADS 2) SDANEDTA 7) 
ARNOMI 3) TOLOIP 8) 
NKEIM 4) ASABRB 9) 
ATELA 5) ISE 10) 
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***Muchas veces nos results dificil encontrar libros en espaSol 
sobre las ballenas. Debido a que la mayoria de estos libros 
son en ingle's, a continuacio'n ofrezco una lista de te'rminos 
(en ingle's y espanol) que describen las palabras o nombres 
ma's comunes para facilitar esta transicio'n. 
baleen - la barba o diente falso de la ballena 
blubber - la grasa de la ballena de donde se saca el aceite 
calf - el bebe de la ballena 
Fin Whale - Ballena de Aleta 
Humpback Whale - Ballena de Lomo 
pod - grupo de ballenas que viajan juntas 
Right Whale - Ballena Verdadera 
scrimshaw - el arte de tallar en los dientes de ballenas 
Sperm Whale - Cachalote 
BIBLI0GRAF1A 
Cousteau, Jacques Y. and Diole, Philippe. The. Whale, Mighty 
Monarch of the Sea. A & W Publishers, New York, N.Y. 
(contiene 124 fotograffas en colores) 
Katona, Steven, Richardson, D. y Hazard, R. A Field Guide to 
the Whales and Seals of the Gulf of Maine. College of 
the Atlantic, Bar Harbor, Maine - 1977 (2da. edicidn). 
Excelente guia para identificar las ballenas que se en- 
cuentran en el Golfo de Maine. Mapas y gr^ficas. 
Lockey, Ronald M. Whales. Dolphins and Porpoises 
Nickerson, Roy. Brother Whale, A Pacific Whalevatcher1s Log. 
Chronicle Books, San Francisco - 1977. Un libro bueno 
para introducir al estudio de las ballenas (simple). 
Young, Jim. When the Whale Came to My Town. Alfred A. Knopf 
New York - 1974. Recuento fotografico de una historia 
verdadera de un nino y una ballena encallada, en Provin- 
cetown, Mass, (simple) 
Watson, Jane Werner. Whales, Friendly Dolphins and Mighty 
Giants of the Deep. Golden Press, New York - 1975. 
Quizas uno de los mejores libros sobre e'ste tema. 
Muy buenas ilustraciones y narraciones sobre las balle¬ 
nas (simple) 
Whale Protection Fund. Whales - Coloring Album. Center for 
Environmental Education, Washington, D.C. 1980. Libro 
de ilustraciones descriptivas en Ingles y Espanol. Pa¬ 
ra niflos - colorear. 
Zim, Herbert S. The Great Whales. Wm. Morrow & Co. New York 
1951. Libro muy detallado y descriptivo con mucha infor- 




New Bedford Whaling Museum 
18 Johnny Cake Hill 
New Bedford, Mass. 
New England Aquarium 
Central Wharf 
Boston, Mass. 02110 
tel. (617) 742-8830 
(Ponerse en contacto con 
el Dept, de Educacidn para 
sus programas y materiales 
educacionales) 
Peabody Museum 
East India Square 
161 Essex Street 
Salea, Mass. 01970 
(Excelente programa educa- 
tivo y exhibiciones) 
Kendall Museum 
Everett Street 
Sharon, Mass. 02067 
(Excelentes pinturas y 26 
peliculas disponibles) 
Mystic Aquarium 
Mystic, Conn. 06355 
tel. (203) 536-4208 
Excelente exhibicion de 
Mamiferos Marinos - Dept, 
de Educacirfn. 
VIAJES PARA OBSERVAR LAS BALLENAS 
Dolphin III 
Capt. A1 Avellar 
Provincetown, Mass, 
tel. (617) 255-3857 
Allied Whale 
College of the Atlantic 
Box 3 
Bar Harbor, Maine 
04609 
Habitat 
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by Juan Carlos Jimenez 
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WHALE STUDIES 
A study of the ocean logically includes a study of the 
whale, the largest animal that has ever existed. Herman 
Melville, author of Moby Dick, assumed in 1851 that 
whales would always flourish in numbers. Now, more than 
a century later, we must revaluate our priorities in 
dealing with this finite resource. 
Throughout history people and whales have had a relation¬ 
ship. Since ancient times our intrigue of whales was 
captured through art, mythology, and literature. Specific¬ 
ally, the development of New England was tied to the 
whaling industry. 
Though in the United States a ten year moratorium on 
hunting the whale was initiated in 1972, other nations 
continued to hunt this species to almost extinction. 
Learning more about whales will hopefully increase our 




These five modules making up this unit, are meant to be an 
introduction to the order - CETACEA (the whales, dolphins, 
and porpoises). The emphasis will be on the great whales. 
By this term we refer only to the big whales 30 feet and 
over. 
This unit is intended to be multidisciplinary in approach. 
By this, I mean that we are covering different disciplines 
(science, history, art, and geography). Included will be 
handouts for the teacher and the students, new vocabulary, 
graphs, questions in the form of a quiz or for discussion. 
Accompanying is a bibliography of suggested readings for 
reference and a list of resources or learning opportunities. 
I have found that students enjoy doing crossword puzzles 
and rearranging words as part of their learning; therefore 
these are included at the end as a comprehensive test. 
I hope you and your students enjoy learning about the whales 
from these modules as much as I enjoyed writing about them. 
I have tried to keep the readings and questions very simple, 
focusing on the 5th and 6th grades. However, it can easily 
be adapted to lower or higher levels by the teacher. They 
were designed to be covered over a 1-2 week period. 
If I can be of any help to you or your students in answering 
any questions or as a resource, please don't hesitate to 
contact me. 
Prof. Juan Carlos Jimenez 
Springfield Tech.Com.College 
Armory Square 
Springfield, Mass. 01105 
tel.(413) 781-7822 (x-3483) 
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EDUCATION-PRACTICUM 
Dr. L.J. Thelen 
by Juan Carlos Jimenez 
Title "Whale Studies" 
Objectives: 
1)Understand the anatomical and physiological charac¬ 
teristics of cetaceans. 
a) define cetaceans 
b) name the mammalian characteristics of whales 
c) distinguish between the toothed and baleen whales 
and name three whales of each type. 
d) identify the main body parts of the whale 
e) describe the life cycle of the whale. 
2)Describe the economic value that whales provided both 
ancient and modern societies. 
a) describe whaling in ancient history 
b) show how from the beginning the economy of New 
England was dependent on the whaling industry 
c) appraise modern whaling. 
3)Increase sensitivity of their plight today. 
a) compare the present stocks with its original 
(before commercial whaling) 
b) list several laws and regulatory bodies that have 
attempted to regulate the killing of whales 
c) understand why whales are endangered species. 
MODULE I 
THE MARINE EM/IRONMEUT 
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OBJECTIVES 
After completing this module students will be able to: 
1) understand the special adaptations of plants and 
animals in the marine environment 
2) understand the importance of the oceans to living 
organisms 
3) appreciate why some land animals moved to the water. 
MATERIALS 
-Handout (student) 
-Film: Mysteries of the Deep (Walt Disney), available 
on loan from the Springfield Public Library (required). 
-Films: Secrets of the Sea and Restless Sea, also from 
the Springfield Public Library (both are optional). 
RESOURCES 
-Visit to an aquarium (Mystic or New England Aquarium) 
Teachers should take advantage of the many facilities 
these places offer. Classrooms, labs, exhibits, and even 
a travelling teacher that brings classes into schools. 
Arrangements should be made for a specific program. 
-Visit a Marine Museum 
^Before you start this module ask the class: 
Where do you think that there are more animals, on the 
land or in the ocean? 
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THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT 
Almost 3/4 of the earth is covered with water, which contains 
a great variety of plants and animals. Few people realize 
that within that surface live over 30,000 species or different 
kinds of fish, and over 20,000 species of plant. In fact, it 
is estimated that the oceans contain more plants and animals 
than are found on land. Life in this marine environment is 
characterized by great diversity (differences). Both plants 
and animals exist in different sizes, shapes, colors, and 
habitats; from plants we can only see through microscopes 
to the very tiny Philippine goby (with an adult size of 1/3 
of an inch) to the Blue whale, the biggest animal to ever 
exist (110 feet). 
Some groups, as measured by number of species, are more 
successful than others. Scientists have asked themselves 
for hundreds of years, why there are so many sizes, shapes, 
and many ways of life in the oceans. 
Because most life on our planet occurs in the water, we might 
wonder why this is so. The oceans of the world make a huge 
continuous body of water. Some characteristics of this world 
ocean are: 
1) it absorbs and holds large amount of solar heat 
2) it contains a constant supply of food (there is 
more than on land) 
3) it is the most populated of all the habitats on 
this planet 
4) between 80 and 907. of the oxygen that we breathe 
comes from microscopic plants from the ocean. 
These are just some of the reasons why the oceans are so 
important and have so many different kinds of life. Their 
lives depend on the sources of food, minerals, energy, etc. 
that the oceans have to offer. 
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Some animals have moved from Che land to the water. For 
example - the whale. Scientists believe that these animals 
moved to the water millions of years ago, because there 
was more food available in the ocean. Also there were 
probably many animals on land at this time competing for 
a limited amount of food. Perhaps, it was difficult for 
these large animals to find food to satisfy their enormous 
appetite. Gradually over long periods of time their bodies 
adapted to life in the ocean and the food the oceans had 
to offer. 
* * * * * * * 
VOCABULARY 
habitat - the environment to which an organism is adapted 
marine environment - all the surroundings of an aquatic 
(that lives in the water) organism 
solar - from the sun. 
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QUESTIONS 
1) Are there more animals on land than in the water? 
2) Why do scientists believe that whales moved from the 
land to the water? 
3) Give two characteristics of the ocean? 
FOR CLASS DISCUSSION 
Can you think of any other reasons why some animals may 
have moved from the land to the water? Which explanation 
(story) seems best to you? 
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MODULE II 
ARE WHALES FISH? 
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OBJECTIVES 
After completing this module students will be able to: 
1) understand the difference between a whale and a fish 
2) name the mammalian characteristics of whales. 
3) understand why whales are included in the same animal 





-Reference books: The Whale, Mighty Monarch of the Sea by 
Jacques Y. Cousteau (124 photographs in full color). 
Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoises by Ronald M. 
Lockey. 
The Great Whales by Herbert S. Zim (children’s). 
(these books can be borrowed from the Springfield City 
public Library) 
-Film: The Right Whale by Roger Payne, '■Jational Geographic 
Films (optional) . 
*Before you start this module, show the students different 
pictures and photographs of different fish and whales and 
dolphins. Ask the class: 
Can you see any difference between the fish and the whale 
Do they look alike? 
ARE WHALES FISH? 
Many people think that whales are the largest fish in the 
ocean. But that is not true, because whales are not fish'. 
They are mammals and are classified in the same group as 
man (mammals) because they share some characteristics in 
common with man. (What do you suppose are some of the 
characteristics they have in common with man?) 
The mammals in the ocean are called marine mammals. They 
include whales, dolphins, seals, and manatees, to name a 
few. 
Many millions of years ago, the ancestors of the whales 
lived on land. Scientists believe that these large animals 
moved to the sea in search of food. When whales moved to 
the water, those that adapted better to life in the water 
survived, while those less well adapted died off. Gradually 
over millions of years, the whales evolved into the animals 
they are today. (What do you suppose were some of the 
changes to accomodate life in the water?) 
The changes in whales' bodies are what make them look like 
fish. Then why aren't they fish? What makes them mammals? 
Mammals are animals that have hair. Some whales have hair 
on their lips and whiskers. A baby dolphin* , when he or 
she is born will have some hair, which later disappears. 
Fish don't have hair. (What are some other animals that 
have hair and consequently would be classed as mammals?) 
Whales,like other mammals, are warm-blooded. This means 
that their body temperature stays the same even if the 
temperature of the water changes. Fish, on the other hand, 
are cold-blooded. This means that their body temperature 
is the same as the water. If the temperature of the water 
changes, the temperature of the fish changes too. 
*(Dolphins and porpoises are also whales) 
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Whales breathe through their blowhole, which is like a 
nose. They must go to the surface of the water to breathe 
air. They have lungs like humans. Fish, on the other hand, 
breathe through gills. They don't have lungs, and they 
breathe underwater. Unlike whales they don't have to come 
to the surface (out of the water) to obtain air. 
Mammals give birth to young (babies) alive, and feed them 
with milk from the mother. Most fish lay eggs (although 
some, including the common guppy, bear their young alive). 
Whales, unlike fish, have no bones in either their back 
(or dorsal) fin or their tail (flukes). 
If you ever visit an aquarium, there is an easy way to 
recognize a mammal from a fish. There is one basic 
difference in body between a mammal and a fish. The 
mammal's tail is horizontal and the swimming movement 
is up and down. The tail of the fish is vertical, and 
its motion is from side to side. (See diagram) This is 
the most obvious difference, and therefore the easiest 
way to distinguish fish from mammals like the whales. 
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NEW VOCABULARY 
blowhole - nose (nostril) of the whale on the top of the head 
dorsal - on the back part of the body 
flukes - the broad horizontal tail of a whale 
mammal - warm blooded animal, with hair, which bears its 
young alive. 
bear - to give birth 
QUESTIONS 
1) True or False: Are whales the largest fish in the ocean? 
2) How do whales breathe? 
3) What is the easiest way to tell a mammal from a fish? 
4) Can you name another mammal besides the whale? 
5) Are whales cold-blooded or warm-blooded animals? 
FOR CLASS DISCUSSION 
Which do you think is more adapted to life in the ocean - 
the whale or the fish? Explain why? 
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EXTERNAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MAMMALS AND FISH 
WHALE (Mammal) 













At the end of this module the student will be able to: 
1) understand the innovations introduced into the 
whaling industry 
2) name the species of whale that were exterminated 
from the North Atlantic Ocean 
3) understand the powers and weaknesses of the Inter¬ 
national Whaling Commission 
4) show how from the beginning the economy of New 
England was dependent on the whaling industry 
5) describe the decline of the New England whaling 
industry. 
MATERIALS 
-Handouts: one for the teacher "Whaling"; and the other 
for the students "New England Whaling". The teacher's 
handout provides additional information on Whaling that 
should be included in class discussion. 
-Quiz 
-Discussion questions 
-Films: two films which are available from the Peabody 
Museum - 1)Whaler Out of New Bedford 
2)In Search of the Bowhead Whale 
(both are optional) 
RESOURCES 
-Visit a whaling museum (optional): 
Feabody Museum (Salem, Mass.) 
New Bedford Whaling Museum (Mass.) 
Mystic Seaport (Mystic, Conn.) 
*Reference books on whaling: 
The Cruise of the Cachalot by Frank T. Bullen 
Moby Dick by Herman Melville 
Old Whaling Days by Captain W. Barron 
Logbook for Grace by Robert Cushman Murphy 
South Latitude by F.D. Ommaney 
*(this short list gives the most useful works 
of the old whaling books which are being 
republished) 
WHALING 
Whaling began in the 12th century in the Bay of Biscay, in 
the north of Spain. Here a group of Spaniards called the 
Basques hunted the small, slow Biscayan Right Whale. It was 
named the "right" whale because it was the right one to kill; 
it was a very slow swimmer and it would float after it had 
been killed. Other larger species of whales would sink and 
were therefore called the "wrong" whales. By the 13th century 
the Basques had established a precedent that would be con¬ 
tinued for the next seven centuries - the Biscayan Right 
Whale had been hunted into extinction. 
By the 16th century the whalers of Europe had extended the 
hunt into the Atlantic off the coast of England and France. 
They pursued the species known as the Atlantic Right Whale. 
It was black in color, very abundant, and rich in oil. By 
the 17th century the Atlantic Right Whale was extinct. 
The whaling ships now moved further north into the waters 
around Iceland and Greenland. There lived a species that 
was rich in oil, baleen, and meat. It was named the Green¬ 
land Right Whale, and very soon, it too became extinct. 
By the beginning of the 19th century the whalers of the North 
Atlantic were in serious trouble. The majority of the small 
whales were now extinct, only the larger and faster swimming 
whales remained. Then in 1867 a Norwegian whaler named Svend 
Foyn, developed a new method for hunting the big whale. This 
revolutionized the whaling industry. He invented a cannon, 
which would fired an explosive harpoon (like a grenade). With 
this new device he could now catch the bigger whales. The 
problem of keeping them afloat still remained. To solve this 
Foyn pumped compressed air into the whale. 
Armed with Foyn's new technique the North Atlantic whalers 
now attacked and killed the larger Blue Whale. The Blue Whale 
is the largest animal to ever exist. It can reach a length of 
100 feet. The method was so effective that by 1903 the Blue 
Whale was no longer found in the Northern Hemisphere. 
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The whalers now turned to the great Antartic (South Atlantic) 
summer feeding grounds; because they had destroyed all the 
whales in the North Atlantic. The first Norwegian fleets to 
sail in the Antartic returned home with reports of the many 
large whales seen there. 
The whalers refused to learn any lessons from their experience 
up north. They also chose the slowest species in the Antartic, 
the Humpback Whale, and hunted it without mercy. In 1911, 
8,500 Humpbacks were killed; by 1925, only 9 of them could 
be found to kill. 
As the whalers killed of the whales that were near the Antar¬ 
tic islands, they forced themselves to go further out to sea 
to find whales. This was a very expensive operation, because 
they had to bring back the dead whales to one of the islands 
to be processed. However, in 1925 a Norwegian captain cons¬ 
tructed a large "factory" ship that could accompany the 
whaling fleet out in the ocean. The big ship had a ramp by 
which the whale was brought-up to the deck to be cut. These 
factory ships were so successful that by 1930, thirty-eight 
of them were in operation. They also permitted the whaling 
nations to increase their catch from 10,500 in 1925 to 
40,200 whales in 1931. 
In 1946, in Washington D.C., the International Whaling Com¬ 
mission (IWC) was created. Most of the whaling nations joined 
the Commission. The IWC had the responsibility of setting a 
quota in Antartica every year, setting the opening and closing 
dates for the whaling season, and determining the minimum-length 
of the whales to be killed. 
But the IWC was not effective. The whaling nations, many times, 
refused to obey its decisions. Ever since the IWC was created, 
the number of whales has been less and less. This only shows 
how weak the IWC is. In 1964 the number of Blue Whales killed 
dropped to only 20 (compare this to 29,400 killed in 1931). 
Finally they decided to place the Blue Whale on the protected 
species list. The sad part is that the International Whaling 
Commission waited to the last minute to protect it. 
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Today a whale is killed every 30 minutes. Last year, 1979, 
over 16,000 whales were killed. The quota for 1980 is 
13,901 whales. The reduction is not because the IVJC cares 
for for the whales; but because the whales are harder and 
harder to find. 
NEW ENGLAND WHALING 
The history of American whaling begins with the settlement 
of the New England colonies. During the 17th century whaling 
had become a recognized industry in Connecticut and Massa¬ 
chusetts. The main ports were: Nantucket, New Bedford, Salem, 
and Provincetown in Massachusetts; Mystic, New London, and 
Stonington in Connecticut; and Warren and Newport in Rhode 
Island. 
Whaling was so popular during these times that it affected 
almost every aspect of their lives. For example, a young 
man who had not harpooned a whale had no chance of marrying 
a girl in Nantucket, New Bedford, or New London. 
At the beginning, the whalers hunted right and humpback whales 
until they were almost extinct. These whales were very slow 
swimmers and they could be found closer to shore (coast). Then 
one day by "accident" a storm blew a Nantucket boat into the 
open sea. They encountered a group of sperm whales. They killed 
one and towed it to shore. The Yankee sperm whale fishery was 
born. The sperm whale, which was portrayed in the novel Moby 
Dick, became the pillar of the American whaling industry. Their 
economic importance was due to the sperm oil (used for lamp 
oil), the spermaceti (a waxy substance for the making of candles), 
and ambergris (used as a fixative in perfumes) . 
Many brave whalers were at sea for three-year voyages. The 
world owes many discoveries to the determination of whaleship 
captains. Over four hundred islands in the Pacific were 
discovered and named by American whalemen. The history of 
Australia and New Zealand, too, were closely connected with 
the visits of New England whalers. 
By 1847 the whaling industry in the U.S. reached its peak, with 
nearly 700 American whaling ships all over the world. A few 
years later, in 1859, its decline started with the discovery 
of petroleum. Another contribution was Edison's invention in 
1879 of the incandescent bulb. 
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After this, the New England whaling industry went downhill. 
The whaling then shifted to the west coast (most notably 
San Francisco). Nevertheless, whaling contributed a great 
deal to the foundation and economy of New England. It 
established itself as a leader in the world market. One 
can still notice its influence in the literature and 
visits to its previous whaling towns. 
Today whaling has decreased world-wide; but not because 
man has lost interest in the whale. The sad truth is that 
there are not too many whales to kill. Whaling of today 
is too sophisticated and specialized (airplanes, radars, 
explosives, etc.). Before long the last whaleship will 
disappear from the sea and only the romance and memories 




sjer-n whale - a large species of toothed whale that has a 
distinct square-headed shape (picture on the 
scrimshaw module) 
extinct - no longer in existence 
spermaceti - a substance contained in the oil of a sperm 
whale (in the head) which is used in preparing 
candles and cosmetics 
ambergris - a substance found in the large intestine of the 
sperm whale used in the perfume industry 
QUESTIONS 
1) Define what is meant by the "right" whale? 
2) Can you name two of the most important whaling towns 
in New England? 
3) What did Norwegian Captain Svend Foyn invent? 
4) What products could be obtained from the Sperm whale 
which made it so profitable to Yankee whaling? 
5) What cause the decline of the whaling industry in the U.S.? 
FOR CLASS DISCUSSION 
If you were a whale, and you were being chased and hunted 







At the end of this module the student will be able to: 
1) name the most common whales in the New England waters 
2) understand why some whales migrate during the winter 
3) describe and point out in a map the migratory pattern 
of the Humpback Whale. 
MATERIALS 
-Handout (student) 
-Maps (Caribbean-West Indies-New England coast) 




The whales of our New England coast which are seen more 
often include the Fin, Humpback, Minke, and the Right 
Whale. The Right Whale, which is the most rare, is 
usually seen during the months of April and May. The 
others are here most of the year. Georges Bank, Jeffreys 
Ledge, and Stellwagen Bank are their favorite places. 
These places are very rich in food for these large 
animals. Have you heard about these places in the news 
lately? 
During the winter some of these animals migrate to other 
parts of the world. The migratory pattern that we know 
most about is that of the Humpback Whale. Some leave the 
waters of New England (in the West Atlantic) during late 
October, November, and early December to go down south. 
It travels many, many miles, without really stopping. 
The whales travel in groups called pods. 
Some whales travel between 6,000 and 7,000 miles round 
trip. The Humpbacks swim about 100 miles a day. This is 
remarkable when we consider that they are very slow 
swimmers - about 5 miles per hour. 
During December,the Humpbacks start arriving in the 
Northern Banks of the Dominican Republic. The males arrive 
first, followed by the females without calves, and finally 
the mothers with their calves. Here they will spend the 
winter, from December to April. The females will have their 
babies here, and feed them with their rich milk. The other 
females will become pregnant and will come back next year 
to give birth. The baby when born is about 14' (feet) in 
length. How big were you when you were born? 
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The reason they give birth in these wanner waters is because 
the baby when he/she is born there is not very much blubber 
(fat) on his/her body to protect the baby from the cold. 
Giving birth in the warm waters off the Dominican Republic 
is an adaptation that the Humpback Whale has developed 
that enables it to survive. Since the water is cold off 
New England, the baby whale not having much blubber (fat) 
to keep it warm probably would not survive if born there. 
In late March or April, the whales start coming back. They 
head up north passing by Bermuda. They arrive in our New 
England waters around May. The Humpbacks are here feeding 
until the next winter when they will start the same route 
back to the Caribbean. 
************ 
NEW VOCABULARY 
migration - to move from one place to another 
calves - babies or young whales 
blubber - the fat of the whale that is between the skin 
and the muscle 
pod - a group of whales who travel together. 
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1) Which is the most rare whale in our New England waters? 
2) Can you name some of their favorite feeding spots here in N.E.? 
3) Is the Humpback Whale a fast swimmer? 
4) What do some of the whales do during the winter? 
5) Why does the female give birth in warm waters? 
6) How big are the calves (babies) when they are born? 
7) When does the Humpback start reappearing in our New England 
waters? 
DISCUSSION 
*How do you think these whales find their way back to the 
same place every year? 
*(Accept all answers, suggestions, or ideas as possible 




1) distinguish between the two groups of whales 
2) name three whales of each type (baleen and 
toothed whale) 




-Activity (this project is optional) 
SCRIMSHAW 
The whales are divided into two very distinctive groups: 
the baleen and the toothed whales. Most of the big 
whales, that are most wanted by whalemen are the baleen 
(or whalebone) whales. These include the Blue, Fin, 
Sei, Bryde's, Humpback, Gray, Right, and Minke whales. 
The baleen or false teeth whales are very rich in oil, 
meat, and whalebone. 
The second group, the toothed whales, include the Sperm, 
the Killer, the Filot whale, and numerous dolphins and 
porpoises. These are the true teeth whales. The Sperm 
Whale is the largest of the toothed whales - it can 
reach up to 60 feet in length. These whales are generally 
smaller than the baleen whales. 
These two groups of whales were heavily hunted for their 
oil and meat; but also on a lesser scale for its whale¬ 
bone and teeth. 
During long voyages, sailors would carve designs or scatch 
pictures into whalebone or teeth as a pastime. This is 
known as scrimshaw. Scrimshaw is an old American folk-art, 
dating back to the beginnings of the Mew England whaling. 
We therefore have a good idea of what a sailor thought of 
and appreciated most during those years at sea. Often pic¬ 
tures were of ships, whales, their wives left back home, 





BALEEN AND TOOTHED WHALES 
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NEW VOCABULARY 
baleen - false teeth, made of a horny substance (like our 
fingernails), in the upper jaw of baleen whales. 
They are used to strain the whale's food from 
the water (see diagram) 
whalebone - see baleen 
scrimshaw - the art of carving or etching whale's teeth, 
bone and baleen 
voyage - a long trip 
QUESTIONS 
1) What are the two groups of whales? 
2) Can you name two baleen whales? 
3) Can you name two toothed whales? 
4) Which is the largest toothed whale? 




Since whales are protected by U.S. law products from whales 
are not permitted into the country. 3ut you can try to make 
similar scrimshaw items, under your teacher's supervision 
by following these directions. 
MATERIALS YOU NEED: 









1) thoroughly wash and clean smooth beef bones 
2) soak the bone in chlorine bleach for half-hour to bleach 
and disinfect it. Rinse off 
3) after the bone dries, lightly sand it with sandpaper in 
the direction of the grain 
4) with a pencil, sketch a nautical (or other) scene on the 
bone 
5) using a sharpened nail (or a scribe), scratch the desired 
image onto the surface of the bone. Wear safety glasses and 
gloves for protection 
6) Rub over the scratched image with charcoal to color in 
the lines. The black should wipe off the unscratched 
surface of the bone. 
★(this project can also be done with the inside surface of 





-plaster of paris 
-paper cup 
-pieces of straw 
-nails or pieces of wire 
-spoon / paint / shellac / brushes 
PROCEDURE 
1) mix plaster of paris and spoon 1/4" into each cup. After 
five minutes put a piece of straw into the plaster to 
make a hole 
2) remove the straw and allow ten more minutes to dry 
thoroughly 
3) using a nail or a wire, scratch a picture or design into 
disc. 
Note: perhaps the students will want to paint and shellac 
their scrimshaw. The discs may be hung as pendants 






l)the fat of the whale 
7)the whale in Mobv Dick 
10) scri.nshaw is made of this 
20)dorsal _ 
25)a group of whales 
29)a. famous whaling port in 
New England. 
l)whalebone, found in the upper jaw 
3)the nose of the whale 
5)one of the slowest whales, seen 
in our New England waters during 
March and April 
12)the broad tail of a whale 
14)no longer in existence 
17)a small whale 
21)whale that migrates to the Domi¬ 
nican Republic during the winter. 
* * * * * * * * * * k * * 
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REAREA E'CE THE following groups of LETTERS TO FORM WHALE WORDS 
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Cousteau, Jacques Y. and Diol4, Philippe. The Whale. Mighty 
Monarch of the Sea. A & W Publishers, Hew York, N.Y. 
(124 photographs in full color) 
Katona, Steven, Richardson, D., and Hazard, R. A Field Guide 
to the Whales and Seals of the Gulf of Maine. College 
of the Atlantic, Bar Harbor, Maine 1977, 2nd edition. 
Field identification of Gulf of Maine whales and specific 
information on whale types, and helpful charts. 
Lockey, Ronald M. Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoises. 
Nickerson, Roy. Brother Whale, A Pacific Whalewatcher's Log. 
Chronicle Books, San Francisco, 1977. 
Good introduction to whale study. 
Young, Jim. When the Whale Came to My Town. Alfred A. Knopf 
New York, 1974. Photographic story as told by a boy who 
witnesses a whale stranding on a Frovincetown beach and 
his relationship with the dying whale. 
Watson, Jane Werner. Whales, Friendly Dolphins and Mighty 
C-iants of the Deep,. Golden Fress. New York. 1975. 
Probably one of the best resources in the subject. 
Excellent illustrations and accounts of whales and 
dolphins. 
Zim, Herbert S. The Great Whales. Wm. Morrow & Co. New York 
1951. Detailed, descriptive book full of information on 
the physiology of whales. Different species and their 




New Bedford Whaling Museum 
18 Johnny Cake Hill 
New Bedford, Mass. 
New England Aquarium 
Central Wharf 
Boston, Mass. 02110 
tel. (617)742-8830 
Contact Education Dept, 
for programs and teaching 
materials. 
Peabody Museum 
East India Square 
161 Essex Street 
Salem, Mass. 01970 




Sharon, Mass. 02067 
(Marvelous paintings and 
26 films available for 
showing at the museum). 
Mystic Aquarium 
Mystic, Conn. 06355 
tel.(203)536-4208 
(Excellent Marine Mammal 








College of the Atlantic 
Box 3 
Bar Harbor, Maine 
04609 
Habitat 




Mystic Marinelite Aquarium 
School Program 
1980-81 
Indoor and outdoor exhibits at MYSTIC MARIN ELI FE 
AQUARIUM display more tnan 2000 live aquatic 
animals including fishes from around the world, in¬ 
vertebrates. seals, sea lions, dolphins, Stelier's sea 
lions and whales A special attraction is our large 
Marine Theater where sea lion, dolphin and whale 
training demonstrations are conducted hourly 
Programs for elementary and secondary students 
are held in Aquarium classrooms equipped to let 
students toucn and 'eel the animals being studied 
Rates 
Students Pre-school through college 99e each 
(10 or more in a groupj 
Adults 1 Supervising Adult required for Free 
every 10 students 
(Inquire about Special Ed ratio) 
Acd.tional AdU'ts S3.00 each 
Classroom 
A variety of programs are available tovisitmgschooi 
groups at no charge. Advance reservations are nec¬ 
essary Most presentations last about 40 minutes. 
Topics 
Grades K-6 (30 students maximum) 
Look, Listen, Touch and Feel 
Observations and discussion ot the tidal creatures 
m the classroom Touch-and-Feei tank 
Survival in the Sea 
Venom, somes and camouflage are a few of the 
methods oy wntcn marine animais defend them- 
seives Includes Touch-and-Feei 
Grunts and Barks 
Sights and sounds of seals, sea lions, and walruses 
Includes a discussion of the natural history of these 
mammals and a tour ot Seal island 
Mighty Mammal 
A 'ook at several tyoes of wnaie and tneir various 
adaptations Followed by hands-on activites 
Reservations are necessary for every group that 
visits MYSTIC MARINELIFE AQUARIUM Call the 
Education Department (203) 536-4208 All reserva¬ 
tions are confirmed in writing We provide tree park¬ 
ing for busses and free admission for bus drivers. 
Schoolword is our newsletter for youngsters. Year¬ 
ly subscription rate is Si .50. It is publisned six times 
per year from October to May 
Teacher Orientations will be held at 4 00 PM the 
first Thursday ot each month during the school year 
Teachers who have booked a visit, or who would like 
to know more about our programs, are encouragec 
to attend. No charge. 
Programs 
Grades 7-12 (20 students maximum) 
Adaptations 
Survival mechanisms, includng colcr, structure 
and behavior, will be examined 
Mammals of the Sea 
An investigation of the characteristics of mammals 
who live m an aquatic woriq 
What Makes Us Tick? 
What kind of people keep the Aquarium running, 
and what do they do'’ A look at behind-the-scenes 
activities at the Aquarium. 
Tidal Marsh 
A field trip to a marsh in the Mystic area ;ed by a 
staff teacher Features ooservations and collection 
of specimens Allow two hours. Avaiiaoie now 
through October 
Activity sheets available for your Aquarium visit. 
50i per set of 12 activities. Write to Education 
Department, Mystic Marinelife Aquarium, 





A special marine mamma: class in the Marine The¬ 
ater tor large groups. 
Tailored Topics 
With advance notice, stall teacners can prepare 
specific classes. 
Touch-and-Feel 
Sessicns for handicapped and preschool groups 
can be arranged. 
Career Awareness 
A staff member will visit your school with a sude pro¬ 
gram explaining the diverse career opportunities 
available at zoos and aquariums. Price: $25. 
Gifted and Talented 
A combination of classroom presentations and field 
trips designed to explore locai ecosystems. Contact 
Robin Benoit for further information. Price depends 
on program selected. 
In Your Own Backyard 
An Aquarium teacher will take your students on a 
guided exploration ot a marine field site in your 
area. Offered on Thursdays only. Price $50 
Traveling Teachers 
Staff teachers will bring the programs listed below 
to elementary or secondary schools. For reserva¬ 
tions and additional information, call (203) 536-4208. 
Elementary Programs 
The teacher carries a portaole Touch-and-Feel Tank 
of live aquatic animals when she travels on Monday. 
Tuesday. Thursday and Friday of each week. She of¬ 
fers two types of programs. Plan A. the Auditorium 
presentation followed by small group Touch-and- 
Feei sessions, and Plan B. the classroom presenta¬ 
tion. which combines a slide program with a Touch- 
and-Feel in the classroom Prices: Plan A, $50 for 
the large group presentation (maximum 200 stu¬ 
dents). $5 each subsequent Touch-and-Feel; Plan B, 
S20 per classroom (maximum 30 stuaents). No 
more than four classroom programs can be sched¬ 
uled in one cay. 
Topics 
Fishy Story 
Slides introduce some of the most unusual fish in 
the sea. 
Intertidal Zone 
An investigation of the creatures living where land 
and water meet 
Marine Locomotion 
How marine animals get around. 
Deep Freeze 
A look at marine animats that survive in a land of ice 
and snow 
Training Marine Mammals 
A staff member explains how marine mammals 
behaviors are shaped 
Secondary Programs 
On Wednesdays, the secondary teacher visits 
schoois within i and one-half hours driving time of 
Mystic. Programs last approximately 45 minutes 
and accommodate 30 students each. No more than 
three presentations can be scheduled in one day 
Pnce: $30 for the first presentation. $20 each add 
tional presentation. 
Topics 
The Last One? 
A look at endangered species and some dilemmas 
they present. 
The Incredible Swimming Machine 
Shows the diverse ways in which fishes have 
adapted to their watery environment. 
Tailored Topics 
Our secondary teacher will create programs to fit 
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The following questionnaire was distributed 
throughout Puerto Rico at lectures, workshops 
and exhibits. The purpose of the questionnaire 
was to find out how much the people in the 
Island know about marine mammals. See results 
of questionnaire on pages 107-108 (Table 8). 
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CIERTO 0 FALSQ 
1) Las ballenas son los peces mas grandes en el mar. 
2) El manati solo habita en los rios. 
3) Las ballenas vienen a las aguas alrededor de Puerto Rico 
durante el invierno. 
4) El delfin es una ballena. 
5) E1 manati es un pez que se parece a la foca. 
6) Las ballenas respiran debajo del agua. 
7) E1 bebe de un delfin se alimenta de la leche de la madre. 
8) Se le conoce como "ballena asesina" porque ha atacado en 
varias ocasiones al hombre. 
9) E1 manati ya no existe en Puerto Rico. 
10) Las ballenas paren 4 o 5 bebe's por ano. 
11) Las ballenas son ma's grandes que los dinosauros del pasado. 




WHALE CENSUS METHOD 
THE SHIP: 
(1) Follow as closely as the previous tracks (if any) 
doing one of these circuits every two weeks. 
(2) Maintain a steady speed and course as far as 
possible. 
(3) Do not change the transect for reasons to do with 
whales. Sentiments such as: 
"Let's go over and look at those breaching there." 
"No more whales, might as well stop." 
should not influence the transect route. 
(4) But do stop if the visibility is less than 0.5 
nautical miles1, wind above force 6, etc. 
(5) Go about 5 n.m., or one hour, beyond the edges 
of the Banks. 
THE WATCHERS: 
The two watchers should be as high as possible. At 
least one of the watchers should be a member of the 
scientific crew, whose watch should be syncronized with 
the ship's time. Each watcher should take one side and 
all the whales sighted should be recorded together with 
range, direction of movement, etc. as they pass abeam. 
Birds, dolphins, fishes, other species of whale, passages 
over the edge of the Bank and sharp changes in course 
should also be recorded. 
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NOTATION: 
—HP— " w^en abeam ship's time (if not seen abeam 
estimate time). 








Groupings (either) - 2A ... if distance apart is 
not known 
A5A ... if distance apart is 
known (distance in meters) 
Whales are grouped if they are: 
(1) Within 100 meters of one 
another. 
(2) Heading the same direction. 
(3) Coordinating movements, 
blowings or flukes-up. 
same direction as boat 
to starboard 
opposite direction of 
boat 
various 
Activities - B ... breaching 
F ... flippering 
L ... lobtailing 
S ... spyhopping 
V ... fluke-up 
Direction of movement - f... 
(Note: only put direction of movement if it is 
known for sure) 
Range when abeam - in meters. 
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Try to calibrate the crew by announcing the distance 
off of boats, whales, floating objects, etc.. If possible 
ascertain these by using vertical sextant angle or another 
range-finding method. The scientist should check the 
other watcher’s estimates of distance. 
P or S - port or starboard 
OBSERVER ON DECK: 
Latitude/Longitude - from skipper's or mate's best 
estimate where the ship is. 
Ship's Heading - what the he Usman is actually 
steering. 
Ship's Speed - from speed check or mates estimate. 
Wind Direction - look at the direction in which the 
waves are moving. 
Wind Speed - use anenometer. 
Depth - from depth sounder, 
Wave Height - estimate trough-to-crest height in 
feet. Waves are made by the local 
wind system. 
Cloud Cover - percentage of sky covered by clouds. 
AFTER THE CENSUS: 
(1) Draw on a Xerox chart the skipper's best estimate 
of the course, marking the times of starting, stopping, 
turns and passages over the edge of the Bank. Besides the 
track put the census number. One xerox chart for each two- 
week circuit. 
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(2) Fill in the census summary: 
Census Number - 1, 2, 3, ... chronologically. 
Time Range - e.g. 10:40 to 12:56. 
On - e.g. Navidad Bank. 
Distance Travelled - find from Xerox chart 
using dividers. 
Whales Seen - e.g. non-calf Humpbacks sighted. 
Calves - Sperm calves sighted. 
Position of Observers - e.g. Royal Yard, 1st 
Half, etc. 
Observers - initials (e.g. J.C.). 
Wind Speed - average wind speed. 
PURPOSE OF THE CENSUS: 
The censuses not only give population estimates, but 
also calving rates and times, changes in whale density, 
group size, breaching rate, etc. between years, between 
the Banks and places on the same Bank. It also gives 
movement patterns around the Banks, inter-whale distances, 
variation in breaching rate with group size, etc. These, 
in turn, give important indications as to why the whales 
are on the Bank, what they are doing, and how they affect 
each others behavior. See papers by Baxter, Nichols, and 
Whitehead (1978) and Whitehead (1979) for some of the 
results. Also various papers by Whitehead et al. (1978, 







The "Marine Mammal Stranding Report" was used 
to collect data of stranded and beached marine 
mammals. This form was used by students and 
volunteers, who were trained prior to performing 
a necropsy . 
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MMRF - MARINE MAMMAL STRANDING REPORT 









Time :__p .m. 
Phone: 
a .m. 




State ECO. : 
















































Condition of Animal (circle one): 
alive fresh decomposed skeleton 
Animal Released To:_ 
By:_ 
Weather: 















_°F/C _:_p.m. Body temp, (chest cavity )^__ 
Blood 
EDTA Heparin Citrate Clot tube stored@ 
Bacteriology (save at 4°C) 
SD : blowhole anus lesion, mCA blowhole anus 






Measurements (indicate units) 
a) tip of upper jaw to deepest part of fluke notch 
parallel to body axis __ 
point to point over dorsal surface 
b) length of longest throat groove _ 
c) snout to: dorsal fin _ anus _ 
snout to: genital slit (center) 
snout to: umbilicus _ 
snout to: tip of flipper RT. _ 
snout to: flipper insert RT. _ 
snout to: eye RT. _ LF ._ 
LF. 
LF. 
snout to: gape of mouth blowhole 
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NECROPSY REPORT (cetaceans) 
Field #_ 
Measurements (continued) 
c) flipper length at axilla RT. _ LF. 
girth at axilla _ 
fluke span _ fluke depth _ 
d) tooth count _ _ baleen RT. _ LF. 
length longest plate _ 
e) blubber thickness 
midlateral _ middorsal _ midventral 
f) mammary gland - lactating yes _ no _ 
color _ lesions _ 
5. Photographs 
by b&w clr. ASA 
by b&w clr. ASA 
a) lateral right lesions frm. 
left lesions f rm. 
b) dorsal anter. lesions frm. 
post, lesions frm. 
c) ventral anter. lesions frm. 
post, lesions frm. 
d) head dorsal/ventral frm. 
teeth/baleen frm. 
eves RT. LF. frm. 
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NECROPSY REPORT (cetaceans) 
Photographs (continued) 
e) flukes dorsal/ventral lesions 
Field # 
f) flipper RT. dorsal/ventral lesions 








6. Initial collection 
a) odontocetes 
4-5 adjacent teeth in middle of lower jaw +/- 
b) mysticetes 
baleen _ ear plug RT. _ LF. 
c) eyes (10% formalin) RT. 
Body temp, (chest cavity) _ 







7. Internal collection 
Blood: EDTA, Heparin, Citrate, clot, stored at 
Fill in all spaces of the following chart with 
appropriate information using the following key 
+ if collected 
- if not collected 
n 
* 
if histo cassette 
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8. Separate collections 
stomach contents (70% alcohol); sieved by 
results: 
parasites (70% alcohol, AFA); collected by 
results : 
9. Specimens collected by other researchers 
name affil. tissue signed/date 
10. Special analysis of animal during necropsy (i.e. x-rays) 




11. Disposition of carcass: 
long. _°_'_" lat. ° ' » 
Locality: country_, province/state 
NOTES: 
Necropsy done by: 
Return to: MARINE MAMMAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
P. 0. Box 2758 
Bayamon, Puerto Rico 00621 





Whale Sighting Log 
The Whale Sighting Log was used for graduate 
and undergraduate students, and volunteers who were 
trained as observers. A workshop consisting of 
slides, posters, and photographs was given prior to 
the explanation of how to fill in the guide. 
The training session was essentially an 
educational experience for these students, most of 
whom had no prior knowledge of marine mammals. They 
learned how to identify different species, and how 
to recognize individuals by observing anatomical 
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ADMINISTERING LIVE FIRST AID 
It is essential to contact local authorities who 
have the lawful responsibility and necessary expertise 
to deal with these stranded animals. First of all, you 
should bear in mind that these animals - whether dead 
or alive - are federally protected under the Marine 
Mammal Protection Act of 1972. 
While you are waiting for the proper authorities 
to arrive, there are some simple things you can do to 
help. 
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CETACEANS (Whales and Dolphins) 
(1) Be extremely careful as these animals can thrash 
about with their heads or flukes (tail) and cause severe 
injury. 
(2) If the animal is small or is in shallow water, 
try to keep it in the belly-down position. Animals on 
their sides in water are likely to drown. 
(3) Scoop sand from beneath the flippers so that the 
flippers are not supporting the body weight. (Resting 
on the flippers could impede circulation and interfere 
with heat regulation.) 
(4) If there is sun, shade the animal with towels 
or other material that is handy. 
(5) Apply wet towels to as much of the body as 
possible. Keep the flippers and flukes as cool as possible 
with wet towels or crushed ice since these appendages are 
instrumental in body heat regulation. 
(6) Apply lanolin, vaselin, zinc oxide, or a household 
shortening like Crisco, to those areas of skin exposed to 
the sun. 
(7) Do not obstruct the blowhole. Keep water out of 
the blowhole. This hole is the means by which a whale or 
dolphin takes in and breathes out air. 
(8) Try to insure minimum of handling and disturbance 
for the animal, since it is already - by the nature of its 
stranding - undergoing considerable stress. Do not shine 
lights into the eyes at night. Try to keep crowds away. 
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MANATEES 
While manatees do not actually strand on shores, as 
is the case with whales and dolphins, they sometimes may 
be found in shallow waters suffering from injuries. 
(1) If the manatee was wounded by boat propellers, 
or caught in a fishing net, do not handle the animal, but 
stay with it until authorities or scientists arrive. 
(2) If the animal is not completely immersed in 
water, apply water-soaked towels, sheets, or cloths to 
exposed skin. Resoak frequently to keep the skin moist. 
(3) Cooperate in keeping the general area as free 
from people and noise as possible so the animal does not 
become excited. 
(4) If the manatee is injured but not entrapped, 




This form was used by students, agents, and 
government officials to identify, measure, 
and report stranded marine mammals. 
STRANDED WHALES, DOLPHINS AND PORPOISES 
PLACE OF STRANDING AND DATE: 
1. Is the tail horizontal? 
If the answer is "no", it yes _ 
is not necessary to fill 
out this form, as the 
animal is not a whale. 
2. Is there a hole (blowhole) yes _ 
on the top of the head? 
WHALEBONE WHALES 
3. Does the mouth contain baleen? yes 
4. If baleen is present, state: _ 
(a) the color of the baleen 
plates (if not everywhere __ 
alike indicate arrangement 
i.e., "white for ... feet at _ 
front end of right side, 
the rest as stated.") _ 
(b) length of longest 
baleen plate _ 
5. Is the throat marked by yes 
numerous deep grooves? 





Does the mouth contain teeth? 
If teeth are present state: 
(a) jaw (s) where they are 
found. 
(b) tooth count: erupted 
upper left 
lower left 
(c) the diameter of one of 
the largest teeth. 
yes _ no _ 
both _ 
upper only _ 
lower only _ 
total _ 
_ upper right 
_ lower right 
8. If neither teeth nor baleen can be found, state 
whether the two halves of the lower jaw are: 
(a) arched outwards and widely separated half 
way back (in this case the specimen is a 
whalebone whale, and the baleen has been 
washed out). 
yes _ no _ 
(b) close together in front, where the 
jaw is accordingly narrow (toothed 
whales in which the teeth are concealed 
beneath the gum). 
yes _ no _ 
Side view of a dolphin, to show how the principal 
measurements should be taken, and to be filled in 
showing color distribution. 
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MEASUREMENTS (specify units used) 
9. snout to center of blowhole (s) ... 
10. snout to center of eye . 
11. snout to ear . 
12. snout to flipper .. 
13. snout to center of umbilicus . 
14. snout to end of ventral grooves .. 
15. snout to genital slit (center) ... 
16. snout to anus . 
17. total length, snout to notch . 
18. fluke notch to dorsal fin (center) 
19. girth at axilla . 
20. blowhole length _width* ... 
21. flipper length, left* .. 
22. flipper length, right* . 
23. flipper width, maximum* . 
24. length mammary slits, left . 
25. length mammary slits, right . 
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26. fluke width* . 
27. dorsal fin height* ... 
23. length dorsal fin base 
Note: All mesurements, except those marked with a *, 
should be taken in a straight line parallel to 
the body axis. The marked ones are taken point 
to point. Indicate if done otherwise. 
29. Shape of the head (for 
instance "beak absent" or 
"beak six inches long, 
forehead much swollen"). 
30. Color of the skin, calling 
attention to the position 
of any white parts observed. 
31. Is the specimen in good 
condition? If not, state yes 
the nature of the injuries. 
32. The temperature of the sea 
at place of stranding, if _ 
available. Also the 
condition (sea) . _,—. 
33. Were any photographs taken yes 
by the press? If so, 
please state their name (s) _ 
and address (es). 
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REMARKS: 
SIGNATURE AND ADDRESS 
We appreciate all the information you have submitted. 
Please send it to: 
Juan Carlos Jimenez 
MARINE MAMMAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
P.0. Box 2758 
Bayamon, Puerto Rico 00621 





Evaluation "Whale Unit" 
The semantic differential is a technique 
for observing and measuring the psychological aspect 
of meaning. It consists essentially of a number of 
rating scales that are bipolar, with each extreme 
defined by an adjective. 
The semantic differential was originally 
developed by Charles E. Osgood, in the late 1950's. 
It was used to evaluate the "Whale Unit" (in both 
English and Spanish). This is an instrument of 
exploration rather than measurement. 
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Dear teacher: 
The following scale is a method of measuring concepts. The 
following adjectives describing the Whale Unit are to be 
rated by placing an "X" somewhere along the seven-point 
scale anchored by the polar adjective. Notice that the scale 
is randomly placed in a right or left position to avoid 
position habits in the response pattern. The closer to an 
adjective an "X" is placed, the more you agree with it. For 
example: placing an "X" immediately next to an adjective 
means that you are in complete agreement with it. Notice 
that the farther you move from an adjective th« closer you 
will move towards its polar opposite. 
I would appreciate it if you could return this to me before 
June 20th, because this information is needed for my disser¬ 
tation. Thank you. 
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STUDENT LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
passive : : : : : active 
va luab le : : : : : worthless 
boring : : : : interesting 
successful : : : : : unsuccessful 
challenging : : : _:_: unchallenging 
* ★ * * * * * * * * * * * 
GRADES in which Unit was used: 
Return to: Juan Carlos Jimenez 
SPRINGFIELD TECH.COM.COLLEGE 
Armory Square 
Springfield, Mass. 01101 
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Estimado(a) maestro(a): 
La siguiente escala es un metodo para rnedir conceptos. Los 
siguientes adjetivos, que describen la Unidad de la Ballena, 
se van a evaluar colocando una "X" en alguna parte de la 
escala de siete puntos que esta fijada por un adjetivo polar. 
Note que la escala ha sldo colocada al azar; en la posicion 
de derecha o de izquierda para evitar habitos de posicion en 
la respuesta. Mientras mas cerca se coloque una "X" a un 
adjetivo, ma's aceptable esta' Ud. con este. Por ejemplo: si 
se coloca una "X" inmediatamente de un adjetivo, signifies 
que Ud. est^ en completo acuerdo con el. Note que mientras 
ma's se aleja de un adjetivo ma's se acercara a su polo opuesto. 
Le agradeceria si me pudiese devolver esta a mi antes del 
dia 20 de junio; debido a que esta informacion la necesito 
para mi disertacio'n. Muchas gracias. 
Cordialraente, 
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largo : corto 
bueno : malo 
complej o : s imp le 































































★ ★ ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ * 
GRADOS en los cuales se uso' la Uni dad: 
Juan Carlos Jimenez 
SPRINGFIELD TECH.COM.COLLEGE 
Armory Square 








Armory Square, Sprmqf ield, Massachusetts OIIQI Teleonone W13] 7B1-STCC 
Enero 4, 1981 
A quien pueda interesar: 
Por la presente queretnos informarle que soy profesor especializado 
en Mamiferos Marinos. Actualmente estoy en Puerto Rico por un affo 
haciendo investigation sobre ballenas, delfines y manati. Las balle- 
nas vienen a nuestras aguas durante esta epoca para parir; mientras 
que el manati vive aqui durante todo el affo y esta en peligro de 
extincion. Es curioso y penoso que nuestra poblacion desconozca esto. 
Dado el intere’s que he encontrado aqui, he organizado una serie de 
conferencias en las escuelas y universidades, gratuitas,sobre estos 
mamiferos marinos. Estas constan de diapositivas, materiales de 
exhibicion, etc. La conferencia se puede adaptar a sus necesidades; 
grupos, clases, tiempo, ingle's, espanol, etc. 
Confiando en que esto sera de interes para Uds., favor de ponerse 
en contacto conmigo a la mayor brevedad posible. 
Prof. Juan Carlos Jimenez 
C.3A D-16 Versalles 
Bayaraon, P.R. 00619 
(telef. 780-2555 y 780-0477) 
APPENDIX K 
APPENDIX K 
The following fact sheets, in English and 
Spanish, were developed and disseminated 
at schools, lectures, and exhibits. The 
main purpose of these fact sheets was to 
inform and raise public consciousness of 
the whales and manatees in the area. 
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THE FORGOTTEN MANATEE 
(by Juan Carlos Jimenez) 
Manatees are aquatic mammal of the order Sirenia. 
They are herbivores living in tropical and subtemperate 
coastal waters, rivers and estuaries. 
Manatees are often a forgotten part of our history 
and culture. They were here, in Fuerto Rico, long before 
the Spaniards. The indians hunted them for food and used 
the bones for medicinal purposes and as aphrodisiacs. It 
is believed that the town of Manati was so named because 
of the abundance of manatees along its coast. 
What does a manatee look like? Many people mistake 
it for a walrus, a seal or a whale. Actually a manatee 
could be described as a composite of these three mammals. 
The adult manatee averages a length of 8-10 feet and 
can weigh up to a ton. The skin is wrinkled and tough. 
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The head is rounded and the mouth is small. The nose is 
located on the upper surface of the head. The neck is 
short and there is no external ear. Females have two 
mammary glands located in the chest region. The testes 
in the male are abdominal. 
The skeleton of the manatee is dense and heavy; an 
adaptation that permits the animal to remain submerged 
in shallow water due to the increase in specific gravity. 
Manatees are solitary, travel in pairs, or associate 
in groups from three to about seven individuals. They 
are slow moving and inoffensive animals that spend all 
their life in the water. They are vegetarians, feeding 
only on various water plants. 
Manatees do not reproduce as frequently as most 
mammals, and therefore, they cannot compensate for 
heavy losses. 
Little is known about the biology of the manatee. 
The dearth of information is underlined by the fact that 
the anatomical works of the 19th century remain the 
definitive papers on this animal. 
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There is a great need for investigation of the Puerto 
Rican manatee, Trichechus manatus manatus. Because of the 
lack of valid scientific research on the manatee in Fuerto 
Rico, some of the most interesting and informative facts 
have been related to me by fishermen who have the 
opportunity to observe local populations constantly. 
Some of the areas where manatees have been sighted are: 
Arroyo, Salinas, Fajardo, Loiza, Ponce, Tallaboa, Dorado, 
Vega Baja, and Mayaguez. 
Protecting the manatee is a political task; it is 
also an economically beneficial one. The overgrowth of 
tropical vegetation in waterways and irrigation canals 
imposes many adverse health and economic condition on man. 
Because the manatee will eat almost any form of aquatic 
vegetation, it represents a natural biological control 
agent. In Guyana, for example, it has been keeping canals 
vegetation free for many years. 
At present, the manatee is threatened with extinction, 
and its future, ironically, lies in the hands of its major 
predator - man. For years it has been hunted relentlessly 
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in all of its habitats for meat, oil, and hide. Although 
there is legal protection for manatees in many areas, the 
laws in most are poorly enforced and inneffective. 
According to the last census taken here, there are 
fewer than 100 animals. The public should be aware that 
the manatee is protected in Puerto Rico. We Puerto Ricans 
should be proud that we have such a rare animal living 
along our coast; but at the same time concerned with its 
future. With such a small population of manatees, it 
is unlikely that most of us will ever see one. Whether 
the number will grow and flourish or decline and disappear 
depends on us. Whether our children will have the 
opportunity to see a live manatee in the future is our 
responsibility. 
* for more information contact: MARINE MAMMAL RESEARCH 
FOUNDATION 
P.0. Box 2758 
Bayamon, P.R. 00621 
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EL MANATI 0LVIDAD0 
por Juan Carlos Jimenez 
El manati es un animal acua'tico que pertenece a la 
orden Sirenia. Este mamifero es herbivoro y habita las 
aguas tropicales y semitempladas costaneras, los rios, 
y los estuarios. 
El manati es parte de nuestra historia y cultura 
olvidada. Los animales estaban en Puerto Rico mucho 
antes de que nuestra isla fuera descubierta por los 
espanoles. Los indios los cazaban para comida y usaban 
sus huesos para propdsitos medicinales y como poderes 
afrodislacos. Es de creencia que el pueblo de Manati 
adquirio este nombre debido a la abundancia de manaties 
en su costa. 
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<t A qud se parece el manati? Muchas personas lo 
confunden con una morsa, una foca, o una ballena. Lo 
cierto es que al raanati se le puede describir como un 
compuesto de estos tres mamiferos. 
El raanati cuando adulto promedia entre 8 y 10 pies 
de largo y puede pesar hasta una tonelada. Su piel es 
arrugada y dura. La cabeza es redonda y su boca es 
pequena. Su nariz esta situada en lo alto de la cabeza. 
Su cuello es corto y no tiene oreja externa. Las hembras 
tienen dos glaVidulas mamarias que estan localizadas en 
la region pectoral. Los testiculos en los machos son 
abdominales. 
El esqueleto del manati es bien denso y pesado; una 
adaptacion que le permite al animal permanecer sumergido 
en el agua debido al aumento en la gravedad especifica. 
Los manat£es son animales solitarios que viajan en 
parejas o se asocian en pequenos grupos de tres a siete 
animales. Estos mamiferos, que son inofensivos, se mueven 
lentamente y pasan toda su vida dentro del agua. El 
manati es vegetariano, alimenta'ndose de varias plantas 
acuaticas. 
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Uno de los problemas mas grande que tienen los 
raanaties es que no se reproducen tan frecuentemente como 
los otros mamlferos y por lo tanto se les hace dificil 
compensar grandes pe'rdidas. 
Muy poco se sabe de la biologla del manati. La 
carest£a de informacicfa se acentua por el hecho de que 
los trabajos anatomicos del siglo 19 continuan siendo 
los papeles definitivos en este animal. 
Existe una gran necesidad de estudiar el manati de 
Puerto Rico, Trichechus manatus manatus. Debido a la 
falta valida de investigaci6n cientlfica del manati en 
Puerto Rico, la mayor parte de la informaci6n y datos 
interesantes me han sido relatados por los Pescadores 
locales quienes tienen la oportunidad de observar los 
animales locales a diario. Algunas de las areas donde 
los manaties han sido vistos son: Arroyo, Salinas, Loiza, 
Fajardo, Ponce, Vega Baja, Dorado, Tallaboa, y Mayaguez. 
La proteccion del manati es una tarea politica; 
tambien es una de beneficio economico. El crecimiento 
excesivo de vegetacion en nos y canales de irrigacion 
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irapone muchas condiciones adversas a la salud y a la 
economia del hombre. Debido a que el manati se alimenta 
de cualquier tipo de vegetacion acuitica, representa un 
agente biologico natural, perfecto para controlar estas 
plantas. En Guyana, por ejemplo, se usa el animal para 
mantener los canales limpios de vegetacion. 
Actualmente el manati est^ en peligro de extincio'n, 
y su futuro, ironicamente depende del hombre, su mayor 
enemigo. Por muchos ahos ha sido cazado implacablemente 
en todos sus habitats por su rica carne, por su aceite 
y cuero. A pesar de que el manati esta' protegido 
legalmente en muchas axreas, las leyes en la mayor parte 
son ineficientes y pobremente reforzadas. 
De acuerdo al ultimo censo hecho aqui, se estima 
que hay menos de 100 animales. El publico debe de estar 
consciente de que el manati habita y esta protegido en 
Puerto Rico. Nosotros los puertorriquehos debemos de 
sentirnos orgullosos de tener un animal tan raro 
viviendo en nuestras costas; y a la misma vez sentirnos 
preocupados por su futuro. Con tan pequefia poblacion de 
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manaties, es improbable que la mayoria de nosotros 
veremos algun dia uno. Si su poblacion aumenta y 
prospera o declina y desaparece depende de nosotros. 
Si nuestros hijos tienen la oportunidad de observar 
a un manati vivo en el futur© es nuestra responsabilidad. 
* para mis informacio'n ponerse en contacto con: 
MARINE MAMMAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
P.0. Box 2758 
Bayamon, P.R. 00621 
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"The Right Whale" (Eubalaena glacialis) 
-named the "right" whale because it was the right one 
to kill. It is a very slow swimmer (3 knots), and it 
floats when it dies. 
-distinguished by the presence of the so called "bonnet" 
(a callosity) that is infested with small crustaceans, 
barnacles, and amphipods (whale lice). 
-color is a dark blue-black; females measure up to 
57 feet, males 54 feet. It weighs between 30-80 tons. 
-blubber makes up approximately 4570 of the total body 
weight (16 inches thick). 
-has about 250 pairs of black baleen plates, which are 
used to filter food (plankton-copepods). Baleen plates 
reach a length of up to 8 feet long. 
-no back or dorsal fins; enormous mouth, and well 
defined triangular flippers. 
-found in temperate waters worldwide; they try to 
avoid tropical waters. 
-spout (blow) is V-shaped (10-16 feet). 
-when they surtace, cney tatce 2-3 oreaths a minute 
and have been recorded to dive deeply for as long as 20 
minutes. 
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-gestation (pregnancy) lasts approximately one year, 
followed by another year of lactation. Females are known 
to be very devoted to their young, so whalers used to 
capture their offspring and the mother would swim near until 
she too was caught. 
-economic importance is that it yields great quantities 
of oil and baleen. 
-enemies: killer whales and man. 
-now officially "protected". They have been depleted 
to levels so low that they may never recover. The estimated 
world population is between 1,000 and 3,000 individuals. 
-the most endangered of the large whales. 
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"La Ballena Franca" (Right Whale) Eubalaena glacialis 
-llamada la ballena franca o ballena verdadera porque 
era la ra^s fa'cil de matar. Nadaba rauy lenta (3 nudos) y 
adem^s flotaba cuando estaba muerta. 
-se caracteriza por la presencia de unos "bonetes" 
(tipo de callosidades) que estdn infectados por unos 
pequeffos crustaceos, balanos, y anfipodos. 
-su color es de un azul obscuro (casi negro); las 
hembras pueden medir hasta 57 pies, los machos hasta 54 
pies. Pesan entre 30 y 80 toneladas. 
-la grasa del cuerpo de esta ballena constituye ma's 
o menos el 457, de su peso total (16 pulgadas de espesor) . 
-posee como 250 pares de laminas corneas (o dientes 
falsos) de un color negro, que los usa para filtrar la 
comida (plancton). Estas la'minas pueden medir 8 pies de 
largo. 
-no poseen aletas dorsales; su boca es inmensa; y 
sus aletas pectorales son de forma triangular. 
-habitan aguas templadas; tratan de eludir aguas 
ma^s calidas. 
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-su chorro (cuando respira) es en forma de V; llega a 
alcanzar entre 10 y 16 pies de altura. 
-cuando suben a la superficie respiran entre 2 y 3 
veces por minuto, y pueden permanecer sumergidas a grandes 
profundidades por espacio de 20 minutos. 
-el embarazo dura aproximadamente un ano, seguido por 
un periodo de un ano de lactancia. Las herabras tienen fama de 
ser muy devotas a su crla; por eso los cazadores de ballenas 
capturaban primero al bebe* mientras que la mama' nadaba a su 
lado hasta que el la tambidn era capturada. 
-su importancia economica se debe a la gran cantidad de 
aceite que produce. 
-sus enemigos: las ballenas asesinas y el hombre. 
-hoy en dia estan "protegidas". Han sido reducidas a un 
nlvel tan bajo que quiza's nunca podran recuperar. Se estima 
que su poblacion mundial es de entre 1,000 a 3,000 individuos 
-es la ballena que ilia's peligra en extinguirse. 
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DOLPHINS 
by Juan Carlos Jimenez 
Dolphins belong to the family Cetacea. A popular 
misconception is that they are fish. However, even though 
they live, eat, and bear their young in the water, they 
are mammals. 
Watch a dolphin swimming. He comes to the surface to 
breathe. Fish take oxygen right out of the water, but 
dolphins, like man, breathe with lungs and must obtain 
their oxygen from the air. 
Most mammals are land animals, but millions of years 
ago, dolphin ancestors left the land for the sea. We do 
not know exactly why this happened. Little by little, 
dolphins changed physically, adapting to the new environment 
so that they could live in it. They could no longer survive 
on land. 
There are different types of dolphins. The most common 
are: the bottle-nosed dolphin (Tursiops truncacusj , which 
is the most frequently seen in aquariums; the Pacific 
dolphin (Lagenorhynchus obliquidens); and the common dolphin 
(Delphinus delphis). The bottle-nosed measures between 
seven and eleven feet and weighs between 300 and 700 pounds. 
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It is estimated that dolphins live approximately 25 years. 
They seem always to be smiling, even when their mouths are 
closed. 
The dolphin nose has become a blowhole on top of the 
head. This makes it easier for the dolphin to breathe 
when he surfaces for air. 
Dolphins still have ears, but all that can be seen 
is a tiny hole behind the eyes. Dolphins are excellent 
swimmers and with the help of their powerful tails, can 
achieve speeds of up to 45 miles per hour. 
Scientists used to wonder how dolphins find their way 
through the water. Dolphins can swim at top speed and never 
hit anything. They can find their way on the blackest nights 
and in cloudy and muddy water. 
It has been learned that dolphins "see" with their ears. 
One dolphin noise is made up of a series of rapid clicks. 
The sounds travel through the water. When they hit a solid 
object, they bounce off it and back toward the dolphin, who 
hears the echoes. He hears them so well that he can identify 
the object*s size, shape and exact location. That is how 
dolphins avoid collisions and how they find their food. This 
special system of dolphins is called echo-location or 
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sonar . One of the scientists who has done several 
experiments and studies is Dr. Kenneth Norris, who finally 
proved this extraordinary ability of the dolphin to "see" 
underwater with sound. 
Dolphins are very intelligent animals and quick learners 
who enjoy doing tricks. Often they invent games themselves. 
They learn games from each other, and have the ability to 
solve problems. The intelligence of animals is not easy to 
measure, especially if they live in the water. There are a 
lot of arguments regarding dolphin intelligence. Some people 
believe they are comparable to man, while others place them 
well below. 
There are many reasons why humans are interested in 
dolphins. They are credited with helping fishermen catch 
fish, and with saving people from drowning. Maybe that 
natural smile they always have makes them attractive. In any 
case, the bond between man and dolphin has existed since 
prehistoric times. Many legends about this relationship have 
been passed down from the ancient Greeks and Romans. Dolphins 
are also found in sculptures, paintings and coins of ancient 
time s. 
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It is ironic to think that the dolphin's worst enemy may 
be man. The dolphin is being hunted and killed by the 
thousands for commercial purposes. He is being slaughtered 
to provide canned food for dogs and cats. Dolphin meat is 
cheaper than beef. 
Another incidental danger to dolphins is represented by 
tuna-fishing methods. Fishermen have discovered that tuna 
travel with dolphins in large schools. The dolphins are 
visible from the surface and offer an excellent guide to the 
location of tuna. The fishermen circle the dolphins with 
their nets because they know that tuna swim underneath. Many 
dolphins drown in the nets, and others are thrown back dead 
or injured after being hauled aboard. In 1971, tuna-fishing 
cost the lives of 250,000 dolphins. In 1978, "only" 15,000 
died, but as some scientists say, "One dead is one too many." 
The dolphin shows a total absence of aggression towards 
human beings, even when subjected to the most horrendous 
tortures (such as having metal hooks driven into his head 
with a hammer). 
In an experiment conducted in the United States, 29 
dolphins were murdered and not one of them attacked or 
attempted to bite the men who were tormenting them. It is 
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very difficult to imagine any other animal exhibiting such 
patience and tolerance toward human aggression. Even a pet 
dog or cat, when provoked, will bite or scratch. 
The dolphin’s brain is capable of memory and of 
associating ideas. Someday it may be capable of communicating 
with humans through language. The dolphin can be our great 
helper and companion in the sea. Man's senses do not function 
as well as his underwater. Perhaps one day he will be able to 
offer his invaluable services to mankind. 
It is obvious that dolphins are frequently motivated by 
curiosity. They seem to be especially curious about man. If 
you look closely into a dolphin’s eyes, you will notice that 
they have certain brilliance and sometimes appear melancholic. 
Jacques Cousteau has said, "...one sometimes detects what 
appears to be sadness at not being human". 
Today the dolphin is an animal. Tomorrow, human contact 




por Juan Carlos Jimenez 
Los delfines pertenecen a la familia de los Cetaceos. 
Una creencia, aunque errdnea, es que los delfines son peces. 
Aun cuando viven, comen y se cr£an en el agua, los delfines 
no son realmente peces. Son mamiferos. 
Si observas a un delfin nadando, notar^s como sube a la 
superficie para respirar. Un pez por lo contrario toma el 
oxlgeno del agua. Los delfines, como nosotros, respiran por 
medio de pulmones y deben de obtener el ox£geno del aire. 
La mayoria de los mamiferos son animales terrestres. 
Race mucho tiempo, millones de anos atra^, los antepasados 
de los delfines dejaron la tierra por el mar. No sabemos 
exactamente el por que. Pero poco a poco fueron cambiando 
los delfines fisicamente y adapta'ndose a su nuevo ambiente 
para poder vivir en el. 
Existen diferentes tipos de delfines. Entre los mas 
comunes se encuentran: el delfin de pico de botella (Tursioj>s^ 
truncatus) , que es el que vemos en casi todos los acuarios, 
el delfin del Pacifico (Lagenorhynchus obliquidens); y el 
delfin corrnin (Delphinus delphis) . El delfin de pico de 
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botella rnide entre siete y once pies y pesa entre 300 y 700 
libras. Se estiraa que los delfines viven mas o menos 25 anos. 
Parecen siempre tener una sonrisa, aun cuando su boca esta 
cerrada. 
La nariz del delfln se encuentra en la parte superior de 
la cabeza y forma un respiradero (blowhole). Esta adaptacion 
le hace ma#s facil respirar cuando viene a la superficie. 
Los delfines son excelentes nadadores y pueden alcanzar 
grandes velocidades (hasta 45 mph) con la ayuda de su pode- 
rosa cola. 
Los cientificos se han maravillado corao los delfines se 
pueden orientar en el agua. Los delfines pueden nadar a 
grandes velocidades sin tropezar con nada. Se pueden orientar 
en las noches ma's obscuras y en las aguas mas turbulentas y 
fangosas. 
Resulta que los delfines "ven" con sus oidos. Un sonido 
del delfin es eraitido por una serie de dies rapidos. El 
sonido viaja por el agua hasta chocar con un objeto solido; 
entonces rebota para atras y el delfin escucha los ecos. Los 
puede oir tan claros que puede identificar la forma, tamaho, 
y la posicion del objeto con exactitud. Asi es como los 
delfines evitan chocar y como tambie'n localizan su alimento. 
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Este sistema especial de los delfines se conoce como "echo- 
location (deteccion por ultrasonidos), o sistema sonar. Uno 
de los cientificos que ha realizado muchos experimentos y 
estudios de este sistema es el Dr. Kenneth Norris, quien 
finalmente comprobo' esta extraordinaria habilidad del delfin 
de "ver" en el agua usando el sonido. 
Los delfines son animales muy inteligentes que aprenden 
muy ra'pido y les encanta jugar. Muchas veces se inventan 
juegos ellos mismos. Tambi^n pueden aprender juegos de otros 
delfines y ademas tienen la habilidad de resolver problemas. 
La inteligencia de los animales no es facil de medir, 
especialmente si viven en el agua. Existen muchos argumentos 
con respecto a la inteligencia de estos animales. Algunas 
personas creen que son comparables al hombre; mientras que 
otras creen que estan muy por debajo. 
Hay muchas razones por las cuales nosotros los humanos 
estamos interesados en estos animales. Quizas porque ayudan 
a Pescadores a atrapar peces; o porque han salvado en 
numerosas ocasiones la vida al hombre. Tal vez por su sonrisa 
natural que los hace atrayentes. De todos modos, el enlace 
entre el hombre y el delfin ha existido desde tiempos pre- 
historicos. Existen muchas leyendas sobre esta relacion que 
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ha sido relegada de los antiguos Griegos y. Romanos. Tambien 
los encontramos en esculturas, pinturas, y monedas de tiempos 
pasados. 
Es ircfoico pensar que el peor enemigo del delfin puede 
ser el hombre. Actualmente el delfin es capturado y matado 
en grandes cantidades para intereses comerciales. Los matan 
despiadadamente para proveer comidas enlatadas para perros 
y gatos. La carne del delfin es mucho m^s barata que la de 
rez. 
Otro peligro inmediato para el delfin es en relacion 
con la pesca del atun. Los Pescadores han descubierto que los 
atunes viajan en grandes grupos con los delfines. Los 
delfines, que son visibles desde la superficie, ofrecen una 
excelente guia para estos localizar el atun. Los Pescadores 
rodean con sus redes de pescar a los delfines, pues saben 
que los atunes nadan por debajo de estos. Gran parte de los 
delfines mueren ahogados en las redes mientras que otros son 
devueltos al mar muertos o heridos. En el ano 1971 la pesca 
del atun le costo/ la vida a 250,000 delfines. En el 1978 
"solo" perecieron 15,000; pero corao dicen algunos cientificos 
"Uno muerto es demasiado. 
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Los delfines demuestran una ausencia total de agresio'n 
hacia el ser huraano; ailn cuando el hombre le somete a las 
torturas m^s horribles (como la de clavar ganchos de metales 
con un martillo por la cabeza). 
En un experimento que se llevo' a cabo en los Estados 
Unidos, 29 delfines fueron asesinados y ni uno de ellos ataco 
o trato de morder a los hombres que lo tormentaban. Es muy 
dificil de imaginarse de otro animal que exhiba la paciencia 
y tolerancia hacia la agresion. Un animal, domesticado, 
cuando se le provoca, reacciona mordiendo o aranando. 
El cerebro del delfin es capaz de memorizar y de asociar 
ideas. Quizas algun dia sera tambi^n capaz de comunicarse con 
el hombre por medio de un lenguaje. El delfin puede ser 
nuestro ayudante y companero en el mar. Nuestros sentidos no 
funcionan tan bien en el agua como los de el. Tal vez algun 
dia el delfin nos podra' prestar sus servicios de incalculable 
valor. 
Es obvio que los delfines son frecuentemente motivados 
por la curiosidad. Si observas de cerca los ojos de algun 
delfin, notaras que tienen cierta brillantez y algunas veces 
parecen medio melancolicos. Jacques Cousteau ha dicho, 
uno muchas veces puede detectar cierta tristeza en ellos de 
no ser humanos." 
Hoy el delfin es un animal. Manana quiza's con el 
contacto humano, el delfin sera mas que un animal. En 
nuestras manos esta. 
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BALLENAS EN PUERTO RICO??? 
por Juan Carlos Jimenez 
Sabia Ud. que durante los meses de Diciembre a Abril 
tenemos como visitantes a nuestras aguas de Puerto Rico 
al animal mds grande que jamas haya existido. La ballena. 
Estos animales viajan todos los affos miles de millas 
desde el noreste de los Estados Unidos y Canada hacia el 
Caribe. 
Para aquellos que hemos tenido la suerte de estar 
en contacto con las ballenas, no nos cansamos de asom- 
brarnos y de admirar a este gigantesco animal. Lo que 
m^s sorprende al observador son las inmensas dimensiones 
de las ballenas grandes, su velocidad y gracia al nadar, 
y su naturaleza juguetona. 
Los dinosauros del pasado, muchas veces considerados, 
erroneamente, los animales mas grandes en la tierra, 
parecerian unos enanos al lado de las ballenas grandes. 
El dinosauro mas grande pudo pesar unas 50 toneladas y 
medir unos 45 pies; mientras que la ballena azul puede 
alcanzar 110 pies de largo y pesar unas 150 toneladas. 
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A pesar de vivir en el mar, las ballenas esta'n 
biologicamente mis vinculadas al hombre que a los peces. 
Hace millones de afios sus antecesores vivieron en la 
tierra. 
Las ballenas y delfines pertenecen a la orden 
taxonomica Cetacea. Todos son de sangre caliente, respiran 
fuera del agua, y son mamiferos. Todos tienen la cola 
horizontal (los peces la tienen vertical). Las hembras 
paren sus crias y la amamantan por espacio de un aho. 
Entre las ballenas que mis conocemos por su patro'n 
migratorio esta la ballena de lomo o jorobada (humpback 
whale). Esta ballena permanece casi todo el ano en las 
aguas de Massachusetts y Maine, como tambien al noreste 
de Canadi. La razon es simple - raucha comida. Esta se 
alimenta de pequenos camarones (krill) y de pececillos. 
Puede comer hasta dos toneladas diarias. 
Cuando llega Noviembre esta ballena comienza su 
formidable recorrido. Un viaje de miles de millas hacia 
las aguas de Republica Dominicana, Fuerto Rico, e Is las 
Virgenes, buscando aguas mas ca'lidas para reproducirse. 
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Muchas personas en nuestra Is la han visto pasar las 
ballenas cerca de la costa. 
La ballena jorobada busca el agua ma's ca'lida pues 
al nacer, su bebe' tendra7 una capa muy fina de grasa. Si 
este hubiese nacido en las aguas del norte, moriria de 
pulmonia, pues es esta grasa la que le sirve de insulacio'n. 
El bebe' cuando nace mide unos 13 pies de largo. Casi 
siempre durante el parto hay otra hembra presente (que 
llamamos la tia o la comadrona) que asiste a la madre. 
El bebe' permanecera7 con la madre, alimentandose de su 
rica leche, por espacio de un an©. Esta leche es tan 
rica en grasas y proteinas que el bebe' aumentara' entre 
150 y 200 libras diarias. 
La ballena jorobada puede alcanzar unos 55 pies de 
largo y pesar 90,000 libras cuando adulta. Se caracteriza 
por sus enormes aletas blancas pectorales. Estas pueden 
medir 16 pies de largo. La parte dorsal de su cuerpo es 
obscura (negra-grisosa); mientras que en la parte ventral 
es blanca. Esta ballena es muy acrcSbata y curiosa. Muchas 
veces se le puede ver dando grandes saltos fuera del agua 
o "chequeando" la tripulacio7n de un barco. 
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Esta especie tarabien se caracteriza por sus 
"canciones". Si, sus cantos son los mas ruidosos y de 
ma's larga duracio'n de nuestra naturaleza. Se pueden 
escuchar por millas debajo del agua y su promedio de 
duracion es de unos 15 minutos. Las ballenas solo 
cantan durante el invierno (es decir, solo cuando se 
encuentran en el tropico); y solo son los machos los que 
cantan. Se cree que estas canciones son parte de un 
rito amoroso para atraer a su pareja. Lo increible 
es que estos animales no tienen cuerdas vocales. 
Para finales de Marzo ya vemos aparecer la primeras 
ballenas en las aguas de Nueva Inglaterra. Los machos 
son los primeros en llegar; seguidos por las hembras 
solas; y por ultimo las madres con sus cnas y por 
supuesto, las tias. Esta increible jornada se repite 
aho tras ano. 
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FACTS ABOUT WHALES (Juan Carlos Jimenez) 
-How big is a whale? It is very difficult to imagine just how 
big a whale is in relation to what we see around us. But 
imagine a 175 pound man holding a mouse. It takes 1,750 mice 
to weigh as much as the man. By the same comparison it takes 
1,750 men to weigh as much as a full grown blue whale 
- 300,000 pounds. 
-Intestines of a sperm whale can reach up to 1,200 feet long 
(this is 4 times the length of a football field). 
-Whales are the largest creatures on earth; they are warm¬ 
blooded mammals. They are not fish and need to breath air 
to live. They are gentle and playful. 
-Whales travel in herds, often migrating thousands of miles 
year after year to the same areas. 
-Whales can communicate with each other by creating a series 
of high pitched noises which can be heard in open waters 
200 miles away. 
-The blue whale is the largest of all whales (up to 100 feet). 
It is larger than 30 elephants. It's heart weighs 1,200 pounds; 
it's tongue about 1/3 of a ton. Some arteries are so large a 
small child could crawl through them. A newborn calf weighs 
2 tons and is 25 feet long. The baby will feed on the mother's 
rich milk and will gain - 200 pounds a day. 
-The humpback whale sings songs underwater lasting as long as 
30 minutes. 
-The brain of the sperm wnale is, perhaps, the most complex 
brain evolved on earth. It's brain weighs 20 pounds; humans 
weigh between 2-3 pounds. There is no doubt that these 
complicated brains are used for intelligent, complex 
communications. 
-Whales are an endangered species. They have caught the ima¬ 
gination and attention of people everywhere. Whales have 
demonstrated and uncanny ability to unite people of diverse 
political, racial, social, and philosophical backgrounds in 
a common cause. In difficult times, like today, many nations 
that disagree about other issues find they have common ground 
when it comes to whales. 
DATOS SOBRE LAS BALLENAS (Juan Carlos Jimenez): 
-De que tamano es una ballena? Es bastante diflcil imaginarnos 
cuan grande es una ballena en relacion a lo que vemos a nuescro 
alrededor. Pero si nos imaginarnos a un hombre de 175 libras 
sosteniendo un raton; tomarian 1,750 ratones para que pesaran 
igual que ese hombre. Por la misma comparacion 1,750 hombres 
equivalen al peso de una ballena azul adulta 300,000 libras. 
-Los intestinos de una ballena cachalote pueden alcanzar 1,200 
pies de largo (esto es U veces la longitud de un campo de 
futbol) . 
-Las ballenas son los animales mas grandes en la tierra; no son 
peces, sino mamiferos de sangre caliente que necesitan respirar 
fuera del agua. Son inofensivas y juguetonas. 
-Las ballenas viajan en manadas, migrando miles de raillas al 
mismo lugar ano eras ano. 
-Las ballenas se pueden comunicar entre si por medio de unos 
sonidos agudos que se pueden escuchar debajo del agua hasta 
200 millas de discancia. 
-La ballena azul es la mas grande de todas las ballenas (100 
pies de largo). Es mas grande que 30 elefantes. Su corazon 
pesa 1,200 libras; su lengua es casi del tamano de un carro 
pequeffo. Algunas arterias son tan inmensas que un nino peque- 
no puede gatear por adentro. Un bebe recien nacido pesa 2 
tone ladas y mide 25 pies de largo. El bebe se alimenta de la 
rica leche de la madre y aumentara unas 200 libras diarias. 
-La ballena jorobada canta canciones debajo del agua que pueden 
tener una duracion de 30 minutos. 
-El cerebro de una ballena cachalote es, quiza's, el cerebro mas 
complejo que se ha desarrollado. Su cerebro pesa 20 libras; 
el del ser humano pesa entre 2-3 libras. No hay duda de que 
estos cerebros tan complicados sean usados para comunicaciones 
inteligentes y complejas. 
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-Las ballenas esta'n en peligro de extincion. Han captado la 
imaginacion y la aCencion de personas por todo el raundo. 
Las ballenas han demostrado Cener una habilidad sobrenatu- 
ral para unir la genre de diferente nacionalidades, niveles 
sociales, ideales politicos, y pensamientos. Hoy en dia, 
en estos tiempos can difidles, muchas naciones que escan 
en desacuerdo sobre muchos Cemas, se encuentran de que si 




This article was featured in the "Sunday 
Magazine" of the San Juan Star Newspaper. 
It was adapted from one of the fact sheet 
developed (The Forgotten Manatee). The 
San Juan Star, as well as the researcher 
received many telephone calls commenting 
on the appropriateness of the story, 
because of lack of available information 
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APPENDIX M 
APPENDIX M 
The newspaper articles encouraged people 
to call to report manatee and/or whale 
sightings and as result much helpful 
information was received. This letter 
is an example, of the numerous received, 
reporting sightings. 
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UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO. MEOICAL SCIENCES CAMPUS >0. BOX 1053 SABANA SECA PUERTO RICO 007«9 TEL 1*091784-0322 
& 784-6619 
CARIBBEAN PRIMATE RESEARCH CENTER 
10 May 82 
Dr. Juan Carlos Jimene2 
Marine Mammal Rsearch Foundation 
P.0. Box 2758 
Bayamon, PR 00621 
Dear Dr. Jimenez: 
I would like to confirm our telephone conversation of this morning concerning 
sightings of a small herd of manatee in the channel between Cayo Santiago and Punta 
Santiago, just off the eastern coast of Puerto Rico. These animals were regularly 
seen in the late afternoons from the Fall of 1981 until sometime in late February, 
1982. At least 5 different manatee were spotted simultaneously, including one calf 
and two adults in a breeding posture. Because 1 only occasioned the area on Sundays, 
you might consider contacting Sr. Hector Luis Vazquez, the boatman for Cayo Sanciago, 
for further details. This individual is extremely familiar with the area and fishes 
extensively in the channel. He should be an excellent source of information. You 
can call him at (137) 852-0690 weekdays between noon and 1 p.m. If you can not reach 
him by phone, his mailing address is c/o CPRC, Cayo Santiago Station, P.0. Box 906, 
Punta Santiago, PR 00741. 
If you are able to obtain fresh formalin-fixed pathological specimens of the 
major organs of marine mammals, please get in touch with me and I will make contact 
with my colleague and friend who is experienced in marine mammal pathology. 
sler, DVM 





Many letters were received from educators, 
organizations and private individuals 
expressing their gratitude for the lectures 
and exhibits given. The following letters 
are a sample of the numerous received by the 
researcher . 
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Universidad Interamericana de Puerto Rico 
Colegio Regional de Barranguiras 
12 de febrero de 1982 
Sr. Juan Carlos Jimenez 
C. 3A D-16 Versall£s 
Bayamfin, Puerto Rico 00619 
Estimado sencr Jimenez: 
Me place sobre manera su amabilidad por ccmpartir 
sus conocimientos con nuestros estudiantes y la facultad 
de Ciencias iJaturales de nuestro Colegio, el dfa 10 de 
febrero. 
Su conferencia fue de gran impacto e interns para 
toda la concurrencia. Personas como usted las necesitamcs 
mucho para la adquisicifin de nuevcs conocimientos. 
Reitero nuevamente mi agradecimiento y espero 
no sea la filtima vez que nos visite. 
Cordialmente, 
. i 






ACADEMIA DEL SAGRADO CORAZON 
AVE. PONCE OE LEON 1 308 
PAKAOA 19 
SANTURCE. PUERTO RICO 
TELS ’711’OA 
APART ADO 11368 
FDEZ. (UNCOS STA. 00910 
723-3707 
773*5708 
1 de marzo de 1982 
Marine Mammal Research Foundation 
P.0. Box 2758 
Bayamon, P. R. 00621 
Estimados senores: 
El proposito de esta carta es darle las gracias tanto a la 
Fundacidn como al Sr. Juan Carlos Jimenez por la conferencia que 
se ofrecio hoy sobre "Las 8allenas y Manatfs en las Aguas Limitro- 
fes a Puerto Rico" a los estudiantes de las clases de Biologfa de 
la Escuela Superior. 
La conferencia estuvo insuperable porque no s61o se transmi¬ 
ts informaci6n muy interesante a los estudiantes acerca del tema, 
sino que tambien se hizo entretenida por la cantidad de diapositi- 
vas y muestras marinas que trajo el Profesor Jimenez. 
Ademas, como educadora, me impresiono muy bien la secuencia 
o estructuracidn que le da el Profesor Jimenez a esta conferencia 
pues sigue un orden 16gico que el complementa muy acertadamente con 
sus comentarios y anecdotas. 
Esperando en un futuro cercano poder disfrutar de otra confe¬ 
rencia sobre este tema tan interesante quedo de ustedes. 
/Vfpnf ampnfp 
Sandra Lopez EMcier 





(dolcgio ji'an ^gustm 
DUENOE ESQUINA GARDENIA 
BOX 6797. LOMAS VERDES STA. 
BAYAMON, PUERTO RICO 00019 
TELEFONO 780-8033 
4 de febrero de 1962 
Sr. Prof. Juan Carlos Jimenez: 
Por esta quiero agradecerle su anabilidad por ver.ir a 
Muestro Colegio a ofrecer una exposicion y char'la sobrs di- 
versos aspectos de Biologia Marina, particularmente sobre 
mamiferos marinos en los mares de Puerto Rico. 
Aprovecho para felicitarle por la exposicion que ustec 
ofrecio a los alumncs de septimo y octavo grado, tan rica en 
informacion y tan profunda que motivo y agrado grandemente a 
nuestros alumnos. 
Servicios de esa calidad son de gran valor en las escuelas. 
Cordialmente, 
r. Jose Luis^Ortega 
Principal \^/ 
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E5TADO LIBRE ASOCTADO OF PUERTO RICO 
DEPARTAMENTO DF. INSTRUCClON PUBLICA 
HATO RFY, PUERTO RICO 
-FIONA DEL 
sfoetaaio oc instki coon p'.fiica 
U de febrero de I982 
Prof. Juan Carlos Jimenez 
C. 3A. D-l6 VersaJJ.es 
Bayamon, Puerto Rico OO6I9 
Estimado profesor Jimenez: 
Me refiero a su carta del 15 de enero de 1982 en 
la cual usted manifiesta su interes en ofrecer varias confe- 
rencias sobre mamiferos marinos en las escuelas de Puerto 
Rico. Luego de evaluar su solicitud y consciente de la nece- 
sidad que existe de ofrecer en nuestras escuelas actividades 
relacionadas con la vida marina, me place comunicarle que lo 
he autorizado a desarrollar las actividades que usted propone. 
A1 efecto, le exhorto a que se comunique a la brevedad posible 
con el Sr. Julio E. Lopez Ferrao, Director del Programa de 
Ciencia, en quien he delegado la tarea de coordinar su partici- 
pacion en las escuelas. Los telefonos del Sr. Julio E. Lopez 
Ferrao son los siguientes: 753-9255 y 75^-1100, Extension llo. 
Le agradezco su interes en colaoorar con el 
Departamento de Instruccion Publics en el mejoramiento de la 
ensenanza de ciencia en Puerto Rico. 
Cordial mente, 
e— 
Maria Socorro Lacot 
Secretaria de Instrucci5n Publics 
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UNIVBRBIOAO OB PUERTO RICO BN HATABUIZ 
COLIGIO UE ARTIS Y CICNCIAS 
■»r»«UII. PUERTO RICO - oo7o• 
OFICIN A OEL DECANO 
9 dz ^e6<te.tc dz 79S2 
St. Janii Ccutloi Jam.su.'.z 
Mat cue Mammal Rcieatcu Four.dat<o. 
P.0. Sox 2753 
Battamfn, Puente R izo 00621 
Eitimadc loiiat Jimtnez: 
Acaio izzx.be dz iu catfn del 2 dz fzbizic dz 
1982 iztacxonada con 2d poiibxJUdad dz i^teeet und 
ccriciencia cUL eitudia.nta.dv dz nuejTio Recui-to iobxe 
baliznai, dzlfainzi j manoutX. Hz dzleqado eii el 
ptcjeiat Jo6i I. Padooanx. pain quz junto al Vx,izcXoi 
dzt Vepaitajnzntu dz Clznzidi .Mat<ua& atgan-tcen la 
actloidad antzi iznalada. Ed acueAdo quz zllo-i 
tomcii tendld ml zndoio. 
Agiadzzco iu xntzA.lt oi apotfat iui conocxjnlentoi 
ij iu aijuda a lot zitudxantzt j piof\Z-ioizz>. Lz taluaa 
Coidlalmznfz,' 
/ F ' . * ' 
I C* ■. J< * 7 '• ' 





25 de marzo de '922 
Sr. Juan Carlas 
‘"‘nrine nanmal Pesearch foundation 
?.0. 30x 2758 
3ayan6n, Puerto Pico. 00621 
Estinado senor Jim§nez: 
Por este medio los estudiantes y raaestros de cier.cia 
de s§ptirao grados de la ^scuela Maria ^ibertad GJmez de ^evi- 
ttovm le damos las gracias por tan n&gnifica conferer.cia el 
raiSrcoles, 17 de marzo de 1982. 
^speramos volver a contar con una orientaciir. tan buer.a 
y de un teraa de actualidad. P*os dem&s estudiantes desean tanbi&n 
escuchar y participar de la conferencia. 
^racias por sus atenciones . 




Go&u*. PJaVav^o ^*3 
^C-4.G-"vCllO. ji>t i aDi  




 . Ci-iaestra-1 
r-}/£UL^ C/ t/)'c^x _ 
Spa. Paria Pfipez* ' ^•aestraJ 
L.<?v»wv.;?- 
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UNIVERSIO&O OEl SAGRAOQ CORAZON University of the Sacred Heart 
leilTlOO 12313. C0**(0 CUlt LOIZ*. SAMTUDCEfUtRTO IICO ooiu Tfl. 728 -1515 
Oficina de Actividades Extracurriculares. 
25 de marzo de 1982. 
Prof. Juan Carlos Jimgnez 
Calle 3A D-16 
Versalles 
Bayamfin, PR 00619. 
Estimado profesor JimSnez: 
La presente es para confirmarle oficialmente la Conferencia 
que usted, muy gentilmente, accediS a dictar para la Universidad 
del Sagrado CorazSn. El tftulo de la misma es: Ballenas, Del fi¬ 
nes y Manatis en el Srea del Caribe. 
SegCn lo acordado, esta actividad se llevarS a cabo el dfa 
14 de abril de 1982, a lat 10:30 a.m., en el Anfiteatro del Barat. 
Profesores y estudiantes serein invitados a la misma, 
A nombre de la Universidad del Sagrado CorazSn, le queremos 
agradecer su interns y participacifin en nuestro programa de acti¬ 
vidades. 
Sin otro particular a que referirme y deseJndole £xito en sus 
labores, quedo 
Cordialmente, 
A C (Lit1- 
Ricardo CobiSn, Coordinador 
Actividades Culturales 
imr 
cc: Sr. Hunberto Prieto, 
Director Asociado. 
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EscueLa Secundaria Luis Pal6s Matos 
Distrito Escolar Bayamdn 5 
26 de marzo de 1982 
Marine Mammal Research Foundation 
P.O. Box 2758 
Bayamdn, P. R. 00621 
Seftores: 
El dfa 23 de marzo el Sr. Juan Carlos Jimfenez visitd nuestra 
escuela y nos trajo una conferencia sobre los mamlferos marinos , 
la cual estuvo muy interesante. 
Los estudiantes y maestros felicitamos y le damos las gracias 
al sertor Jlmfenez y a ustedes por tan interesante conferencia. 
Cordialmente 




OF PUERTO RICO. INC. 
m?FONC«a«4£OMi8»tfnwrE. Puerto rico 
aO*-7ZMU»/774-Z71» 
April 20, loS; 
Dear Juan Carlos: 
I attended your conference on marine mammals in Ponce 
last week. I enjoyed your program immensley, and got a- 
lot out of it. However, I lost the application for member¬ 
ship and would like to have one. Vfould you please send one 
to: 
Don R. Heinze 
% Colloid-A-Tron of J.R. 
67 Los Banos St. 
Santurce, Puerto Rico OOoll 
Thanking you for your help, and looking forward to seeing 





DEPARTAMENTO OE iNSTRUCClON PLBUCA 
CENTRO RESIDENC1AL DE OPORTUNIDADES 
EDUCAT1VAS 
MAYAGUEZ. PUERTO RICO 00709 
APARTAOOAX LAS MESAS 
TELS 432 3*20 
432 0854 
3 de mayo de 1982 
Dr. Juan Carlos Jlmfenez 
Marine Mammal Recovery Foundation 
Bayamon, P.R. 00619 
Estlmado Dr. Jimfenez : 
La adminstracion, la facultad y el estudiantado del Centro 
Residencial de Coortunidades Educativas de Vayaguez ( C.R.C.E.m.J 
desea, oor este •’-edio. hacerle llegar las m&s expresivas gracias 
oor su Inreresar.te charla ilustrada sobre los Vamlferos Marinos, aus 
usted estuvo a bien ofrecer en nuestro Centro Docente el dCa 13 de 
abril de 1982 a la 1:30 p.m. 
En opinion de los estudiantes y todas las oersonas preserves, 
esta actividad fue excelente Interesante y constructiva. Esoeramos 
'en el futuro se oueda reoetir para los oroximos grupos de estudiantes 
que Ingresen a nuestra escuela 
Sin otro particular a que hacer referer.cia, quedo de usted 
Cordialmente 
'Ur ■* i' 
Ana V Santiago de Rivera 
Directora de CROEM 
/ arh 


